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Summary i

Summary

The aim of this work was to contribute to the understanding at atomic resolution

of the chromatin structure. Single crystal X-ray crystallography was used to

study crystals of nucleosome core particle and histone octamer alone. The

proteins studied were purified mainly from erythrocyte nuclei of chicken blood,

while the DNA was prepared from bacterial plasmids. Development of the

crystallographic technique consisted of establishment of a slow cooling step to

maintain crystal isomorphism during cryogenic protection of the crystal, and

improvements in crystal handling at cryogenic temperatures.

Nucleosome core particles containing symmetric sequence DNA were shown to

diffract to 4.5 A when the crystals were treated with alcohol to obtain the

appropriate level of dehydration. This is the highest resolution diffraction so far

seen from these crystals.

The improved crystallographic techniques were used to locate 1 platinum and 3

mercury sites in heavy atom derivatives of histone octamers, allowing a full

dataset to be collected from native crystals to 3 A resolution, with some strong

diffraction spots observed to 2.8 A.

In order to improve the quality of the phases to obtain better electron density,

site-directed mutants of histone proteins expressed in bacteria had been made

to introduce heavy atom sites, but did not crystallize as histone octamers.

Iterative Single Isomorphous replacement anomalous scattering (ISIRAS)

phases were computed from data collected from single crystals of chicken

histone octamer (CHO) and allowed the clear location of the solvent/molecular

boundary, which coincides well with that previously shown by other studies.



ii Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit war es, einen Beitrag zum Verstandnis der

Kromatinstruktur bei atomarer Auflosung zu leisten. Rdntgen-Kristallographie

einzelner Kristalle wurde angewandt, um die Struktur von Nucleosome Cores

und von Histon-Octamer zu untersuchen. Die Proteine wurden vor allem aus

Huhnerblut-Erythrocyten extrahiert, die DNS wurde aus bakteriellen Plasmiden

gewonnen. Die Entwicklung des kristallographischen Verfahrens bestand aus

der Einrichtung eines "langsam abkuhlenden Systems", das die Erhaltung des

Isomorphisms der Kristalle wahrend dem kryogenischen Schutz des Kristalles

gewahrleistet, und aus der Verbesserung ihrer Manipulation bei tiefen

Temperaturen.

Es wurde gezeigt, dass Nucleosome Cores, die eine symmetrische DNS

Sequenz enthalten, bei 4.5A beugen, wenn die Kristalle mittels Alkohol auf das

richtige Dehydrationslevel gebracht wurden. Die oben erwahnte

Beugungsauflosung ist die beste, die mit diesen Kristallen je gezeigt werden

konnte.

Die verbesserten kristallographischen Verfahren wurden zur Lokalisierung von

1 Platinum und 3 Quecksilber Orte bei Derivaten des Oktamers verwendet. Aus

nativen Kristallen konnte ein ganzes Dataset bei 3A Auflosung gesammelt

werden, dabei konnten einige starke Diffraktionspunkte auch bei 2.8A

beobachtet werden.

Um die Qualitat der Phasen zu erhohen, was zu einer besseren

Elektronendichte fuhrt, wurden site-directed Mutanten von in Bakterien

exprimierten Histonen hergestellt, um neue Schweratom-Orte einzufuhren.

Leider kristallisierten die Proteine nicht.

"Iterative Single Isomorphous Replacement Anomalous Scattering (ISIRAS)

phases" wurden aus den Datasets einzelner Kristalle von Huhner-Oktamer

(CHO) berechnet, was es ermoglichte, die Umrisse der Oktamer-Molekule klar

festzulegen. Diese stimmen mit den Daten anderer Autoren sehr gut uberein.



Riassunto iii

Riassunto

Obiettivo di questo lavoro e stato di contribuire alia comprensione a risoluzione

atomica della struttura della cromatina. Cristallografia a raggi X su cristallo

singolo e stat ottimizzata per lo studio di nucleosomi di 146bp complessati con

un fattore di trascrizione, nucleosomi di 146 bp, e ottamero di istoni. Le proteine

studiate principalmente sono state purificate da nuclei di eritrociti di sangue di

polli, mentre il DNA e stato clonato in plasmidi. L ottimizzazione della tecnica

cristallografica consisteva principalmente nel miglioramento nella

manipolazione dei cristalli a basse temperature, e nella introduzione di

manipolazioni aggiuntive al fine di mantenere isomorfismo durante il

raffreddamento (sostituzione del solvente e raffreddamento rallentato).

La tecnica cosi migliorata ha permesso la localizzazione su ottameri di 3

different derivati mercuriali e di un derivato platinato, inoltre ha permesso il

collezionamento di diffrazioni a 3 A e I' osservazione di alcune riflessioni a 2.8

A. Particelle centrali di nucleosoma contenenti sequenza simmetrica di DNA

hanno mostrato miglioramenti nella diffrazione (4.5 A) e un comportamento on

alcoli lievemente differente da quanto precedentemente riportato.

Sono stati generati mutanti specifici di istoni al fine di usarli per introdurre siti di

legame per atomi pesanti, ma non cristallizzarono quando complessati con gli

altri istoni in forma di ottamero.

Fasi calcolate con Singola Sostituzione Isomorfa e Dispersione Anomala Iterate

con Livellamento del Solvente hanno permesso la localizzazione dei contorni

della molecola di ottamero, che coincide sorprendentemente con quanto

precedentemente riportato e quindi tale lavoro in ultima analisi conferma quanto

riportato in precedenza.
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1. Introduction

Any eukaryotic organism into its minimal subunit is a compartmented system

where the most part of it is composed of tightly packed material that contains a

huge set of information used upon need. Such information should not be fully

available all the time since it could lead to metabolic disorders, therefore a

mechanical control system is needed as-well.

The most efficient way to prevent a bad usage of information is by providing it

upon need, keeping the information not usable in the meantime. The cell

exploits this strategy by maintaining the DNA in a such highly compact state

that the molecular mechanisms that can read it do not have physical access to

it. DNA is organized inside the nuclei of eukaryotic cells in the form of a

nucleoprotein complex known as chromatin. The prevalent protein components

of chromatin comprise a special class, the histones; there are five major types

of histones, i.e., H1, H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. The histone octamer (HO) is

composed of two copies of the histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4, arranged in

regular oligomeric assembly that shows molecular two-fold symmetry (Thomas

and Kornberg, 1975; Albright ef a/., 1979). The high degree of compaction of

the DNA had been quantified as roughly 102-104-fold (Stryer, 1981), and is

achieved first by association of DNA with the HO and the linker histone H1,

forming the complex known as Nucleosome (Kornberg, 1977), and then by the

folding of many of these supercoiled complexes in a higher order called

chromatin fibre (Thoma ef a/., 1979). The coiling is then applied many more

times up to the stage where, when the transcription is fully repressed, as during

metaphase, this dense packaging is clearly recognizable in the chromosomes.

When the chromatin is treated with the endonuclease micrococcal nuclease, a

subcomponent of the nucleosome can be identified: the chromatosome

(Simpson, 1978), which is composed of the same histones bound to 165 bp of

dsDNA. Extensive digestion of the chromatosome and removal of the histone

H1 produce the nucleosome core particle (NCP), composed of the histone

octamer (HO) and 146 bp of dsDNA, that shows approximate two-fold

molecular symmetry (Noll and Kornber, 1977; Lutter, 1978).

The work done for this Thesis tests approaches for a more detailed

understanding of the atomic mechanism governing the DNA-protein and

protein-protein interactions that characterize the nucleosome core particle

(NCP) and the histone octamer (HO).
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1.1. Three-dimensional studies of macromolecules

Understanding of biological substances at atomic resolution has a wealth of

applications and purposes. Atomic structures are important tools for the drug

designer in order to quickly produce efficient medicines (Navia and Murcko,

1992); are fundamental tools for the biologist in order to understand

physiological phenomena in the greatest mechanistic detail (Bugg etai, 1993);

are the benchmark for the genetic engineer to produce modified

macromolecules that have specific properties and even to create new ones with

specific target properties. All of these, and many other applications, are based

on the availability of reliable information, /'. e. sets of spatial coordinates for

each atom composing the molecule.

The interaction of electromagnetic waves with matter is the basic atomic

mechanism through which achieve the structure determination of macro¬

molecules. The methods available differ for the wavelength used, and for the

way its interaction with the sample is quantified. The techniques most often

used are nuclear magnetic resonance and X-ray crystallography.

1.1.1. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

A highly concentrated sample is placed in a strong magnetic field and irradiated

with low energy radio frequencies. The paramagnetic spin of each atom is

therefore excited and returns to the steady state inducing an electric current in a

detection coil (the primary observation in a NMR experiment). Myriad of

experimental designs have been developed (Wuthrich, 1989) evolving from this

basic principle, and allow for instance the measurement of 1H-1H distances in

macromolecules (Wagner and Wuthrich, 1979), and finally the determination of

the complete structure.

NMR relies on samples of high purity expressed by recombinant technology

that allow selected isotopes being introduced as labels and facilitates structural

exploitation of the highly overlapped resonance signals. Limitations of the

technique are generally recognized mainly because of overlapping of

resonance peaks. This overlapping is due to: (i) close proximity of the emission

lines (chemical shift) due to similarity in the chemical environments, (ii) large

resonance line widths, that in the case of NOE's ("The nuclear Overhauser

effect is the fractional change in intensity of one NMR line when another

resonance is irradiated in a double irradiation experiment." from Wuthrich,

1986) are influenced by the Brownian motion of the molecule in solution
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[NOE « —g— ff
3kj j, a= radius of the molecule, h = viscosity of the solution,

k= Boltzmann constant, r= distance between pre irradiated and observed spin,

T= temperature in degree Kelvin, Wuthrich, 1986]. The bigger the radius of

gyration, the slowest the brownian motion of the sample, the widest are the

emission lines.

However, NMR experiments allowed the determination of a growing number of

macromolecules and DNA-protein complexes, and may reach molecular

weights in the range of 30,000 Da to 40,000 Da (Wuthrich, 1989). It is foreseen

that further technical developments in this field (/'. e. higher magnetic fields)

could result in larger macromolecules to be determined by this method

(Wagner, 1993; Boyde et a/., 1994).

1.1.2. X-ray crystallography

Upon propagation of an electromagnetic wave through a stationary charged

particle, the electromagnetic field exerts on the particle a periodic force that

places the particle in oscillatory motion. This becomes a source of

electromagnetic "scattered" radiation (Giacovazzo, 1992). The waves so

produced propagate in all directions, and the structural information that could be

extracted is therefore averaged in all directions. This spherically averaged

structural information is exploited by the technique called Small Angle X-ray

Scattering that operates also on liquids.

The determination of detailed three-dimensional structures by X-ray

crystallography is achievable only by the introduction of three-dimensional

periodicity in the sample, i.e. a crystal. In a crystal all the molecules are ordered

in exactly the same way and therefore the interference pattern of the scattered

waves (structure factors, F) is not averaged over different orientations of the

molecule and retains the whole three-dimensional information. Should be

mentioned that also micro crystallites can be used by X-ray crystallography to

determine three-dimensional structures of small molecules, by the technique

called Powder Diffraction (Giacovazzo, 1992).

The refractive index of X-rays is very near to unity and for this reason the X-

rays cannot be focused by means of suitable lenses like ordinary light or

electrons, (developments in this field may in the future allow it: Amato, 1991).

Thus, we cannot talk about a direct observation of objects by means of

instruments equivalent to optical or electron microscopes. Only the modulus of

the I F I can be obtained since the phase information is not measurable.
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The natural or induced presence in the macromolecule of atoms with peculiar

properties (high atomic number or low electronic energies) is the mandatory

requisite to solve the phase problem and to obtain the electron density of the

macromolecule. Several strategies have been investigated for introducing

heavy metal binding sites by site directed mutagenesis. A possible metal-

chelation mediated by two histidines can be found in a-helices if the histidines

are on the same side of the helix and therefore spaced by three other

aminoacids, in p-strand if the histidines are separated by one aminoacid, and in

reverse p-turn if they are separated by two aminoacids (Arnold and Haymore,

1991; Ghadiri and Choi, 1990; Sung-Sup et al., 1991). Poorly conserved

aminoacids were often substituted with cysteine, where preferably one or more

members of the family contains a serine or cysteine. The substituting cysteine

should be on the surface (thus, positions were chosen in which one or more

members of the family contained a charged aminoacid) and where the

substituting heavy atom is less likely to disturb the protein structure (Hatfull et

al., 1989). One might choose to replace residues that are likely to be on the

surface, but not fully exposed to the solvent. A serine or asparagine adjacent to

a lysine, arginine or aspartic- or glutamic- acids might be a possible choice.

Since serine is nearly isostructural with cysteine, it is very appealing to try

serine to cysteine or vice versa (Sun Dao Pin et al., 1987). Mutants were

designed based on the fact that the mutations should not disturb the protein

structure and activity and that the new site introduced in the sequence should

be accessible to mercury compounds (Tucker era/., 1989).

Subsequent to the solution of the phase problem, a fully manual intervention is

needed for the interpretation of the computed electron density and its modelling

as a sequence of atoms. In spite of the three main problems (growth of crystals,

solution of the phase problem, interpretation of the electron density), this

experimental approach is extremely powerful since it allows the determination

of atomic structure for molecules of any size, ranging from minerals to virus

particles, the largest being so far the Simian Virus SV40 14, 4 MDa (Liddington

etai, 1991).

Since the early X-ray studies on biocrystals (crystals of biological

macromolecules) became apparent the damaging effects of X-ray irradiation on

the sample, and the use of low temperatures in order to reduce it (Low et al.,

1966). Moreover, the problem of intensity decay with increasing resolution is

less severe when the crystal is cooled and so the quality of the data set is

improved, resulting in a more accurate structure determination. At low
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temperature, the atoms vibrate more isotropically (Brock and Dunitz, 1990) and

often show lower B factors (Young etal., 1993) than at room temperature, thus

facilitating the correct estimate of their occupancy (Bhat, 1989). Thus, the

location of water molecules is more accurate (Young et al., 1993).

The current lack of understanding of the forces governing the crystal stability

implies that empirical approaches are needed in order to successfully exploit

the crystal preservation by the low temperature strategy. The first elements to

be considered in the planning of low temperature studies are the temperature to

be achieved, and the rate of cooling from the starting to the final temperature.

Crystals of macromolecules are composed in variable amount of water (20 - 80

%), and since the volume occupied by water in ice form is larger than in liquid

state then if crystals are cooled below 0 °C the water will freeze and by

expansion could damage them. The first strategies used were based on the

lowering of the freezing point of the water, and were accomplished by the use of

"additives" (salts, alcohols, etc. ). Anyhow, any variation in the environment in

which the crystal is present had to be treated with special care since it could be

detrimental di per se ! Set of observations then suggested that the protonic

activity and the dielectric constant should not be disturbed (Petsko, 1975). In

this way the crystal was cooled above the freezing point. In the cases where

suitable additives could not be found, it had been proposed to rapidly exchange

the liquid phase inside the crystals from a "salt" phase to a water/alcohol one

that would give then no problem for low temperature work (Petsko, 1975).

Crystals had been classified in three groups (proteins crystallized from

aqueous/ organic mixtures, protein crystallized from salt solutions, pathological

cases), and useful indications for preparation of cryo-protected crystals

provided (Petsko, 1975). Parak et al. (1976) established that separation of an

ice phase could be prevented by immersing the crystals in liquid propane,

therefore initiating the low temperature studies at temperature below the

freezing point. The value of the procedure was demonstrated in the -193 °C

study of myoglobin by Hartmann etal. (1982) and since then was named shock

cooling. It had been observed (Shakked etal., 1990) that for a large number of

crystals of biological macromolecules the shock cooling treatment effects the

unit cell dimensions (3-20% of the original length). This negative effect was

recently observed also on crystals of large ribosomal subunits from Haloarcula

marismortui (Harms etal., 1993).

Several techniques and procedures were accomplished in order to make the

cryo-crystallography approach easy to use and reproducible: crystal
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stabilization (Schreuder etal, 1988; Ray et al., 1991; Wierenga etai, 1992;

Lima era/., 1994), crystal mounting (in flow cell: Wyckoff et al., 1967; on glass

fibers: Dewan and Tilton, 1987; on micro-spatulas: Hope, 1988; by double layer

glass spatulas: Hope etal., 1989; on free standing film: Teng, 1990; mounting a

crystal at low temperature: Kottke and Stalke, 1993; in yokeless flow cell:

Edwards, 1993), crystal cooling during data collection (Rudman, 1976; Samson

etal., 1980; Cosier and Glazer, 1986; Pickford etal., 1993; Teng etal., 1994).

Alternative to the flash cooling, a slow cooling protocol was applied on crystals

of DNA (Drew et al., 1982) in order to minimize damage to crystallinity of the

sample, but no major differences were noted compared to flash cooled crystals.

The two above-mentioned techniques are complementary for the atomic study

of the biological compounds. It has been shown, in fact, that aside from rare

cases where the crystal packing introduced small rearrangements of the

macromolecule, structures determined by both methods are in good agreement

(Braun et al., 1989). The apparent competition between the two methods can

be easily converted in cooperation: studies on domains by NMR could generate

atomic models useful to solve the phase problem of the larger complexes

studied by X-ray (Baldwin et al., 1991). NMR experiments had been used to

compare the native structures of proteins in cryosolvent and in their mother

liquor (Fink and Cartwright, 1981), with the target of providing the low-

temperature crystallographer with observations useful for the identification of

suitable solvent systems. Also small details found independently by the two

approaches could be compared and used to verify biological hypothesis, as for

instance for the position and structural role of water molecules bound to

macromolecules (Otting etal., 1991; Wiith rich, 1993).

1.2. Structural investigations of chromatin components

The nuclear compartment of any eukaryotic organism is an extremely complex

entity, not yet fully understood in its dynamic behaviour with the surrounding

cytoplasm. Its complexity is certainly due to the numerous activities it governs

and the multitude of tools it uses to achieve the targets. Recently, many

structural studies have been performed either by NMR or by X-ray

crystallography. They allow the identification of different structurally conserved

strategies exploited to recognize the genetic information by the organism. The

work here described focuses on the most abundant transcriptional repressor

proteins found in the nucleus: the histones (Grunstein, 1992). In the following

section the structural studies performed so far on the NCP and CHO are

described, and major achievements of this Thesis are introduced.
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NCP with identical configuration will come together in an ordered way, indeed

the removal of such heterogeneity would be recommended as a general

practice of crystallization. DNasel footprinting performed on NCP assembled

using a symmetric 146mer dsDNA have shown that the 146mer two-fold axis

coincide with the dyad axis of the core particle, and therefore explain that the

cause for the heterogeneity observed when using defined sequence DNA was

generated by the presence of different "binding sites" for the histone octamer

(Tan era/., in preparation).

Crystals of NCP were obtained using the symmetric 146mer dsDNA (Semadeni,

1989) and showed in this Thesis (see 3.5.1.) the restoration of symmetry (space

group P212121 as for the 7 A structure). The symmNCP showed also to be

extremely sensitive to MPD concentration, and the optimal amount to be used

was hereby established (see 3.5.2.). Although the crystals of symmNCP did not

show the high resolution beyond 3 A described previously on mixed sequence-

containing crystals (Richmond et al., 1993), the advantage of having a unique

sequence of DNA is that it will allow unambiguous identification of the bases,

otherwise not achievable having a population with mixed sequence.

Totally recombinant nucleosome core particles were produced using histones

from Xenopus laevis expressed in bacteria, and crystals made with such high

homogeneity are currently under investigation (Richmond et al., 1993). Site-

directed mutants of each histones were made by a joint collaborative effort

(Luger et al., in preparation) in order to introduce heavy atom binding sites

useful for solution of the phase problem by MIR of the NCP and of the CHO

structures. In this Thesis the contribution to such large effort was focused on

the production of three site-directed mutants of histone H2B. Serine 36, serine

78 and serine 87 of histone H2B were mutated to cysteine in three different

constructs (see 3.1.1.)- The expression in E.coli of such modified genes {see

3.1.2.) allowed the production of large quantities of single-site modified histone

H2B, contributing to the MIR solution of the phase problem for the NCP and

CHO.

1.2.2. Chicken Histone Octamer (CHO)

While the "Cambridge group" focus was devoted to the understanding of NCP

(see 1.2.1.), a group at the John Hopkins University headed by E. M.

Moudrianakis dedicated several years of effort to the atomic resolution

determination of the CHO. Single crystals of CHO were grown that diffracted to

3.1-3.5 A of resolution, but because of technical difficulties in the phasing, the
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first structure (Burlingame et al., 1985) that was produced was in complete

disagreement with the "Cambridge group". A structure determined at 3.5 A

resolution is of importance for the global understanding of the folding of the

structure and may allow identification of the rough position of the side chains.

Data beyond 3 A of resolution provide informations that allow a detailed

understanding of the structure, such as: the correct identification of side chains,

the location of water molecules, the identification of molecules from the

crystallizing agents, etc. The structure of the CHO was then determined again

(Arents et al., 1991) from the same data, and the new structure (Brookhaven

code 1HIO) is in complete agreement (Richmond et al. ,1993) with the structure

determined by Richmond et a/.(1984). As recently reported (Arents and

Moudrianakis, 1993), the CHO is a cylindrical wedge derived from the spiral

assembly of the four histone dimers into a left-handed protein supercoil, and

each histone protein has an extended conformation with each folded chain

clasping its partner in a characteristic handshake motif. They identified a

common feature between the folds of the four histone proteins and termed it the

"histone fold", that consists of a short a-helix (« 10 AA), followed by a loop and

p-strand segment, and a long a-helix (« 27 AA), followed by a short loop and p-

strand segment, and a final short a-helix (~ 10 AA) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Ribbon model of the four histones. The view is approximately down the

supercoil axis. The H3-H4 pair is above and to the left. The H2A-H2B dimer is

at the lower right. Each histone contains the three helices and two strands of

the histone fold, in addition to extra-fold structures (Arents et al., 1991)

These and more details were derived after the solution of the crystallographic

problem as explained recently (Wang et al., 1994). The problem they had was
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of algebraic nature and consisted in the correct location of the heavy atom site.

A small error into its location was the cause for the original incorrect structure.

In spite of the many details and results shown in their last report (Wang et ai,

1994), from a strictly technical ground there are still many unclear points that

deserve crystallographic attention in order to completely rely on their structural

interpretation. The release of the coordinates was periodically postponed by the

head of the "Hopkins group", and this fact added further shadows on the

reliability of their model and substantially supported the need for a complete

independent redetermination.

A major part of the work done for this Thesis is aimed at the independent

structure re-determination of the CHO. When this work begun the disagreement

between the "Cambridge" and the "Hopkins" investigations was still of a

fundamental nature. The protocol for the purification of CHO used by A. Klug

and coworkers was hereby improved, resulting in DNA-free histone

preparations that gave large single crystals (see 3.2.1.) diffracting better than

those previously reported (see 3.5.1.). Before these improvements, crystals of

CHO were either not obtained (Klug, A., pers. comm.), or of extremely small

size (see 3.3.1.).

Relevant biochemical experiments had been performed for optimizing the CHO

purification: the effect of detergent on nuclei purification, the salt-dependent

behaviour of histone binding to hydroxyapatite, and the effect of denaturants on

the refolding of histone octamer (see 3.2.2.). All of these experiments had direct

implications on the obtainment of histones in various forms (dimers, tetramers,

single histones) and on the reassemblement of the hybrid histone octamer. It

was shown for the first time that histones have a salt-dependent mechanism for

binding to hydroxyapatite, with the practical implication that even if

hydroxyapatite is not fully saturated with long chromatin when starting the

elution with high salt, there is no loss of histones. Nuclei from chicken

erythrocytes aggregate if exposed to detergent for longer than few minutes, and

it is shown that there is no loss of chromatin in this case. Moreover, the results

presented confirm that when GuHCI or urea are used for denaturate the histone

octamer, after their removal, the CHO refolds to the same extent, producing

complexes of indistinguishible behaviour from the untouched material. In

contrast, the use of TFA for the purification of single histones resulted in

modifications that impeded the appropriate refolding in histone octamers.
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Along the process of redetermination, the work described in this Thesis faced

new problems, mainly due to the low stability of such high resolution diffracting

crystals: 2.8 A on film versus 3.5-3.1 A using an area detector, for the crystals

of the Hopkins group. Use of new cryo-cooling approach, in combination with

solvent exchange, were investigated in detail in this work. This required the

development of novel apparatus and efficient software allowing the collection of

accurately measured diffraction intensities from native crystals and from several

isomorphously derivatized ones (see 3.5.7.). The elaborated stabilization

protocol did not damage the crystals and indeed resolved the lack of

isomorphism that the Hopkins group identified even from native crystals. An

extremely subtle effect of flash cooling is noted here for the first time. With

standard protocols for flash cooling, there is a loss of crystal symmetry without

significant changes in the unit cell dimensions: an unprecedented record (see

3.5.3.).

In the first crystallographic paper of the CHO it was postulated by

considerations of crystal density that one octamer was present in each

asymmeric unit (Burlingame etal., 1984). Later crystallographic analysis, based

on the same data, postulated instead the presence of only half octamer per

asymmetric unit (Burlingame etal., 1985). The presence of non-crystallographic

symmetry can be easily investigated by computing self-rotation functions of

native datasets (Rossmann and Blow, 1962), but the Hopkins group never

based their considerations on such method. Self-rotation functions of the CHO

native dataset are presented for the first time, and from them it is quantitatively

identified the absence of non-crystallographic symmetry and the controversy

appeared in the first crystallographic papers on the presence of one or half

octamer per asymmetric unit quantitatively resolved in favour of the latter (see

3.5.6.).

The heavy atom cluster named TAMM had been the only source of information

for phasing by the Hopkins group. Also in this work it provided the most reliable

phases and therefore it is important to introduce it here. The TAMM is a cluster

of 4 mercury atoms covalently bound to a Carbon, arranged in a tetrahedrical

structure (Grdenic and Sikirica, 1979). Fig. 3 shows the chemical diagram of the

TAMM.
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Fig. 3: Chemical diagram of the TAMM (C[(H3C)(CO)(0)(Hg)]4).

The TAMM compound binds to the -SH (s) by forming a covalent bond between

one of the mercury atoms and the sulfur of the reduced sulphydril group. The

Hopkins group computed the phases for the CHO by modeling the TAMM as a

single mercury. Such approximation is to be expected of introducing errors in

the determination of the high resolution phases, since the approximation

introduced (1.7 A of distance between the centroid and the appropriate

positions, 3.3 A of distance between two mercury of the same molecule) is in

the same order of magnitude of the highest resolution data that have been

presented (3.1 A). The crystallographic problem of accurately orient the heavy

atom cluster TAMM, is addressed here and resolved by multiple analyses that

are based on:

i) correlation of the absolute difference in structure factors between derivatized

and native data sets with the structure factors computed from the atomic

models;

ii) comparison of the shape of the Patterson peaks observed in the difference

Patterson map computed between derivative and native datasets, with the

shape of the Patterson peak computed from the atomic models;

iii) comparison of the distances between the asymmetric unit centroid of the

TAMM and the single-mercury Patterson refined solution (see 3.5.7.).
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1.3. Objectives

The work described in this Thesis contributes to the determination of the three-

dimensional structure of the NCP and of the CHO at high resolution. The topics

that were successfully investigated are:

- crystallographic characterization of NCP containing symmetric sequence DNA

(symm-NCP);
- crystallographic effects of alcohols on crystals of symm-NCP;
- improvement of biochemical purification methods of CHO for crystallization;
- improvement of the quality of CHO crystals to obtain high resolution data;

- de-novo design and optimization of cooling protocol for CHO crystals to allow

cryo-temperature studies;

- derivatization of CHO crystals with heavy atoms;

- location and orientation of the TAMM cluster in the CHO crystals.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Commonly used chemicals are not reported in the following lists, their provider

were mainly FLUKA, MERCK and SIGMA.

2.1.1. Equipment

The following equipment had been used: ACCUFLEX robot, air-thermostats,

Centricon disposable concentration devices, Comark digital thermometer,

Corex tube, desk-top Eppendorf centrifuges, digital thermomether, electronic

hygrometer, electrophoresis units, FPLC, freeze-drier, FTS cooler, Heraeus

centrifuge, HPLC, Huber precession camera, Leika heat protecting microscope

filter, Linbro tissue culture plates, magnetic stirrer, MAR-18cm imaging plate,

pHmeters, plotter, Pt-100 sensor, refractometer, Rigaku RU200 X-ray

generator, Rigaku FR X-ray generator, Sartorius concentration device, Sartorius

ultrathimbles, Spectrapore 6 dialysis tube, spectrophotometer, speed-vac,

Spiramix, Superose12, vortexes, water bath, WILD microscopes, X-ray

capillaries.

2.1.2. Small material and chemicals

The following materials and chemicals had been used: ampicillin, calf intestinal

alkaline phosphatase grade I (Boehringer Mannheim), dry-ice, DTT, ethanol,

hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (SIGMA), hydroxyapatite fine grade

(Bio-RAD), immersion oil (Cargille type-A), liquid nitrogen, micrococcal

nuclease (SIGMA), mineral oil (SIGMA), miracloth, paper points (Maillefer SA

1338 Bellaigues Switzerland), Paratone-N (Exxon, generous gift from H. Hope),

polynucleotide kinase (Biolab), propane35 (Carbagas), T4DNA ligase (NEB), T7

DNA polymerase (Pharmacia).

2.1.3. Buffers and solutions

The following buffers and solutions had been used: 2xTYmedia (1.6 %

bactotryptone, 1 % yeast extract, 0.5 % NaCI), 6xDGLB (0.004 % bromophenol

blue, 0.004 % xylene cyanol, 30 % glycerol, 60 mM EDTA), LYSIS (50 mM

glucose, 25 mM Tris-CI pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA-Na pH 8.0), TBE (89 mM Tris, 89

mM boric acid, 2.5 mM EDTA), TES (10 mM Tris-CI pH 8.0,100 mM NCI, 1 mM

EDTA-Na pH 8.0), TYE plates (1.0 % bactotryptone, 0.5 % yeast extract, 0.8 %

NaCI, 1.5% agar).
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2.1.4. Cells and plasmids

The following cells and plasmids had been used: pST5 (Tan et al., in

preparation), pTJR2 (Richmond et a/.,1988), BL21(DE3)pLysS (Studier et al.,

1990), CJ236 (Maniatis et al., 1982), HB101 (Maniatis et al., 1982), TG1

(Maniatis era/., 1982).

2.1.5. Computer hardware and software

The following computer hardware and software had been used: CRAY-YMP,

DEC-Alpha OpenVMS1.6, ESV UMIPS2.2, Iris 4D-35 IRIX4.05, Macintosh

Quadra 900, Macintosh SE, Vax-VMS 6000, Vax-VMS 9600, AMORE

(J.Navaza), CCP4 package version 2.6 (CCP4), GLRF-TF (L.Tong

M.Rossmann), HKLIOXPLOR (L.Toldo), MAGE2.6 (R.Richardson), MERLOT

(P.M.D.Fitzgerald), oNo 5.9.2 (A.Jones), OSC-TJR and HKL-TJR (T.J.

Richmond), OSCPLANNER (L.Toldo), PATSOL (L.Tong), PHASEIT

(W.J.Furey), PHONEME (L.Toldo), WHATIF (G.Vriend), XCFTS (L.Toldo),

XCON (LToldo), XPLOR 3.1 (A.Brunger), XTALVIEW (D.McRee).

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Colligative properties of solutions

Colligative properties of solutions are often quoted as the main cause of

perturbation of crystal stability, but discordances are very often found in the

literature. Therefore, adequate measurements of the colligative properties of

solutions used for crystal handling were of paramount importance in order to

observe if these measurements were practically connected with the crystals

studied in this work.

2.2.1.1. Conductivity

Conductivity was measured with a CDM3 Radiometer with a cell constant of

0.316 cm.

2.2.1.2. Osmotic pressure

The osmotic pressure of stabilizing solutions was determined using the

principles described by Schreuder et al. (1988), with two complementary

strategies. Briefly, a 24-well Linbro plate was used as a reaction vessel. To

each well was placed either a solution containing 1 ml of 2.7 M ammonium

sulphate (the "direct" set-up), or a linear gradient of ammonium acetate (the

"inverse" set-up) was added. In both cases, a 10 u.l droplet of ammonium

sulphate or ammonium acetate was placed onto a coverslip that was then
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flipped on the corresponding well of the different solutions, greased in order to

avoid air loss, and allowed to equilibrate. At various times (12, 24, 48 hr) and at

different temperatures (37°C, 25°C, 4°C, -20°C, -80°C) the volume of the

equilibrated droplet was measured, and the correlation between the various

factors was graphed.

2.2.1.3. Refractometry

The refractive index of solutions was measured with an ATAGO refractometer.

2.2.1.4. Freezing point

The freezing point was determined with a home-made apparatus. A 30 ml

Corex tube was filled with 5 ml of the solution of interest, a small magnet placed

inside and a Pt-100 probe connected to a digital thermometer. The cooling

process was recorded with a pen-recorder attached to the output line of the

Comark digital thermometer. The cooling was initiated by immersion of the

Corex tube into a liquid refrigerant, and was performed with constant stirring of

the solution. The cooling environments were: low-temperature cold room air (-

20°C), ethanol with dry ice (-80°C) and liquid nitrogen (-180°C). The freezing

temperature was considered as the one observed for a stable plateau

formation. When the plateau was close to the temperature of the cooling bath,

the measurement was repeated with the bath of the next lower temperature.

The precision of the determination of the freezing point was furthermore

evaluated by appearance of symmetry in the entropic process following heating

from the final temperature of the bath to the liquid state, performed at RT. The

solutions used for the data collection were studied using diffraction techniques,

and the freezing point observed as the temperature at which the amorphous

glass state (which gave negligible diffraction) turned to diffraction rings. These

experiments were accomplished by filling a crystallographic capillary with the

solution of interest and then sealing it. The capillary was mounted into a sleeve

(see 2.2.6.6.) and flash-cooled as for the crystals (see 2.2.6.7.). After it was

flipped into a liquid nitrogen stream, the diffraction was recorded at the

crystallographic setup. The temperature of the stream was changed in steps of

10 degrees and a picture was taken for each step.

2.2.2. Preparation of DNA - general methods

2.2.2.1. Phenol-chloroform extraction

Proteins are known to be much more hydrophobic than DNA. Phenol extraction

is based on this physicochemical property to remove proteins from DNA. The
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DNA in a polar liquid phase containing also proteins, was mixed with the same

volume of water-saturated phenol, stored at -20°C and not recycled after

thawing. The biphasic mixture was vigorously mixed until the milky suspension

become homogeneous. Centrifugation was used to separate the two phases,

the phenol phase which contained proteins and the other one containing the

DNA. At the interface the protein contaminant could be observed. The

supernatant was then removed and the treatment repeated at least 3x until the

interface remained clear.

2.2.2.2. Ethanol-precipitation of DNA

To the solution containing the DNA, 0.1 volumes of 3 M NaAc (pH 5.2) and 2.5

volumes of absolute ethanol were added, the solution was left for 15 min at RT.

After centrifugations at 9000 rpm, for 20 min, at 20°C the supernatant was

removed and the pellet allowed to dry.

2.2.2.3. PEG precipitation

This precipitation allows the separation of DNA of widely different size, i.e. a

vector of several kilobases of length and an insert of few hundreds base pairs.

The solution containing the DNA was brought to a concentration of 6 % of

PEG6000 and 0.5 M NaCI, incubated on ice for 1 hr and centrifuged at 9000

rpm, 30 min at 4°C. The pellet contained the long DNA segments, whereas the

supernatant the short ones.

2.2.2.4. Agarose-gel electrophoresis

This is a rapid method to estimate the size of large DNA fragments (from few

hundreds base pairs to several kilobases).

Agarose was dissolved in 1xTBE, to a concentration depending on the range of

separation of interest but ranging from 0.5 to 2 %, by brief incubation in a

microwave oven. After cooling to roughly 40°C, the gel was poured in the

assembly and allowed to firm at RT. The samples were diluted 1:1 with DGLB

and loaded in the wells formed by the appropriate comb. The electrophoretic

separation was performed at RT at 60 V until the blue-bromophenol band

reached the end of the gel. The gel was stained with ethidium bromide which

increases the fluorescence of dsDNA due to intercalation (1 % ethidium

bromide in ethanol was added to the solution at 1:106). The positions of the

DNA bands were visually determined by examining the gel under a UV lamp.
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2.2.2.5. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)

As an essential method for evaluating differences among short pieces of DNA

(50 - 600 bp) at medium resolution (10 -20 bp), PAGE was accomplished by

casting 10 % acrylamide gels (40:1 ratio acrylamide versus bisacrylamide),

1xTBE that were then loaded with samples diluted 1:1 in DGLB and run in

1xTBE at 10 W with a cooling fan. The gel was stained as in 2.2.2.4.

2.2.2.6. DNA concentration and purity determination by UV spectroscopy

The DNA has a typical absorption profile in the UV, showing a maximum at 260

nm, and by a ratio of absorbance between 260 and 280 nm of 2. Fifty u.g/ml of

dsDNA and 20 u.g/ml of ssDNA give an absorption unit of 1 at 260 nm. The

value obtained at 260 nm gave the DNA quantity and the ratio 260/280 the

purity, being 2 the optimum.

2.2.2.7. Mini-preps

Minipreps are DNA preparations from £ coli that yield up to 5 \ig of DNA. They

are generally used for sequencing, cloning or restriction analysis. In this study

two different methods were used.

Alkaline lysis miniprep

Five ml alkaline lysis plasmid minipreps were performed according to laboratory

protocols (Tan, S., pers. comm.). Briefly, single colonies were grown overnight

in 5 ml of 2xTY+AMP. After centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 5 min at RT, the

pellet of cells was resuspended in 200 uJ of LYSIS solution. 20 u.l of lysozyme

(10 mg/ml) were added, and after quick vortexing the digestion was performed

for 5 min. 400 uJ of NaOH/SDS (0.2 M NaOH, 1 % SDS) were added, mixed by

inversion and incubated on ice for 5 min. The DNA was precipitated by addition

of 300 u.l of cold 3 M / 5 M K/Ac solution, and the yield increased by inverting

the tubes several times and incubating on ice for 5 min. The chromosomal clot

was collected by centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 5 min in cold room. The short

nucleic acids that remain in solution were collected by isopropanol precipitation

(430 u.l isopropanol for 800 \i\ of solution, followed by centrifugation at 13000

rpm for 5 min at RT). Ribonucleotide contaminants were removed by RNase

digestion [100 \i\ of 40 ng/ml RNaseA, 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 50 mM EDTA

(pH 8.0)], performed after vigorous agitation (30 seconds of vortexing) for 15

min at 37°C. During the digestion several vortex cycles were performed in order

to break the pellet. The enzyme was removed (see 2.2.2.1.), and the DNA

recovered by PEG precipitation (see 2.2.2.3.), phenol-chloroform extraction

(see 2.2.2.1.) and ethanol precipitation (see 2.2.2.2.). The sample was then
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resuspended in 25 ul of TE. For pUC plasmids the typical yield of DNA was 25

H9-

CTAB minipreo

Del Sal etal. (1992) proposed a faster protocol, based on the CTAB compound.

Due to its speed, simplicity and purity it is hereby reported although it has been

scarcely used in this work since it was established by M. Bavand only in the

later stages of my DNA-work.

Cells grown overnight (1.5 ml) were centrifuged (13000 rpm, 30 sec, RT), the

supernatant discarded and the pellet resuspended in STET buffer [8 % w/v

sucrose, 0.1 % v/v Triton X-100, 50 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0)]. 4 uJ

of lysozyme (50 mg/ml in the same buffer) were added, and the lysis occurred

in 5 min at RT. The samples were boiled for 45 sec and centrifuged at 13000

rpm, for 10 min at RT. The pellet was removed with a toothpick, and 8 ul of

hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (5 % in 500 mM NaCI) added and

vigorously vortexed. The precipitate obtained by centrifugation at 13000 rpm,

for 5 min at RT was immediately resuspended in 300 \x\ of 1.2 M NaCI. Nucleic

acids were precipitated by addition of 750 ul of ethanol at -80°C. Another

centrifugation at 13000 rpm, for 10 min at 4°C produced a scarcely visible pellet

that should then be rinsed with 70 % cold ethanol and dried. It was

resuspended in 100 ul of TE, phenol-extracted twicely (see 2.2.2.1.), extracted

with chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (in short CIA, 24:1) once, and then precipitated

(see 2.2.2.2.). The yield was generally 5 ug DNA/sample. The denaturation

before the sequencing was accomplished by adding the DNA to 0.2 M NaOH

and incubating it for 20 min at 68°C. The DNA was then neutralised with 5 M

ammonium acetate (pH 5.4) and precipitated (see 2.2.2.2.). The pellet was

rinsed with 70 % cold ethanol and dried in a speed vac.

2.2.2.8. Midi-preps

Midi-preps are generally required in final stages of cloning procedures, where

massive amounts of material are freeze-dried and stored for a long time. Useful

for backups of genetic material, midipreps are essentially a scaled-up version of

the miniprep. The following protocol has been established by S. Tan (pers.

comm.).

100 ml of cells were grown in 500 ml of medium, collected by centrifugation at

5000 rpm, for 5 min at 4°C, and the pellet resuspended in 20 ml of cold TES

and spinned again. Five ml of LYSIS were used to resuspend the pellet and
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three hundreds ul of lysozyme (50 mg/ml) were added and incubated at RT for

5 min. As for the minipreps, the chromosomal DNA was precipitated after

addition of 10 ml NaOH/SDS, vigorous shaking, and addition of 7.5 ml cold 3 M

/ 5 M K/Ac. After mixing by inversion the tube was incubated on ice for 5 min. A

centrifugation at 10000 rpm, for 5 min at 4°C, resulted in a clean supernatant

that, after being filtered through a sintered glass funnel, was cleared of the

remaining nucleic acids by addition of 12.5 ml of isopropanol. The pellet

obtained after centrifugation at 10000 rpm, for 5 min at 20°C, was washed with

70 % cold ethanol and air dried. Only 500 u.l of TE were used to resuspend the

pellet, that was then subjected to RNase A treatment, phenol/chloroform

extraction (see 2.2.2.1.) and PEG precipitation (see 2.2.2.3.). The pellet was

then resuspended in 300 uJ TE and extracted three times with CIA, ethanol

precipitated (see 2.2.2.2.) and dissolved in 100 \i\ TE. A UV absorbance

spectrum of 1:200 dilution of this material was recorded. Typical yield for

pBR322-based plasmids was 1 u.g/ml of E. coli culture.

2.2.2.9. Large Scale Plasmid Prep

This protocol was used when milligrams of 146 bp DNA were needed for

crystallization. It had been established by S.Tan (pers. comm.) and it is briefly

described.

Fifteen grams of frozen cells were divided into six 0.5 It centrifuge bottles and

processed in parallel. The cells in each bottle were resuspended by addition of

50 ml of LYSIS buffer, and the pH adjusted to 8.0 with 1 M NaOH. After addition

of 5 ml of lysozyme solution (1.5 g of lysozyme for 30 ml of LYSIS buffer), the

cells were swirled and incubated for 30 min at RT. Spheroplasts were broken by

addition of 120 ml of NaOH/SDS, mixed by inversions and vigorously shaked

until clumps were completely removed. Shaking was alternated with ice-chilling.

Ninety ml of cold 3 M/5 M K/Ac were added to each bottle, gently shaked and

incubated on ice for 20 min. A centrifugation at 10000 rpm, for 5 min at 4°C was

performed; the supernatant filtered through Miracloth and precipitated with 850

ml of isopropanol. The supernatant was removed, the pellet rinsed with 70 %

cold ethanol and air dried. The well dried pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of TE

and transferred to a 30 ml Corex tube to vortex it properly. RNase A treatment

was performed twice, followed by three phenol extractions (see 2.2.2.1.). The

aqueous phase was then extracted twice with an equal volume of CIA. The 6

tubes were combined and the volume brought to 60 ml with TE. The plasmid

DNA was precipitated (see 2.2.2.2.). The pellet was resuspended in 30 ml of 20

mM TrisHCI pH 8.0, 0.1 M NaCI, 1 mM NaEDTA. The suspension was

extracted at least three times with roughly an equal volume of CIA. Its
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concentration and contamination from proteins were determined

spectrophotometrically (see 2.2.2.6.). 60 mg of DNA in a volume of 30 to 50 ml

were run over the Sephacryl S-1000 column in 20 mM TrisHCI pH 8.0, 0.1 M

NaCI, 1 mM NaEDTA, as described in Table 1.

Table 1: Large scale plasmid purification by Sephacryl S-1000

Column

Sephacryl S-1000,50 mm internal diameter

Buffer 20 mM TrisHCI pH 8.0, 0.1 M NaCI,
Flow rate 3 ml/min

x 850 mm length
I mM NaEDTA.

Detector

monitor absorption at 260 nm

cell volume 1.6 u.l

sensitivity channel 1:0.5, channel 2:2.0

Chart recorded

0.1 mm-minute

Equilibration between runs: 9.5 hr at 3 ml/min

The peak eluted from the column was then placed in a siliconized round-

bottomed flask and freeze-dried. The latter was resuspended in H2O to 4 mg/ml

and dialysed first against H2O and then against TE. The DNA could be stored at

-20°C or freeze-dried. Typical yields were 50 to 100 mg of plasmid DNA.

2.2.2.10. Large scale preparations of defined sequence 146 bp dsDNA

An important requirement for crystallography is the large amount of pure

material. If one is concerned with chromatin, then he should have not only the

proteinaceous component, but also the nucleic acids one. The main strategy to

improve the previous work (Richmond etai, 1984) toward the understanding of

the structure of chromatin was in fact to produce pure components to obtain

better ordered crystals. That approach had been followed also by another

laboratory (Harp et a/., 1993) that has recently obtained crystals of NCP

diffracting to 2.6-2.8 A in the best direction and 3.3 A in the worst direction

using a palindromic sequence from human satellite DNA (Ramakrishnan, 1994).

Two protocols constitute nowadays the routine approach to the problem and are

hereby described. The first is fairly general and is a scaled up procedure of

what is normally done to separate fragments of DNA from a known plasmid,

with the final step of low pressure liquid chromatography in order to obtain

material of crystallographic purity. The second is a more specific one, and is

aimed to obtain a 146 bp dsDNA fragment perfectly symmetric, starting from a

plasmid containing only half of it, a 84mer monomer.
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Large scale production of defined asymmetric sequence 146 bp DNA

This protocol was developed by T.J. Richmond et al. (1988). The version

hereby described is a modification of S.Tan (pers. comm.) and uses the pTJR2

clone. pTJR2 is a pUC9-based vector, containing 23 copies of the sea urchin

5S RNA gene, its total length is approximately 6000 bp, 3300 bp of which

constitute the insert. The insert was cloned into a EcoRI Hindlll site, while the

oligomers could be produced by EcoRV digestion.

Competent cells HB101/pTJR2 in glycerol culture kept at -20°C were the

starting material, that was streaked onto a TYE+AMP plate and incubated

overnight at 37°C. A single colony was then used to inoculate 100 ml of

2xTY+AMP in a 500 ml flask which was incubated at 37°C by shaking (250

rpm) for 8 to 12 hr until the OD600 was between 0.3 and 1. This culture was the

starter (170 fold final dilution) for 24 flasks containing 0.5 It of 2xTY+AMP and

was incubated at 37°C by shaking (220 rpm) for 16 to 20 hr. The cells were

harvested by centrifugation at 6000 rpm, for 6 min at 4°C. The final pellet was

resuspended in 200 ml cold TES buffer, centrifuged at 7000 rpm, for 10 min at

4°C and then stored at -20°C. The expected yield was about 100 g wet weight

cells out from a 12 It prep.

The pTJR2 plasmid was then isolated (see 2.2.2.9.) with a yield of 150 mg

before S1000 chromatography and about 100 mg plasmid after it. Fifty

milligrams of pTJR2 plasmid were then digested overnight at 37°C in 50 mM

Tris-HCI (pH 7.6) 100 mM NaCI, 10 mM MgCI2, 1 mM DTT, at a concentration

of 1 mg/ml of plasmid and of 30000 units of EcoRV endonuclease. The

progress of the digestion was monitored (see 2.2.2.4.) using Mspl-pBR322

markers. One mg of pTJR2 should contain 6x10-9 moles of EcoRV sites. At the

end of the reaction the vector's derived DNA was separated from the insert by

PEG-precipitation. The efficiency of the PEG precipitation was checked by gel

electrophoresis (see 2.2.2.4.). The 146mer insert, being in the supernatant, was

ethanol precipitated (see 2.2.2.1.). The pelletted 146mer DNA was

resuspended with successive 200 u.l washes of 20 mM Tris-HCI pH 7.6,0.1 mM

EDTA, 300 mM NaCI in a total of 2 ml. Purification of the 146mer DNA by HPLC

chromatography over the TSK DEAE-5PW column followed by loading up to 10

mg per run. Details are given in Table 2.
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Table 2: Large scale purification by TSK DEAE 5-PW of defined sequence

146bp.

Column

TSK DEAE-5PW, 21.5 mm internal diameter x 150 mm length
Buffer A: 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.6), 0.1 mM EDTA, 300 mM NaCI

Buffer B: as A but with 600 mM NaCI

Flow rate 4 ml/min

Detector

Monitor absorption at 260 nm

cell 12 u.l volume,

sensitivity of channel 1:0.5, channel 2:2.0

Chart recorded

1 mm-minute

Gradient

time (min) 0 10 15 55 56 64 65

Buffer B(%) 0 0 35 55 100 100 0

Equilibration between runs: 45 min at 4 ml/min in buffer A.

The 146 bp ds DNA was concentrated by ethanol precipitation (see 2.2.2.2.)

and after air drying was resuspended in TE up to a concentration of 50 mg/ml.

Preparation of symmetric 146mer DNA

This protocol was developed by S.Tan and T.J. Richmond (pers. comm.) and

then reported by A. Semadeni (1990).

2.2.2.11. Oligonucleotide purification for mutagenesis

Large scale purifications are performed using HPLC and hydrophobic

interaction chromatography, and are well suited for millimolar scale

purifications, the requirement for crystallization, in the present work, however,

oligonucleotides were used only as tools for introducing specific changes into a

template sequence and therefore were done only in the micromolar scale. For

this reason a much easier protocol developed by Carter et a/.(1985), and

implemented by S.Tan (1990) has been used and is hereby described. The

oligonucleotides were kindly synthesized by Y.Hunziker on an Applied

Biosystems 308B DNA synthesizer. Before their purification the isobutyl and

benzoyl protecting groups had to be removed; this was achieved by incubation

at 55°C for 6 to 12 hr. The ammonia present was removed by centrifugation

under vacuum. At this point it was important to measure the concentration of

the oligonucleotides (see 2.2.2.6.) before purification. A 7 M urea, 1xTBE,

acrylamide (40:1) gel (50x20 cm) was prepared, in the concentration of 15-20 %

of acrylamide for oligos of 15-40 bp. The gel was pre-electrophoresed at 40W

for 30 min, in 1x TBE, the sample (generally consisting of 50 uJ of
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oligonucleotide diluted 1:1 with formamide dye and freshly boiled ) was applied

and run at the same power until maximum separation was achieved (5 to 6 hr

on a 15 % gel). The gel was then wrapped with Saranwrap, and the location of

the band of the right size (as judged by a marker run in parallel on the same

gel) was noted under a UV lamp equipped with fluorescent screen underneath.

The band was cut, dialysed against H20 in ordinary dialysis tubes (12-14000

MW cut-off) for at least 4 hr at RT and filtered through 0.45 urn disposable

filters. Typical yield of the purified material was about 30 % of the starting

material.

2.2.2.12. DNA purification with the glass bead method

After a restriction enzyme digestion the insert of a desired size could be easily

purified using the following method.

The sample was run (see 2.2.2.4.) on agarose gel and the band of interest

excised with a razor blade. The agar slice was weighed and 2 ml of Na I

solution (saturated solution in water), were added per each gram of agar. The

agar was completely dissolved by warming at 37°C and vortexing occasionally.
1 u.l of glass bead slurry was added for each u.g of DNA with a minimum of 5 ul

After incubation on ice for 15 min, and centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 10 min in

the cold room the beads were then washed in 100 uJ of cold WASHBEAD

solution (50 % ethanol, 0.1 M NaCI, 0.1 M Tris-HCI pH 7.6, 10 mM EDTA) three

times. The insert was eluted with 15 jil of TE at 37°C for 10 min, spun, the

supernatant collected and the operation repeated. The combined supematants

resulted in a yield of 85 % of the DNA present in the band.

2.2.2.13. DNA-sequencing

The following protocol for sequencing phage DNA and plasmid DNA is based

on the original work of Tabor and Richardson (1987). The 50 x 20 cm gradient

sequencing gel was casted (7 ml 5XTBE gel mix+14 uJ 25 % AMPS+14 uJ

TEMED, and 40 ml 0.5XTBE+80 u.l 25 % AMPS+80 u.l TEMED) and allowed to

polymerise. The primer was annealed to the template by mixing 10 u.l of

template with 0.8 u.M of primers and 2 \i\ T7 annealing buffer and by incubation

at 60°C for 10 min and then at RT for 10 min. For each clone 2.5 u.l of each of

the 4 termination NTP mixtures were distributed into microtiter plate wells and

the T7 DNA polymerase mix prepared ( 3 u.l 100 mM DTT, 2 uJ T7 label mix,

0.5 \i\ T7 DNA pol dilution buffer, 0.4 uJ 10 nCi/u.l[35S-dATP], 3 units/uJ T7DNA

pol). Six u.l of T7 DNA polymerase mix were added to the annealed mix and

incubated at RT for 5 min. The reaction was terminated by pipetting 4.5 u.l of
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labelling reaction to side of each of the NTP mixes, covering the microtiter plate

and centrifuging briefly to mix. The plate was incubated at 37°C for 5 min. Two

u.1 of formamide dyes were added and incubated at 80°C for 15 min. After

having rinsed the wells with running buffer, the reaction mix was loaded on the

gel and run at 40 W for approximately 2 hr 30 min. The gel was fixed in 10 %

acetic acid /10 % ethanol for 15 min and then attached to 3 MM paper and

dried. Autoradiography overnight at RT without intensifying screen was

generally sufficient to obtain a readable signal on X-ray films. The only

modifications needed when using dsDNA were the following: 0.2 u.g of DNA

were denatured by addition of NaOH and EDTA to 0.1 M and 0.1 mM,

respectively, and by incubation at RT for 5 min. The DNA was ethanol

precipitated (see 2.2.2.2.) and resuspended in a solution of 10 u.l H20, 2 u.l 5

u.M primer and 2 u.l T7 annealing buffer (280 mM Tris-CI pH 7.5, 350 mM NaCI,

100 mM MgCI2), incubated at 37°C for 20 min and at RT for 10 min. This DNA

was ready for the polymerase mix, as described above.

2.2.2.14. Competent cells

Several protocols are available for the preparation of competent cells. However,

in this work a method first described by Hanahan (1985) and modified by S.Tan

(pers. comm.) has been used.

Five ml of an overnight culture from a single colony of a freshly streaked plate

were used as start-up for 100 ml cultures in 2xTY and were grown exponentially

(90-120 min, 0.4 < OD6oo < 0.7). 25 ml of culture were put in 50 ml Falcon

tubes, cooled on ice for 15 to 30 min and centrifuged at 2000 rpm, for 7 min at

4°C. The cells were then resuspended in 11 ml of FB (100 mM KCI, 50 mM

CaCl2 ,10 % glycerol, 10 mM KAc pH 7.5) and stored on ice for 15 to 60 min.

After a further centrifugation step as above, the cells were resuspended in a

final volume of 4 ml. Aliquots of 100 u.l were made and frozen in liquid nitrogen.

2.2.2.15. Site directed mutagenesis using uracyl selection

The method developed by Kunkel era/. (1987) and adapted by S.Tan (pers.

comm.), was used in this Thesis to produce site directed mutants of histone

H2B. The M13 phages containing the clone for histone Xenopous laevis H2B

have been kindly provided by M.Zenneg, as well as the clone of the same gene

inserted in the plasmid pET3A. Five ml of CJ236 cells in exponential phase (0.3

< OD60o < 0.8) were used to inoculate a flask (containing 100 ml 2xTY, 0.75

u.g/ml uridine and 25 ng/ml chloramphenicol), and they were then infected with

5x109 pfu of M13 phage clone H2B. The phage stock used to infect the CJ236
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cells was previously heat treated at 60°C for 10 min to kill any wild type

contaminant. The culture was started by incubating at 37°C for 6 to 18 hr. It was

then centrifuged at 7000 rpm for 7 min at RT to pellet the bacteria, and the

supernatant was titered on CJ236 and on TG1 cells. The mutagenesis template

DNA was prepared from the phage supernatant by adding 0.1 volumes of

sequencing PEG solution and incubating for 5 min at RT. After centrifugation at

10000 rpm, for 15 min at 20°C, the phage pellet was resuspended in TE,

extracted twice with CIA, and after adjusting the volume to 400 u.l with TE,

ethanol precipitated (see 2.2.2.2.). The DNA pellet was resuspended in 100 uJ

of TE and its concentration determined spectrophotometrically (see 2.2.2.6.).

Typical yield ranged from 30 to 50 |ig DNA. The gel purified oligonucleotide was

then kinased (100 pmols of mutagenesis primer, 1 mM rATP, 1x PNK buffer, 5

u of polynucleotide kinase) by incubating at 37°C for 30 min. The PNK had to

be inactivated by heating to 70°C for 10 min. The kinased primer was annealed

to the template (5 pmol kinased primer, 0.7 pmol uracil-containing mutagenesis

template DNA, in T7 annealing buffer) by incubating at 80°C for 3 min and then

allowed to gradually cool to RT. Extension and ligation were accomplished after

spun down the annealed mixture and adding dNTP to 25 mM, rATP 0.5 mM, T7

DNA polymerase (2 units) and T4 DNA ligase (200 units), and incubating for 60

to 120 min at 37°C. The reaction was stopped by addition of EDTA to 12 mM.

Competent TG1 cells were transfected with 2 to 5 u.l of the mutagenesis mix,

and four to eight transfection plaques were plaqued purified and the DNA

sequenced (see 2.2.2.13.).

2.2.2.16. Preparation of glycerol cultures

Glycerol storage cultures are prepared by mixing in an Eppendorf tube 1 ml of

the overnight culture with 0.3 ml of 87 % autoclaved glycerol. After mixing, the

vial should be frozen in liquid nitrogen and then stored at -70°C.

2.2.2.17. Plasmid transformation

The DNA was added to the competent cells [i.e. two different amounts of

ligation mix (1 u.l and 5 u.l) to 100 u.l aliquots of competent cells]. After 40 min on

ice, a heat shock was performed to the cells by incubating at 42°C for 90 to 120

sec and then placing the tubes on ice for 10 to 20 sec. Half ml of 2xTY was

added to each tube, transferred to a 37°C incubator for 45 min. The cells were

plated on appropriate plates and incubated at 37°C for 12 to 18 hr. One u.g of

pUC of pBR322 yielded 106 to 108 transformants.
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2.2.2.18. Subcloning into expression vector

Expression plasmids are generally fairly fragile constructs, with low

transformation efficiency, therefore a more robust vehicle was used to build the

construct of interest. After the construct had been checked by sequencing, it

was transferred into the expression vector. In this work two independent

approaches have been used.

Full subcloning from M13 to pET3a

The M13-H2B construct had been cloned in the BamHI site of the M13-

polylinker and therefore after mutagenesis it could be transferred into the

pET3a by digestion with BamHI. Since the ends are not polarised, one has to

identify the clone with the correct orientation, and this can be easily

accomplished by restriction analysis. The positive clone should then be further

digested with the enzyme Ndel in order to remove a 36bp tail hanging at the 5'

end of the H2B gene. If this piece would be left therein, its expression would

produce a "fusion" protein that could be converted to the "native" by digestion

with factor X. The latter step is not recommended because it can introduce

microheterogeneity, and therefore it is preferred to remove the 36bp

beforehand. Bam-HI digestion was performed (15 ug DNA, 60 u BamHI, buffer

B, 37°C, 6 hr) and gave the insert that was then gel purified (see 2.2.2.12.). The

pET3a was digested as well, denatured by heat shock at 70°C for 10 min,

phosphatased with 20 u of CIP (40 min, 37°C) and gel purified (see 2.2.2.12.).

Inserts were ligated in the pET3a-BamHI plasmid with an insertplasmid molar

ratio of 2:1 in the following conditions: 2 u.l 10xLM, 1 u.l 10 mM rATP, 2 u.l 1 %

BSA, 80 u Ligase, 10 mM DTT, insert (10.5 (il) and plasmid (0.5 u.l). As control

the vector alone, and 5 uJ of pLMB 529 were used, in order to check the ligation

efficiency and the transformation efficiency (0.024 ng/ml) respectively. Due to

the cloning of H2B in M13, a 36bp tail hanging at the 5' end of the H2B gene

had to be removed, with factor X cleavage at the protein level, or with Ndel

digestion at DNA level. Because of this "tail", the ligation product between

Pet3a and H2BSxC will be referred as FusPet3aH2BSxC due to the fusion-

protein which could be obtained if expressed. After growth overnight on

2xTYAMP plates, mini-preps (see 2.2.2.7.) were performed with 8 random

colonies each, and glycerol cultures were prepared (see 2.2.2.16.). Plates

containing the remaining colonies were stored at 4°C. Restriction analysis of the

samples composed of 5 u.l of digestion mix was performed by incubation at

37°C for at least 2 hr [digestion mix: 109.75 \i\ sterile H20,1.25 u.l 2 % BSA, 30

u.l 10X Buffer A, 2 jil 100 mM DTT, 3 u.l Smal (27 u), 3 ul Bglll (42 u) and 5 uJ of

gel-purified DNA (1 u.g/|il)]. The product of the digestion was analysed
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electrophoretically (see 2.2.2.4.). The orientation of the clones was determined

by comparing the observed length of fragments obtained with the lengths

calculated by the program MAPSORT/ONCE of the GCG package. Midi-preps

(see 2.2.2.8.) were performed for the clones showing the correct orientation and

glycerol cultures (see 2.2.2.16.) prepared for the clones that were then named

FusPet3aH2BSXC. Ndel digestion was performed (200 u.l of total volume, 20 u

Ndel, 1 u.l 2 % BSA, 2 uJ DTT) at 37 °C for 2 hr followed by addition of 20 u of

Ndel and further digestion for other 4 hr. The linearization detected (see

2.2.2.4.) was a proof that the digestion was completed and therefore gel

purification (see 2.2.2.12.) was performed before self-ligation, which proceeded

overnight at 18°C (1 ul LM, 1 uJ rATP, 1 ul BSA, 1 uJ Ligase, 1 ul DTT, 1 jxi

DNA, 4 u.l H20). As control, the same amount of unpurified DNA was also

ligated and another control without ligase was performed. Transformants (see

2.2.2.17) on TYAMP plates were then subjected to restriction analysis with

BamHI and Bglll (237 ul H20, 30 ul 10x NEBIII, 3 uJ 100 mM DTT, 12 u Bglll, 20

u BamHI) and the results analysed electrophoretically (see 2.2.2.4.).

Partial subclonina into pET3a

pET3a containing the H2B clone can be considered a good starting point for

production of site-directed mutants, instead of having to perform the cloning of

the whole gene into a "empty" pET3A vector. With this strategy in fact, one does

not run into the hassle of cloning in the Ndel site and can therefore obviate this

extremely cumbersome cloning site. Our strategy, suggested by S.Tan (pers.

comm.), can be considered as a general cloning one when the clone of interest

is already in the final expression vector. Fig. 4 shows the sequence of the H2B

gene cloned in the pET3a.

501 TTAGCAGCCG GATCCGGCAG CAGCAGTTAC TTGGCGCTGG TGTACTTGGT

BamHI

551 GACAGCCTTG GTGCCCTCGG ACACGGCGTG TTTGGCCAAC TCCCCAGGCA

601 GCAGCAGTCG GACCGCGGTC TGGATCTCCC GGGAGGTGAT GGTGGAGCGC

Smal primer LT2

651 TTGTTGTAAT GAGCCAGGCG GGAGGCTTCC C.CTGCGATGC GCTCAAACAC

primer LT3

701 ATCGTTGACA AAGGAGTTCA TGATGCTCAT GGCCTTGGAC GAGATGCCGG

751 TATCGGGGTG CACCTGCTTC AGCACCTTGT ACACGTAAAT GGCATAACTC

primer LT4

801 TCCTTCCTTG ^TTCCTGCG CTTTTTCCCG TCTTTCTTCT GAGTCTTGGT

851 CACCGCTTTC TTGGAGCCTT TCTTTGCGGC TGGAGCGGAC TTGGCCATAT

BstEII

901 ATATCTCCTT CTTAAAGTTA AACAAAATTA TTTCTAGAGG GAAACCGTTG

951 TGGTCTCCCT ATAGTGAGTC GTATTAATTT CGCGGGATCG AGATCTCGAT

Bglll

Fig. 4: Sequence of H2B cloned in pET3a. Cloning sites are underlined
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BstEII has a unique digestion site (G*GTNACC) at 850 bp of the pET3a vector

containing the H2B gene. The three mutated sites are covered by primers LT2,

LT3 and LT4 at positions 636-654 bp, 663-681 bp and 786-812 bp, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 4 the digestion of pET3a-H2B with BamHI (A*GATCT) and

with BstEII allows the introduction of the same piece of the mutated gene

digested with the same enzymes directly from the M13-clone. The digestion

with BstEII was performed in NEBIII buffer, with 1 mM DTT, 30 u of enzyme for

20 u.g of DNA, at 60°C and checked on a 0.6 % agarose gel (see 2.2.2.4.). If

the linearization was successfully completed, the enzyme was removed by

phenol and CIA extractions (see 2.2.2.1.) followed by ethanol precipitation (see

2.2.2.2.). The DNA was then digested with 10 u of BamHI in BamHI buffer, 1

mM BSA and 1 mM DTT at 37°C. What above described for the mutated M13

clone was performed also with the pET3a-H2B. The mutated fragments were

gel purified before the ligation with the pET3a-H2B. Restriction analysis was

carried out on single colonies, followed by sequencing of the positive clones.

These were also induced and checked for active expression of the appropriate

protein (see 2.2.3.4.).

2.2.2.19. M13 Transfection

Once 1 u.l and once 5 jil of ligation mix were added to 200 ul of freshly made

(see 2.2.2.15.) competent cells (BMH71-18 mut L for site directed mutagenesis)

and then they were incubated at 4°C for 40 min on Spiramix. 1.3 ml of

exponential TG1 cells were mixed with 20 ml of HTop agar and IPTG at 42°C.

Aliquots of 3 ml were transferred to small culture tubes. Heat shock competent

cell mix was added and incubated at 42°C for 90 sec. Each heat shocked

competent cell mix was then transferred to a culture tube of Topmix H, vortexed

briefly and poured on TYE plates. Overnight incubation at 37°C was the last

step of this protocol.

2.2.2.20. M13 Sequencing template prep

For each clone, aliquots of 1.5 ml of 2XTY and 1/100 dilution of overnight

culture were prepared in 7 ml culture tubes. A single isolated plaque of clone

was taken and transferred to the medium, and then incubated at 37°C for 5 hr.

The cells were centrifuged, and 1 ml of the supernatant added to 200 u1 of PEG

solution (20 % PEG6000. 2.5 M NaCI), briefly vortexed and left at RT for 5 min.

Further 2 centrifugations resulted in a phage pellet that was then resuspended

in 100 |xl TE by vortexing. The DNA was extracted with phenol (see 2.2.2.1.),

precipitated with ethanol (see 2.2.2.2.) and then resuspended in 50 u.l TE.
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2.2.3. Protein-methods

2.2.3.1.SDS-PAGE electrophoresis

Laemmli gels of various concentration of acrylamide (8-18 %) depending to the

usage had been made with a home-made casting apparatus. The separating

gel was made at the desired concentration of acrylamide, using 30:0.5

crosslinking ratio between acryl and bisacrylamides, with 0.75 M Tris-HCI pH

8.8
,
0.1 % SDS and polymerized by addition of TEMED and 25 % AMPS qb.

The stacking gel was always 5 % acrylamide with 10:0.5 crosslinking ratio, 0.12

M BisTris pH 6.8, 0.1 % SDS and polymerised as above. Gels were run in 10

mM Tris, 76 mM glycine, 0.02 % SDS, and the sample was loaded in 62 mM

Bis Tris pH 6.8, 10 % glycerol, 2 % SDS, 7.5 % BME after boiling 3 min. The

gels were usually run at 10 W (250-400 V, 40-25 mA) until bromophenol blue

dye runs off the bottom, and were constantly cooled with the built-in fan.

2.2.3.2. Coomassie blue staining

After the run, the gel was fixed in 45 % ethanol, 9 % acetic acid for 10 min. It

was then stained 5 min with a solution containing 0.5 % Coomassie Blue R

(Page Blue 83), and then destained at 60°C in 7 % ethanol and 5 % acetic acid.

2.2.3.3. Mass estimation by UV spectroscopy

The histone's molar extinction coefficients used in this work were the ones

determined by van Holde (1979) for calf thymus at 276 nm, and are shown in

Table 3.

Table 3: Histone's molar extinction coefficients at 276 nm

histone ex10^(cm-1 M-1)

H2A 4.05

H2B 6.70

H3 4.04

H4 5.40

2.2.3.4. Expression of proteins in E.coli

The expression system used in this work has been described by Studier et al.

(1990) and is commercially available (Novagen, 565 Science Drive Madison Wl

53711). The BL21(DE3)pLysS competent cells were transformed (see

2.2.2.17.) with the pETt3aH2BSxC and grown at 37°C in 2xTY with ampicillin
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and chloramphenicol. Once the colonies were grown to an OD60o of 0.5-0.8, 5

ml of them were transferred to a new tube and IPTG was added to a final

concentration of 0.5 mM. Growth was allowed for 4 hr. Samples were taken

after 0, 30, 60, 120, 240 min, spun at 13000 rpm, for 10 min at RT, hy-

potonically treated by addition of 100 u.l H20 and 100 u.l of PGLB, vortexed and

boiled. The extent of expression was checked on a 18 % SDS-PAGE (see

2.2.3.1.). Appropriate controls were also run, as for instance a culture of the

same clone not induced with IPTG to test leakage of the promoter/repressor

system.

2.2.3.5. Purification of histones from chicken blood

In the following chapters, we describe the final refined protocol developed to

obtain histones of crystallographic purity from chicken blood. The nuclei of

chicken's erythrocytes have been selected as source of histones because they

are supposed to be extremely silent in their chromatin-related activities

(Ringertz and Bolund, 1974) and because of the large yields. In addition in the

original crystallographic work (Arents etal., 1991), the same source was used.

In any case, it has been shown that nucleosome core particles (Finch et al.,

1981) produced from different natural sources behaves similarly in

crystallographic terms.

Bleeding

Blood was collected as a by-product of regular poultry processing, by direct

draining of the freshly excised vena jugularis into a slowly shaking beaker

containing 0.5 % NaCitrate and stored on ice. Younger chickens were preferred

because of the less amount of feather on their body, which can disturb the

handling of the biological sample. A slaughter house close to the laboratory was

chosen in order to minimise the time span between bleeding and blood

processing. All the subsequent steps were performed at 4°C with ice-cold

buffers, unless otherwise indicated.

Purification of Red cells

Contaminants from blood were first removed by filtration through a gauze and

blood was diluted 10 fold with CHOWASH1 solution (11.6 % sucrose, 0.2 mM

EDTA, 0.25 mM PMFS, 1 mM Benzamidine, 15 mM KCacodylate pH 6.0, 60

mM KCI, 15 mM NaCI, 0.15 mM Spermine, 0.5 mM Spermidine). Erythrocytes

were sedimented by centrifugation at 4500 rpm for 15 min, and then

resuspended in half of the original volume in the same buffer, after removal of
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white cells with a Pasteur pipette. The purified blood could be stored in this

medium by plunging it into a nitrogen bath and afterward leaving it at -70°C.

Nuclei preparation

When frozen blood was used, it had to be slowly thawed on ice, usually

overnight. This, so called "concentrated prep" of erythrocytes was lysed by 5

fold dilution with CHOLYSIS solution (0.5 % NP-40, 11.6 % sucrose, 0.2 mM

EDTA, 0.25 mM PMFS, 1 mM Benzamidine, 15 mM KCacodylate pH 6.0, 60

mM KCI, 15 mM NaCI, 0.15 mM Spermine,0.5 mM Spermidine) and by gently

mixing by inversion for 60 sec. Nuclei were pelletted by centrifugation and

washed thoroughly (at least 3X) in CHOWASH2 solution (0.3 % BME, 11.6 %

sucrose, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.25 mM PMFS, 1 mM Benzamidine, 15 mM

KCacodylate pH 6.0, 60 mM KCI, 15 mM NaCI, 0.15 mM Spermine, 0.5 mM

Spermidine), and as many times as needed to remove the haemoglobin. The

nuclei could be stored in 50 % glycerol at -80°C. Before doing this, the nuclei

concentration was estimated by measuring their DNA content (see 2.2.2.6.). It

is good practice to observe the quality of the preparation under phase contrast

microscopy. For this purpose a LEITZ DIAPLAN microscope with objective 63

was successfully used, diluting the sample 1:3 with the same medium.

Effect of exposure-length of erythrocytes to NP-40

The problems generated by an extended exposure of erythrocytes to the

detergent NP-40 has been already mentioned by Olins (1976). Since no data

have been reported, the following experiment was designed to observe the

changes impaired to the nuclei preparations by an extended exposure to NP-

40.

Two preparations of nuclei were performed, following the above protocol: in one

(labelled "A") only the first resuspension buffer contained the detergent NP-40,

while in the other (sample "B") all the wash steps were in the presence of NP-40

according to T.J.Richmond (pers. comm.). The effect was qualitatively

estimated on the degree of aggregation of the nuclei as judged by phase

contrast microscopy, and quantitatively by measuring the absorbance profiles at

230 to 280 nm.

CHO purification

Three main strategies are known for the purification of CHO, namely: (i) by

micrococcal nuclease digestion and hydroxyapatite chromatography, (ii) by

ultracentrifugation, and (iii) by protamine displacement. Greyling etal. (1983)
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showed that each of these methods produces pure material with the same

biological activity although they are based on different physicochemical

strategies (Table 4).

Table 4: Strategies to purify histones from chicken erythrocytes

method micrococcal

nuclease and

hydroxyapatite

ultracentrifugation protamine
displacement

principle immobilizes

chromatin and

elutes from it the

histones by gradual
increase in ionic

strength

separates DNA
from histones by
using the shearing
forces of

ultracentrifugation

displaces histones

from DNA by
chemical

competition of the

protamine for DNA

Purification of CHO bv micrococcal nuclease digestion and hydroxyapatite

The nuclei were washed 3-4 times in the CHODIGEST solution (15 mM Tris-

HCI pH 7.5, 60 mM KCI, 15 mM NaCI, 11.6 % sucrose, 0.25 mM PMFS, 1 mM

Benzamidine, 0.15 mM Spermine, 0.5 mM Spermidine, 0.3 % BME) by

repeated centrifugations and smooth pipetting. Then they were resuspended in

a final volume to obtain a DNA concentration of 7.5 mg/ml (see 2.2.2.6.). The

temperature was brought to 37°C, and the pH adjusted to 7.2. A trial digestion

was performed, in order to determine the optimal digestion time required for the

specific batch of enzyme to produce tri-tetranucleosomes. One ml of nuclei was

digested with 2.5 u.l of micrococcal nuclease (200 u / ml in 25 mM TrisHCI pH

7.5, 0.2 mM CaCI2) in CaCI2 to a final concentration of 0.1 mM, at 37°C. Fifty u.l

of reaction mixture were taken after 0, 30 sec, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 min and

immediately mixed with 950 ul of TE. At the end of the trial digestion the

samples were centrifuged at 12000 rpm, for 5 min, at RT and 60 u.l of

supernatant added to 540 ul of 0.1 M NaOH. The absorbance at 260 nm was

measured and each digestion time compared. In conclusion, 1-2 min after the

start of the plateau region were used as time of duration for the bulk digestion.

Phenol-extraction (see 2.2.2.1.), CIA extraction and ethanol precipitation (see

2.2.2.2.) were performed with the remaining 940 u.l of each sample and loaded

on agarose gel (see 2.2.2.4.) in order to estimate the size of the DNA fragments

obtained at each digestion time. The two assessments of the digestion led to

the same conclusion, that 3-4 min of digestion are necessary to obtain tri-

tetranucleosomes. Bulk digestion was thus performed at the conditions

determined previously, and stopped with EDTA at 10 mM final concentration.

Small nucleic acids were removed from the bulk by centrifugation at 3000 rpm,
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for 10 min. The nuclei were then lysed by resuspending the pellet in half of the

digestion volume with NUCLYSIS solution by vortexing and incubating on ice

for 30 min. This soluble nucleo/histone complex was separated from the nuclei

membrane by centrifugation at 4500 rpm, for 10 min. The yield was usually over

80 % the DNA concentration before digestion. The nucleo/histone complex

could be stored in 50 % v/v glycerol at -80°C.

Hydroxyapatite (HAP) purification

The protocol of purification of CHO by micrococcal nuclease and hydroxyapatite

involves the binding of the tri-tetra-nucleosomes on hydroxyapatite due to

specific interactions between the ds DNA and this inert material. Elution of the

proteinaceous component from the DNA was achieved by increasing the ionic

strength.

CHO-HAP binding assay

T.J.Richmond (pers. comm.) recommends the overloading of the column with

DNA in order to saturate nonspecific binding. However, since no data were

reported, hereby studies of the CHO binding at various pH and ionic conditions

were investigated. Table 5 shows the code of each sample and the conditions

used. A.B, and C refer to the composition of the various buffers.

Table 5: Histones-hydroxyapatite interactions

Experimental conditions to assay the extent of binding of histones to HAP.

Buffer A: 65 mM NaCI, 50 mM P04) pH 6, 0.25 mM PMFS, 0.5 mM DTT

Buffer B: as Buffer A, but NaCI 650 mM

Buffer C: as Buffer A, but NaCI 2.5 M

sample binding wash 1 wash 2 wash 3 notes

I A A assays the strength of binding

in low, medium and high saltII B B

III C C

IV A A B assays the effect of increased

ionic strength washV B B C

VI A A B C simulates the purif. protocol

VII A A controls: no HAP is present in

the reaction vessel.VIII B B

IX C C

X A control: no HAP, no centrifug.
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Fifty u.g of CHO were the amount needed to detect it with Coomassie staining

on 18 % SDS-PAGE (12.5 u,g/band) and spectrophotometrically (50 ng/ml

should have an OD28o of 0.022 ) and coincide with the values of maximum

loading used in literature if applied to 1 ml of resuspended HAP. The

supernatants (1 ml each) were measured spectrophotometrically at 230, 276

and 320 nm before to being processed further. Then they were TCA

precipitated with an equal volume of 50 % w/v TCA (3 M), left 15 min at RT and

centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 30 min at RT. The supernatant was removed, and

the pellet first redissolved in 20 \l\ of H20 and then diluted 1:1 with PGLB,

boiled for 5 min and loaded on 18 % SDS-PAGE (see 2.2.3.1.), run at 8 W for 1

hr. Proteins were then detected by Coomassie staining (see 2.2.3.2.).

CHO-purification

The hydroxyapatite (HAP) was hydrated in filtered and degassed H20 and then

defined by resuspending it in 0.5 I of deaerated H20 and pouring off the

remaining suspension after 15 min. The HAP was swirled into 300 ml of

LOADING solution (10 mM Tris-HCI pH 7.5, 0.25 mM PMSF, 0.5 mM DTT),

leaving any clumps at the bottom of the graduate. The suspension was then

exhaustively evacuated for more than 30 min and used to pack a column.

Because of the limited mechanical capacity of the resulting gel, it is worth using

a short and large column as support:

Column

Bio-gel hydroxyapatite, 50 mm internal diameter x 30 mm length
Buffer A LOADING

Buffer B 50 mM NaP04 pH 6.0, 65 mM NaCI, 0.25 mM PMSF, 0.5 mM DTT

Buffer C 50 mM NaP04 pH 6.0, 650 mM NaCI, 0.25 mM PMSF, 0.5 mM DTT

Buffer D 50 mM NaP04 pH 6.0, 2.5 M NaCI, 0.25 mM PMSF, 0.5 mM DTT

flow rate 2 ml/min

Detector

monitor absorption at 230 and 260 nm

cell 12 u.l volume

sensitivity channel 1:2.0; channel 2: 0.1

fraction collector: 2 min/tube

Chart recorded

0.5 mm-minute

After the column had been well equilibrated with buffer A (12 volumes) the tri-

tetranucleohistone complex could be loaded on it, after having being dialysed

overnight against the same buffer. (The loading was interrupted if the OD26o of

the eluant exceeded the value of 2.0, that is when the full binding capacity of

the column was reached.) Twelve column volumes of buffer A and the same
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volume of solution B were used to remove unbound material. Solution C

removed quantitatively the fractions H1/H5. Only the histones H2A H2B H3 and

H4 were still attached to the dsDNA and could be eluted in a single step (to

recover the whole "native" octamer) or gradually (to remove dimers first and

tetramers last) by using the solution D as is or by linearly increasing the NaCI

concentration by mixing the solution C with the solution D.

Single Histone separation with Phenyl 5PW and TFA

Single histones could be separated by reverse phase hydrophobic interaction

chromatography in denaturing conditions (Gurley era/., 1990)

The sample was dialysed overnight against several changes of H20 and then

loaded on the column with the following parameters:

Column

Phenyl TSK 5PW, 21.5 mm internal diameter x 150 mm length
Buffer A 0.3 % TFA in water

Buffer B 70% acetonitrile, 0.3 % TFA

flow rate 4 ml/min

Detector

monitor absorption at 230 and 276 nm

cell 12 u.l volume

sensitivity channel 1:2.0; channel 2: 0.1

fraction collector: 1 min/tube

Chart recorded

1 mm-minute

Gradient for separation of CH3 from CH4

time(min) 0 10 90 104 110 115

Buffer B(%) 35.7 35.7 64.3 100 100 35.7

Gradient for separation of single histones from whole CHO

time(min) 0 25 85 105 106

Buffer B(%) 0 30 45 100 0

Samples of the different fractions were collected and their contents estimated

by 18 % SDS-PAGE (see 2.2.3.1.) followed by Coomassie staining (see

2.2.3.2.).

Size chromatography

Size chromatography with Superose12 matrix had been used as a test to verify

the correctness of the refolding of the CHO and as a method to remove

aggregates from CHO and NCPs. It was performed with HPLC, in the cold

room, as follows:
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Column

Superose 12,10 mm internal diameter x 300 mm length
buffer 2 M NaCI, 10 mM Tris-CI pH 7.5,10 mM EDTA, 1

flow rate 0.3 ml/min

% BME

Detector

monitor absorption at 230 nm

cell 12 uJ volume

sensitivity channel 1:0.5, channel 2:2.0

Chart recorded

0.5 mm-minute

The aggregates eiuted after 8 ml, the octamer after about 11.8-12 ml, and the

dimer after 13.6 ml. The purity of each fraction was checked on 18 % SDS-

PAGE (see 2.2.3.1.). They were then concentrated to 20 mg/ml, and the

absence of aggregation after concentration was verified by running a small part

of the concentrated material through the same column.

CHO concentration

The concentration of CHO can be performed using any of the available tools:

Centricon centrifuge minitubes, ultrathimbles and negative pressure, Centricon

membranes under positive pressure. The yield depends from the aspecific

binding of the system used with reference to the CHO, and the choice of the

system depends on the volume to be handled. The concentration was always

performed in the presence of 1 % BME and mixing the sample from time to time

if not automatically provided by the chosen set-up.

CHO reconstitution

In the experiments where the histones had been separated from each other, the

octamer had to be reconstituted. In order to ensure a homogeneous

preparation, the unfolding/refolding procedure was as described by von Holt et

al. (1989). The histones were in a starting solution that contained 2 M NaCI, 10

mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 10 mM EDTA. A denaturant (guanidinium chloride to 6

M, or urea to 8 M final concentration) was added to the histones, present in

equimolar amounts, together with NaAc (pH 5.2) and with BME to 1 % v/v. The

sample was left unfold for 75 min and then allowed to refold by dialysis in 3000

MW cut-off dialysis tubes, against the same solution but without denaturant.

The samples were centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C and purification

through HPLC was performed as described (see above), in order to separate

the octamer from aggregates, free dimers and free tetramers.
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2.2.4. Protein/DNA Methods: Reconstitution of NCP

The following protocol has been developed by Richmond (pers. comm.) to

reconstitute milligrams of NCP of crystallographic purity. The 146 bp DNA

fragment was in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 8.0), 0.1 mM NaEDTA, at a concentration

of 3-4 mg/ml, whereas the CHO (A276=0.45, A26o=0.32, A23o=4.59 for 1 mg/ml)

was in 10 mM KCacodylate (pH 6.0), 1 M NaCI, 0.5 mM Benzamidine, 0.5 mM

PMFS, 50 % glycerol. An aliquot of the histone solution was added to the DNA

solution at high salt concentration in 0.9 molar ratio so that the concentration of

DNA in the final solution was 1 mg/ml. KCI was added to a final concentration of

2 M. This mixture was placed in a Spectrapore 6 dialysis tube (10000 MW cut¬

off) and dialysed in the continuous flow apparatus at 4°C. Four hundred ml of

RSI solution (20 mM Kcacodylate pH 6.0, 1 mM KEDTA, 0.5 mM DTT, 0.5 mM

Benzamidine,2 M KCI) were used in the 500 ml chamber and 1600 ml RSF

solution (as RSI but without KCI) in the reservoir, for a total of 36 hr of dialysis.

After the 36 hr of dialysis, the sample was dialysed against a steady 0.25 M KCI

concentration for another 4 hr. The sample was then centrifuged and the NCP

purified from the free octamer and free DNA as follows:

Column

DEAE-5PW, 21.5 mm internal diameter x 150mm length
Buffer A 10 mM KCacodylate pH 6.0, 0.1 mM KEDTA, 250 mM KCI

Buffer B 10 mM KCacodylate pH 6.0, 0.1 mM KEDTA, 600 mM KCI

flow rate 4 ml/min

Detector

monitor absorption at 260 nm

cell 30 u.l volume

sensitivity channel 1: 0.1, channel 2:1

Chart recorded

0.5 mm-minute

Gradient

time(min) 0 20 32 52 57 79 80

Buffer B(%) 13.5 13.5 53 53 100 100 13.5

Equilibration between runs: 120 min at 4 ml/min in Buffer A.

The NCP peak, appearing after 49 min, was concentrated in 30000 MW cut-off

centricons to 7.5 mg/ml DNA (see 2.2.2.6.).
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2.2.5. Crystallization

2.2.5.1. CHO

Burlingame et al. (1984) published a reproducible method for getting single

crystals of CHO. They used the crystallization geometry of Zeppenzauer tubes

(Zeppenzauer, 1971).

CHO at 20 mg/ml in 2.5 M NaCI, 50 mM NaP04 (pH 6.0), 0.25 mM PMSF, 0.5

mM DTT is dialysed overnight against 2 M NaCI, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCI

(pH 7.5), 1 % BME. "First day crystallization solution" was freshly made by

adding 6 ml saturated ammonium sulphate (SAS) to 1 ml 10x XB (100 mM

Na4P207 pH 6.5, 50 mM EDTA), 0.1 ml BME and 2.9 ml H20. The sample was

gently placed with a Hamilton syringe in a dialysis button of desired volume

(tested 10 to 100 u.l with pore height of 3.1 mm and radius 1-3.2 mm) covered

with a double layer of Spectrapore membrane number 6, prerinsed with H2O.

The button was then closed with two "O" rings and placed upside down in a 15

ml Falcon tube containing the previously made solution filtered through 0.22 jim

filters and temperature equilibrated to 4°C. The Falcon tube was tightly closed

and left vertical at 4°C in vibration free chamber. After 24 hr the button was

transferred to the "2nd day crystallization solution" (6.5 ml SAS, 2.4 ml of H20,

the rest as for the "first day solution"). After 36 hr the membrane of the dialysis

button was pierced, the octamer solution sucked out and placed in a sterile

Eppendorf. The sample was spun at 8000 rpm or at 128150g (44000 rpm in

Ti50 rotor) 30 min. The supernatant was transferred to new buttons, then

covered with a single layer of Spectrapore membrane 6 previously rinsed with

H20. The button was closed with an "O" ring and transferred upside down in the

"3d day crystallization solution" (6.7 ml SAS, 2.2 ml H20, the rest as for the

"first day solution"). After at least one week in the cold room, inspection of the

crystallization could be made by placing the button face up under the stereo

lenses with maximum enlargements (10 x 50) as used for mounting.

2.2.5.2. NCP containing defined-sequence DNA

The crystallization of NCPs by vapour diffusion against distilled H20 in large

sitting drops was performed by screening in grid fashion manganese chloride

versus potassium chloride, in Kcacodylate buffer at pH 6.0 and with NCP at a

concentration of 7.7 mg/ml, as described by Rhodes et al. (1989). A typical grid

is described in Table 6.
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Table 6: Crystallization grid for dsNCP. The amounts are in u.l; K = 1 M KCI, Mn
= 0.4 M MnCI2, Cac = 1 M KCacodylate (pH 6.0), NCP = asymmNCP 7.7 mg/ml

final concentration of manganese (mM)

final

concentration

of potassium

(mM)

54 55 56 57 58

50

K 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Mn 13.5 13.75 14 14.25 14.5

H2O 29 28.75 28.5 28.25 28.0

Cac 1 1 1 1 1

NCP 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5

51

K 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1

Mn 13.5 13.75 14 14.25 14.5

H2O 28.9 28.65 28.4 27.15 27.9

Cac 1 1 1 1 1

NCP 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5

52

K 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2 5.2

Mn 13.5 13.75 14 14.25 14.5

H2O 28.8 28.55 28.3 28.05 27.8

Cac 1 1 1 1 1

NCP 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5

Each sitting plate contained the above indicated amounts for a total volume of

100 ul Usually, the solution containing the NCP to a final concentration of 4

mg/ml was slowly added to the buffer mix, previously prepared. During the first

two weeks growth was allowed at 4°C and then at RT. Water droplets were

placed all-around in the dish, against which the droplet content could

equilibrate.

2.2.5.3. NCP containing symmetric-sequence DNA

Interestingly, but not surprisingly, a different sequence that wraps around the

CHO in the NCP may require different crystallization conditions. This has been

observed for the NCPs containing symmetric-sequence.

Optimal for symmNCP were the so called 66/58 and the 54/52 conditions,

prepared as following;

66/58 66 mM KCI, 58 mM MgCI2,10 mM KCacodylate pH 6.0

54/52 54 mM KCI, 62 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCacodylate pH 6.0

The symmNCP was used at the same concentration as for the asymmNCP.

2.2.5.4. H3-H4 tetramer

Lattman era/. (1982) reported a method for getting crystals from calf thymus

tetramer. This procedure was tried with material produced from chicken

erythrocytes. The above reference was not extremely detailed, and therefore

the experimental conditions were modified by varying

-the pH from 5.5 to 7.0 at .5 units of interval, using as buffer always 100 mM

phosphate, 0.25 mM EDTA

-the PEG6000 concentration from 2 to 14 % at 4 % steps,
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-the protein concentration from 2 to 20 mg /ml (2,5,10,15,20).

The hanging drop method (Blundell and Johnson, 1987) had been used as

crystallization geometry; the set-up was performed at 4°C.

2.2.6. Crystal handling

Among the various delicate manipulations involved in the macromolecular

crystallography, crystal handling certainly poses several difficulties. The crystals

of macromolecules, in fact, due to their great solvent content suffer much more

then small molecules to subtle changes in the environment. Here, several trials

have been focused on this problem. During crystal handling any temperature

variation was avoided by 1) heat-absorbing filter in the base of the microscope,

2) polystyrene isolation between the microscope and the ice-cooled plate

containing the crystals during manipulation; 3) constant monitoring of the

temperature in the crystal's droplet using electronic sensors and Comark

electronic thermometer; 4) thermal isolation between the operator and the

sample (cooled tools, double layer of cotton/plastic gloves, mask to prevent

heating from the operators' exhausted air); 5) homothermic sealing of capillary

during crystal mounting.

2.2.6.1. Microscopic evaluation with colour filters

Laver (1990) reported a method for inspecting crystals with multiple faces that

were not optically active. Its description had been practised for the CHO

crystals, using the filters 430-470 nm, 590-3000 nm, 530-570 nm and 560-3000

nm placed between the white light and the specimen.

2.2.6.2. Transfer

Crystals grown in hanging drops or in button dialysis (McPherson, 1980),

needed to be transferred into droplets of different composition from the ones

where they were grown (mother liquor). This was required for derivatization, for

stabilization, and for cooling to low temperatures. For the CHO this was

performed using the method "free standing film" (Teng, 1990), but human hairs

were preferred to metal wire as support (Yonath, 1992), thanks to the greater

flexibility and easier manufacturing.

2.2.6.3. Stabilisation of crystals of CHO

The stabilising solution was found empirically by systematic variation and

observation of the crystal morphology and of the diffraction capability. Different

variations of the transfer from the mother liquor to the stabilising solution were

exploited:
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1) direct transfer: the crystal was placed with a minimal amount of mother liquor

into the stabilising solution, using the "free standing film" method.

2) partially-true gradient transfer: the crystal was transferred by a capillary, and

with the least amount of liquid from the mother liquor, to a drop of stabilising

solution. This produced a two-phase system that was then perturbed by gently

mixing the two phases, the crystal being in the mother liquor.

3) gradient transfer: as originally described by Ray etal. (1991), it involves 30

transfers in premixed, temperature equilibrated solutions, starting with a

"mother liquor alike" stabilising solution of 2.7 M ammonium sulphate, and

ending with no sulphate but 5.6 M ammonium acetate, 1x XB, reductant free.

The crystals are left for 3 min in each condition at a rigorously monitored

temperature of 4°C.

2.2.6.4. Stabilisation of crystals of symmNCP

It was performed according to the general outlines suggested by Richmond et

al. (1984). Briefly: the alcohol MPD was added to the crystals to a final

concentration of 20-25 % w/v depending on the sequence of DNA (20 % for

symm, 24 % for asymm). This concentration of alcohol had been used in order

to systematically obtain the same cell dimensions from crystals of NCP

(Richmond etal., 1984). This solvent exchange was achieved by transferring

the crystal first into 100 u.l of an isoionic solution containing 2 % w/v MPD, and

then by increasing the concentration of MPD by stepwise addition of an isoionic

solution containing 40 % w/v of MPD, followed by 2 min of gently mixing and by

further additions (5 jil, 7 \i\, 11 u.l, 20 ul, 21 u.l). The solutions were calibrated

according to the refractive indexes of the stabilizing solutions containing MPD

used by Struck-Donatz(1992).

2.2.6.5. Preparation of heavy atom derivatives

CHO crystals were derivatized by transferring them to a solution containing the

desired heavy-atom compound at the appropriate concentration. Due to the

presence of the reducing agent BME in the crystallization medium, and due to

its great reactivity against any heavy-atom compound, the crystals had first to

be "washed" in order to remove this component. When it was of interest to

maintain the reducing conditions, for instance in order to bind to the thiol groups

presents in the CHO, the crystals were first placed for 6-12 hr into a solution

containing 10 mM DTT, then washed overnight and after three steps into

reductant-free solution, placed for a variable period of time (24, 48, 96 hr) into

the solution with the heavy atom at the appropriate concentration (0.1, 0.2, 0.5,

1,2,5,10 mM).
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2.2.6.6. Mounting

NCP crystals were transferred into a tapered capillary (Richmond etai, 1984),

filled with the same solution but containing also 0.2 % SEAPLAQUE agarose in

gelled state at 42°C. The ends of the capillary were sealed using a wax/catram

mixture heated with an electrical wire to the melting point. A droplet of water

was placed outside the capillary between the crystal and the taper as a thermal

barrier against the heat coming from the warm sealing mixture. CHO crystals

were mounted in tapered capillaries as well (Fig. 5), but without the gelling

agarose because of their instability at temperatures higher than 4°C. CHO

crystals were firmly blocked at the end of the capillary by mechanical forces

produced by the long column of liquid placed behind them. The capillary was

first sealed from the back and then sealed from the front (with "rapid" araldite).

brass sleeve

araldyte

Fig. 5: Mounting of crystals in tapered capillary

CHO crystals were also mounted at the end of a glass fibre and in free-standing

film. In the first method various oils, such as Paratone-N, Cargille type-A, Sigma

Mineral oil, paraffin oil, were used as described by H. Hope (1988). In the

instances where the crystal was mounted in a capillary with reduced amount of

liquid, paper points were used instead of strips or micro-capillaries in order to

gently remove liquid in excess.

2.2.6.7. Cooling

The problem of radiation damage is very wide and unfortunately not fully

understood (Sygusch and Allair, 1988; Hope, 1990). However, the current

opinions (Fink and Petsko, 1981; Hope, 1990) suggest that the main causes of

the decay in the crystal lifetime are due to generation of free radicals and of

oxidative chemical species by soft X-rays and distillation of the mother liquor in
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the capillary. Mirrors are used instead of graphite monochromator to remove

soft X-rays from the X-ray beam, since soft X-rays do the most damage

(Petsko, G., pers. comm.). Reductants in high concentration are included in

order to scavange oxidative species (Petsko, G., pers. comm.).The mother

liquor is replaced with slugs of mineral oil in a sealed capillary or flow-cells are

used to prevent distillation of mother liquor to or from the crystal during low

temperature data-collection (Petsko, G., pers. comm.). It was observed that low

temperatures could be very helpful in encompassing the problem of the

radiation damage (Low etai, 1966). Mounting crystals without capillary tubes is

better in terms of radiation damage than mounting them in capillary tubes, but

the work must then be exploited below the freezing point of the mother liquor

(Dewan and Tilton, 1987). However, the cryo-methods became common

practice only recently, and the establishment of this successful technique is still

not free of problems (Hope, 1990). When considering data collection at low-

temperature, the strategies to be designed depend upon the kind of crystalline

environment (Petsko, 1975), and these are divided in two groups: low salt and

high salt crystals. One of the problems to be solved is the prevention of ice

formation inside the crystals's channels. Water expands on forming ice and

therefore can severely disturb the crystal. The freezing point of the mother

liquor or of the stabilising solution into which the crystals are mounted should be

well known as well as the modifications imparted to the physico-chemical

environment of the crystal upon introduction of cryo-protectants and during the

cooling process. The effect of the rate of cooling before reaching the freezing

point on crystal stability is not thoroughly considered in the literature. In this

study various cooling protocols were exploited:

Flash cooling

The sample, mounted at the end of a glass fibre in a free standing film or in a

tapered capillary, was immersed into a liquid at the desired temperature. The

high speed required for flash transfer from 4°C to the final temperature (100

milliseconds) was accomplished by using a device built for this purpose and is

described in the Appendix 1.

Rapid cooling

The sample, as above, was "flipped" into an air stream at the desired

temperature. This method is called "rapid", because of the lower thermal

efficiency of an air stream versus a liquid.
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Slow-coolina

The sample, mounted in a tapered capillary filled with liquid or with an oil plug

behind it, was fixed at the head of the flipper device. Its temperature was

gradually lowered at 1°C/hr from 4°C to 1-2 degrees above the freezing point

(see 2.2.1.4.). This process was accomplished by running the program Xray

slow-cooling FTS, in short XCFTS, on a Macintosh SE, which controlled a FTS

air stream through a Velleman interface and a frequency to volt converter,

providing dehydrated and cooled air. The technical description of hardware and

software is in Appendix 2.

Cooling during data-collection

For temperatures between 4°C and -80°C, the FTS-cooling system was used.

When the temperature of the stream was below -20°C, the nozzle needed to be

constantly warmed to prevent ice formation at the outlet and thus mechanical

damage of the sample. This was achieved by using a home-made plastic head

with a resistance attached to a laboratory power source. Briefly, the air

compressed from the house system had the pressure regulated by appropriate

gauges and got dried by a two-stage system, one before the compressor, and

one after it. The outcoming air flow was cooled by the FTS compressor. Where

needed for the slow-cooling process, the FTS-controller was modified in order

to accept an incoming control signal from the Velleman-Macintosh interface

instead of from the FTS dial panel.

Temperatures between -80°C and -173°C were achieved with a home-made

system using liquid nitrogen as the cooling source. The technical details are

given in the Appendix 3.

2.2.7. Data collection

Rotating anode X-ray generators in the laboratory were the sources of X-rays

used in this work. Crystals were screened on film using the large-focus RU-200

equipped with graphite monochromator and with Huber cameras arranged for

precession and oscillation. Data collection was performed with the same X-ray

generator but using: a nickel filter to filter soft X-rays, focusing mirrors double

coated with nickel to focus the X-ray beam, and the 18-cm diameter MAR

imaging plate mounted on the 2-theta arm of a 4-circle Huber diffractometer.

Dry-boxes and plastic tents (Rudman,1976) were used for preventing frost

formation during the data collection at low temperature. For film (camera) work,

an air tight Plexiglas box contained the whole working area and the delivery

dewar (Reed and Lipscomb, 1953; Drenth and Wierenga,1955; Viswamitra,
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1962; Allen et al., 1963; Prakash,1966; Abowitz and Ladell.1968). The data

collection required a larger air tight tent (Haas and Rossman,1970) built around

the whole diffractometer and liquid nitrogen delivery dewars (nitrogen exhaust

provides dry atmosphere). Both for camera and diffractometer setups, an FTS

air drier was also used as a source of dry air. The humidity was constantly

monitored with electronic and mechanical sensors, and it reached values below

the lowest detectable (approximately 1 %). Thus the cumbersome problem of

ice formation (specially dangerous during summer) was solved.

Film work

A Huber camera equipped for recording the reciprocal lattice by oscillation and

by precession geometry was used to observe the distorted view produced by

the diffractometer data collection geometry, and to extract space group

information and cell constants in the undistorted view. The exposures were

controlled by a Macintosh equipped with analog-digital card and controlled by

the software XCON. XCON, written in Think-Pascal fully exploits the guidelines

for user interfaces set up by the Macintosh and allows monitoring of several

hardware parameters. A seven pen plotter was simulated by a dot-matrix printer

connected to it for the registration of hardware parameters. In the case that the

hardware crashed, the computer paused the timing that was then restored

when the machine become in operation again. Hardware and software are

described in Appendix 4. All these aspects made the film work extremely

efficient and problem-free. When X-ray films were used for recording diffraction

images (usually only for screening manipulations protocols and stabilising

conditions), regular dark-room jobs were performed. The use of a Kodak

calibrated OD-strip and of quick tests to check the pH and silver concentration

of the fixative were important to optimally calibrate the developer-stop-fixative

series of baths.

2.2.7.1. Planning

Film work

The alignment of one principal plane on the film was a particularly important

step when working with a precession camera. Therefore, when birefringence

(NCP) or morphology (CHO) were related with the crystal's lattice, than this

information was used to align the crystal accordingly. When birefringence was

available, the use of a set of polarising screens and of a custom-made crystal

aligner was mandatory.
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For data collection bv the oscillation method.

Unaligned crystals of CHO were mounted (see 2.2.6.6.) and after appropriate

cooling put on the X-ray beam at diffracting position. The standard approach

toward a complete data-collection with the oscillation geometry included two

oscillation exposures at 90 degree, the determination of the orientation matrix

by indexing them using the program OSCAI and OSCREF, the running of the

program OSCPLAN. The latter produced a list of observable reflections with a

column showing the rotation angle at which they would have been detected.

The manual study of the orientation angles allowed selection of a unique region

of contiguous rotation that represents a complete dataset. Verification of this

choice was performed by sorting the reflection list on the rotation angle

(DELPHI), and then after conversion to ASCII format (program HKLIOXPLOR),

input to the program XPLOR3.1 (Brunger, 1992) which shows the completeness

observable by the chosen strategy. This procedure allowed efficiently data

collection on a unique region of space in the least number of images possible

with the local geometry and a single rotation axis. Fig. 6 describes the data

collection setup and the axis conventions used.

x

X-ray beam

at negative z f

the phi axis of

the goniometer is

the rotation axis.

Fig.6: Local data collection geometry

2.2.7.2. Execution

The architecture of the set up is hereby briefly described, since it was de-novo

designed and optimised. A VAX station 3100/SPX equipped with DEC-window

terminal (XSCAN) was the front end which ran the interactive parent process

(XRAW) aimed to coordinate the three subprocesses that in turn :

a) run the diffractometer (XRAW_DIFF),

b) read the image plate (XRAWJPSTAT),

image plate

top of image

Image array

1,1200 2,1200 3,1200

1,3 2,3 3,3

1,2 2,2 3,2

1,1 2,1 3,1

1200,1200

1200,3

1200,2

1200,1
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c) perform the transformation from spiral to rectilinear co-ordinates for the

readout pixels, and write the image to the disk (XRAWJPTRAN).

The subprocesses run as CPU-unlimited queues and exchange information by

shared memory. The diffractometer was controlled by XRAW_DIFF, but it did

not directly control the 5 stepping motors and the switch controlling the shutter.

These steps were done indirectly, that is through the HUBER's controller which

is connected through a serial port to XSCAN, was loaded at periodic intervals

by XRAW_DIFF with a program that controlled what had to be performed and

converted it in low-level actions. The subprocesses could be run on different

machines, connected by Ethernet.

Due to the complexity of the hardware involved, as well as the other delicate

components of the data collection system {i.e. the X-ray generator and the

cooling) a small program (PHONEME) was written. This software runs on a

independent machine in the local cluster and constantly monitored the status of

the data collection. When a delay in the creation of the next image or a too low

average intensity of the image occurred, the program immediately phoned the

operator at home. A low value of the average pixel intensity is an indirect

measure of the beam strength and of the correct functioning of the

shutter/generator/cooling complex. The software PHONEME required a small

piece of hardware (described in Appendix 5) able to translate the signal

produced from it (propagated by a modem and regular phone lines) to a

numerical output easier to understand by the operator. This system allowed a

considerable saving of time especially during the beginning of the data

collection, because hardware and software still in testing were used for

quantitative data-collection. The file structure of the RAW images is described

in Appendix 6.

2.2.8. Data processing

The X-ray data processing software used in this study is referred to as the

OSC-TJR system (written by T.J. Richmond). It has been used in the following
studies: a preliminary study on NCP containing defined sequence of DNA

(Struck-Donatz.1992), the medium resolution (Konig et a/.,1993; K6nig, 1993)

structure of the GCN4 complexed with the ATF-CREB site. Although already

cited in the above mentioned publications, it is important to summarise the key

steps of the structure determinations performed with this suite of software.
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2.2.8.1 RAW_SUMM: beam strength normalization

Developed extremely recently and based on the usage of synchrotron radiation

sources which are characterised by widely variable beam strength, this program

was used for an initial analysis of diffraction patterns recorded by a time-based

data collection. It applies a median filter to the image to remove diffraction

peaks and writes in the output file header (RAW file) a scale factor proportional

to the overall background. The scale factor, in addition to its use as a incident

beam normalization constant, can be plotted to investigate irregularities in

equipment operation.

2.2.8.2. OSCAI: automatic indexing of diffraction patterns

This program indexes a single oscillation X-ray exposure by determining the

crystal orientation. It uses the "long vectors" approach that, contrary to the

"short vector approach" widely used in other indexing software (IDXREF,

REFIX, DENZO, MADNES), needs neither high resolution dataset nor

knowledge of space group, but knowledge of the cell dimensions, of the

distance between crystal and imaging plate, and the position of the beam. This

second approach is well suited specially when the crystal decay is considerable

and one needs to collect very specific reflections from each different specimen.

It is sensitive to errors in the position of the origin of the diffraction pattern, and

for high symmetry space groups (like trigonal) it does not solve the ambiguities

occurring for example in a_trigonal space group where the same spot can be

indexed as HKL and as KH L without changing the hand of the orientation

matrix, but not being symmetry equivalent nor Friedel's pair.

2.2.8.3. OSCREF: the spot integrator

After the orientation and geometry have been obtained from OSCAI, it is

straight forward to use them with OSCREF and obtain the list of intensities and

sigmas corrected for the contribution of the Lorentz factor (the differential time

of a reflection lying in the Ewald sphere) and for the degree of polarisation

(dependent upon the optics used). This program in addition does not require

any information on space-group symmetry and therefore if datasets are

collected for 180 degrees, it allows the manual determination of the space

group simply by merging the final dataset after partiality normalisation into

different space groups and selecting the one which (a part from geometrical

consideration) returns the lowest R-merge. The spot integration is done on the

basis of a rigid mask, where the peak shape is fixed and not used to perform

profile fitting (1D profiles: Oatley and French.1982; 2D profiles: Leslie,1987; 3D

profiles: Kabsch,1988 & 1993) of the weak reflections; the determination of its
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shape and extension is left to the user. The mask is generally kept the same

thorough the whole dataset and after final "global" refinement of all the

geometrical parameters (see Appendix 7 for a detailed list of each parameter

optimised by every program), is allowed to adjust its position in order to

maximise the overlapping between the median of the peak observed with the

centre of the mask. The program produces four kinds of files:

a) the ASCII file containing detailed statistical information of each operation

performed by the program for each image processed (called LOG file);

b) an ASCII file containing refined parameters in a form suited for direct input to

the same program in another set of runs (called PARM file);

c) one BINARY file made for each image and containing the list of reflections

therein observed, together with their associated values of intensity, the standard

deviation and the correction already applied for the Lorentz factor and for the

polarisation (called OSCREF file);

d) if requested, a BINARY file is produced for each image which is a copy of the

starting image with symbols surrounding each peak: circles for reflections that

for various reasons have been rejected, squares for the reflections used (called

FIT file).

The LOG and the PARM files can be manually inspected due to their readable

form, whereas the OSCREF, FIT and RAW files should be analysed with

display programs especially developed for their particular data format and

naming relations. A personal adaptation (DIMAGE2) of the original DIM

program allows now to click on a reflection in the image and know immediately

all the parameters connected to that point, which are in the associated

OSCREF file, allows search for a specific reflection given its Miller indices, and

dump as ASCII a large portion of the screen in number format, etc. IPDISP, a

X11 Motif-based display program part of the CCP4 package, has been modified

in order to read the local image format (see Appendix 8) and display it on a

terminal capable to interpret Motif-X11 commands.

2.2.8.4. OSCKRUNCH: partiality normalisation, mosaicity estimation and

local scaling

It produces a single BINARY file containing multiple measurements of the same

reflection reduced to the same asymmetric unit and with an improved

agreement between them as obtained by correcting for absorption /

transmission / decay errors, for the divergence/mosaicity, and for the degree of

partiality. Compensates for smooth variations of the observed intensities by the

calculation of local scale factors using the multiple measurements for each

reflection. The adjustment of standard deviations is controllable by the four
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parameters abed that determine the coefficients of a standard deviation

modification formula

SDmod = a + (bxSD) + (cxld),

which compared to the AGROVATA one's

SDmod = a
* VSD2+b x |2

where SD is the standard deviation and I the integrated intensity, shows its

greater capability to model the observed errors. Still, however, the calculation of

standard deviations from imaging plate data is a source of problems if the

photon efficiency of the detector is unknown.

2.2.8.5. OSCMERGE: Merging of symmetry related reflections

This program is an improved and completely rewritten version of

AGROVATA(CCP4) that merges the multiple observations of the same

reflection to a single optimal value, producing useful statistics of the merging

process.

2.2.8.6. GLRF: inspection of symmetry (crystallographic and not)

The program GLRF, written by LTong and M.G. Rossman (1990), has been

used to identify the presence of molecular and of crystallographic symmetry

from structure factors by using the rotation function (Rossmann & Blow, 1962;

Hoppe.1957). Since GLRF uses a ASCII format, a short program that convert

the BINARY file containing the observed reflections (HKL format) to an ASCII

file has been written and used both on data processed in P1, to identify the

crystallographic symmetry, and for data in P3221, to identify if one octamer or

half octamer was present per ASU. The input consisted in two files; one

containing the reflections in ASCII free format and the other containing the

commands. The output was a file in ASCII postscript that could be modified for

visualisation and hard copy with standard conversion software.

2.2.9. Phasing

The determination of phases to an accuracy greater than ± 60° for each of the

recorded diffracted rays is critical to a successful X-ray structure determination.

It is a purely geometrical operation embedded in probabilistic terms, and in its

more general formulation, it involves the determination of phases from

differences in the structure factors (Blow and Crick, 1959). Several approaches

can be followed, on the basis of available information:
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- Multiple Isomorphous Replacement (MIR) (Green et a/.,1954). MIR is the only

method that produces information based on new experimental observations,

and therefore does not contain human bias. However, it can be troublesome

It requires at least 3 different datasets collected from crystals, one native and

two containing a heavy atom bound in a unique position. Further it is required

that the heavy atoms are:

- bound to different locations in the different datasets;

- adding sufficient electron density with respect to the molecular weight of the

macromolecule to yield a good phasing power;

• isomorphous with the native (i.e. underivatized) crystal, that is not

disturbing the order in the macromolecule after its addition.

-Single Isomorphous Replacement with Anomalous Scattering (SIRAS)

(Matthews, 1966). SIRAS is less cumbersome then the MIR, since it requires

only one derivative instead of two. Moreover, it requires extremely accurate

measurements because it is based on the anomalous signal produced by the

heavy atom when the incident reflection is close to its absorption edge. It is

often performed with wavelength-tuneable X-ray radiation obtained at

synchrotron facilities in order to maximise the anomalous signal that is

otherwise generally on the same order of magnitude as the noise.

-Single Isomorphous Replacement (SIR) (Blow and Rossmann, 1961). It

is rarely possible to use the average vectors of the structure factors of both

solutions of the phase problem and still obtain an interpretable map.

In fact, the false solutions for the phase angles can introduce high level of

noise which can often prevent correct interpretation of the Fourier map.

-Iterative SIR (ISIR) and ISIR with Anomalous Scattering (SIRAS) (Wang,

1985). They have been developed on the principle of trying to remove the

error from the SIR method, by performing iteratively a noise filtering in direct

space followed by a phase filtering in reciprocal space obtaining a signal

enhancement through error reduction. The filtering in direct space is based

on the non-negativity of electron density and on the knowledge of the solvent

content, while the filtering in reciprocal space is based on the usage of

Bricogne's (Bricogne.1976) adaptation of Sim's (Sim, 1959) weighting

scheme as source of a phase filter that is used to multiply the incoming

original phase probability distribution.

It is extremely sensitive to the way the filters are computed and to the quality

of the initial phases. This method had been used by Arents etal. (1991) for

the solution of the phase problem of the CHO. Unfortunately it has produced

incorrect, published structures such as the first CHO structure determined by

Burlingame etal. (1985).
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- Molecular Replacement (MR) (Rossman and Blow, 1962; Crowther and

Blow, 1967). It is based on the availability of the coordinates of a similar or

homologous structure. The aim is to identify the operations of translation and

rotation that match the observed structure factors of the macromolecule one

wishes to solve.

2.2.9.1. Isomorphous Additions

MIR, SIR, SIRAS, ISIR, etc. are based on the specific derivatization of the

macromolecule and on the precise identification of the modifications introduced.

The successful derivatization of a crystal containing a macromolecule is hardly

predictable. The opinions found in the literature are contradictory and therefore

every crystallographer develops his own approach to the problem. The strategy

for derivatization of CHO crystals with heavy atoms was built upon the following

assumptions:

Minimum scattering power

Heavy atoms were selected that satisfy the crystallographic demands in term of

scattering power. Following Crick and Magdoff (1956), it was easily found that

for a half-CHO in the asymmetry unit, 54000 Daltons, an average change of

intensity of 25 % can be achieved by a single heavy atom having 76.8

electrons. Therefore, only the atoms in Table 7 are good candidates as single

atoms, and without the need for multi-heavy atom groups or of multiple binding

sites per derivative. Infact, Blow and Rossman (1961) already showed that

using the data from a haemoglobin compound containing two sites

('DMA+HgAc2') to give Fph and using the Fp from the unsubstituted

haemoglobin data, a striking agreement was observed between sections of 3D

SIR Fourier synthesis compared to the same sections from 7 isomorphous

compounds. Since the pioneering work of Blow and Rossman (1961), most MIR

structures are solved with multiple site derivatives.

Table 7: Heavy atom candidates for phasing the CHO

atom Pt Au Hg U

Z 78 79 80 92

This is not true for the NCP, that when is crystallized with one particle per

asymmetric unit, it needs a scattering unit with Z greater than 154, obtainable

with clusters or with multiple site derivatives. In this work TAMM and PIP were

the only heavy atom clusters used because previously extensive

crystallographic observations (Richmond era/., 1984; Arents era/., 1991) had
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shown that TAMM and PIP were the only ones reacting with the CHO or with

the NCP. Moreover, certainly iliimitate is the number of heavy atom derivatives

that in principle could be investigated, but there are also limitations of practical

nature to the exhaustive exploitment.

Chemical considerations and warnings.

At the conditions in which the crystals were stable, the compound containing

the heavy atom should be highly soluble and capable to react with a specific

amino acid. Table 8 lists the composition and location of potentially reactive

side chains in one asymmetric unit of CHO crystals.

Table 8: Potentially reactive side chains of the CHO. pH 6.5, along the

sequence and in the secondary structure (1=H2A,2=H2B,3=H3,4=H4;

X=oc-helix, following Arents et a/., 1993) AA: aminoacid, C=cysteine, H=histidine,

M=methionine, N=asparagine, Q= glutamine, R=arginine, Y=tyrosine.

AA # Histone's code, location and secondary structure

C 1 3-110

H 10 1-31X.1-82X.1-123

2-49.2-82X.2-109X

3-39,3-113

4-18,4-75
M 5 2-59X,2-62X,3-90X,3-120X,4-84X
N 12 1-38X, 1-68X, 1-73X-1-89X-94-110

2-63X.2-67X.2-84X
3-108X

4-24.4-65X
Q 18 too many

R 51 too many

Y 15 1-39.1-40X.1-57X

2-37,2-40X,2-42X,2-83X,2-121X

3-41.3-54X.3-99X

4-51X,4-72X,4-88X,4-98

Table 9 summarizes the binary classification of hard and soft ligands described

by Blundell and Johnson (1987) with respect to chemical considerations. The

parameters of interest for the CHO are highlighted.
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Table 9: Hard and soft ligands

Hard ligands Soft Ligands
electronegative polarizable
electrostatic interaction covalent bonds

F, H20, GLU ASP COOH, ser-OH, Thr-

OH, acetate, citrate, phosphate,
sulphate

CI, Br, 1, S, CN-lmidazoles, Met, Cys,
His, NH4

H20« F « CI < Br < 1

H20 < NH3 « R2S < RS-

alcohol-OH,C02- < CI < N,
R-NH2 < Cn-

binding with class a) metal ions binding with classJ)) metal ions

Li Na K Rb Cs Fr, Be Mg Ca Sr Ba Rb,
Sc Y Lanth Act, Ti Zr Hf, V Nb, Ta.Cr
MoW,FCIBrlAt,U

Mn Tc Re Fe Ru Os Co Rh Ir Ni Pd Pt

Cu Ag Au Zn Cd Hg In Ti

With respect to requirements from the crystallisation conditions used for the

CHO, it is worth mentioning that the ammonium ion present in the crystallization

can dissociate at higher pH increasing the amount of ammonia available. If

there is an excess of ammonia, Pt will change from 2- to 2+ losing its reactivity.

Reactions also occur with Pd, Ag, Au and Hg complexes. Moreover, phosphate

and sulphate form insoluble complexes with class a) atoms: acetate will also

complex class a) atoms such as uranyl or the lanthanide ions and decrease

their reactivity.

Statistical knowledge

The statistical approach toward the selection of candidate compounds was

based upon the analysis of the information contained in a specific heavy-atom

database (HAD) (Carvin et a/., 1991; Islam,1993) using as entries the

experimental conditions specific for the CHO (Table 10). From HAD only the

Conditions Data File and the Heavy Atom Compounds were released from the

authors. They were both converted into FileMakerPro applications running on a

Macintosh, and related by an automatic reference script (see Appendix 9).

Table 10 would look completely empty for Ammonium Acetate, since there is no

report of protein crystallized in Ammonium Acetate, in the cited database.
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Table 10: Utilisation of heavy atoms and Amm.Sulph.: a statistical survey

number of

entries
compounds

35 potassium tetrachloro platinate
20 potassium tetraiodo mercurate

17 potassium dicyano aurate

14 potassium tetracianoplatinate
13 mercury acetate

13 uranyl acetate

11 uranyl nitrate

8 phosphate tris ethilmercury
8 potassium tetranitroplatinate
7 paracloromercury benzensulfonate

6 potassium pentafluoro oxyuranate
5 dimercury-acetate
4 sodium dicyano aurate

Optimised Screening Schedule

Crystals of CHO were soaked with the heavy atom before or after being

stabilized through the 30 step solvent exchange (see 2.2.6.3.). This effort to go

from sulphate to acetate was undertaken since, as reported in Table 23, CHO

crystals not treated in such way lost their symmetry once cooled at criogenic

temperatures. Table 23 shows most of the experimental conditions that had

been tested in order to find the appropriate protocol for maintaining the crystal

stability. They were then mounted in tapered capillaries (see 2.2.6.6.), slowly

cooled at 1°C/hr (see 2.2.6.7.), and flash cooled in liquid propane. The sample

was then transported at the X-ray beam using the flipper (Appendix 1) and

therein cooled at -160°C. The HOL or OKL plane were collected in subsequent

oscillations. The estimated time required for the screening was one week for the

first sample, then 2 days for the following samples thanks to the overlap of

experiments (see Fig. 7, Total time = 6 days + 2* (tot number of experiments

-1))-
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Planning for screening 10 h.a. conditions

m

soak

soak

transfer

cooling
x-ray

x-ray

days

Fig.7: Efficient planning schedule for screening derivatives

At the end of each data collection, the crystals were rapidly transferred by the

flipper into liquid nitrogen and stored. At the end of the screening, the images

were analysed and the quality of the isomorphous substitutions quantitatively

evaluated. The successful experiments were selected and if necessary new

experiments were designed, to refine the heavy atom substitution and/or the

more accurate collection of 3D dataset performed on the crystals stored in liquid

nitrogen. Table 11 lists the experimental conditions performed for MIR on CHO.

Table 11: Experimental conditions performed for MIR on CHO

# HA Compound Cone. (mM) Amm. sulph Amm. acet. soak(hr)
1 Hg TAMM 1 YES 24

2 CH3HgCI 1 YES 24

3 (CH2COO)2Hg 1 YES 24

4 Pt K2RCI4 10 YES 48

5 K2PtCI4 10 YES 48

6 K2PtCI4 2 YES 48

7 K2PtCI4 2 YES 48

8 K2PtCI4 0.5 YES 48

9 cis-Pt(NH3)2Cl2 1 YES 48

10 cis-Pt(NH3)2CI2 0.5 YES 48

11 PIP 1 YES 48

12 U U02(CH2COOH) 100 YES 24

13

14

U02(CH2COOH) 10 YES 24

U02(CH2COOH) 1 YES 24

15 U02(CH2COOH) 0.1 YES 24

16 U02(CH2COOH) 1 YES 48

17 Au KAu(CN)2 10 YES 24

18 KAu(CN)2 1 YES 24

19 KAu(CN)2 0.5 YES 24

20 KAuCI3 10 YES 24

21 HAuCI3 0.5 YES 24
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2.2.9.2. Scaling of different data sets

Regardless the source of information used for the calculation of the phases, the

structure factors that enter the phasing process should be converted to the

same scale. "There is no unique solution to the problem of scaling together two

different datasets, since problems arise from a) scaling over an inappropriate

resolution range (if the derivative data are poorly isomorphous); b) uneven

distribution of random errors; c) poor estimates of standard deviations (when

these are used as a source of information for weights); d) systematic errors

(proper scaling to remove such errors should be done in space group P1 that is

on the actual observations); e) rogue information (e.g. reflections behind the

backstop that are not rejected during the process); f) actual differences between

the crystals: scaling can be properly done only with a model for the difference,

thus in refinement of heavy-atom parameters, the derivative scale factor is also

refined" (from the SCALEIT documentation of CCP4 package).

Local scaling HA LSCALE (bv T.J. Richmond)

Structure factors observed from a dataset containing heavy atom are scaled

with the native data using local scaling (Matthews and Czerwinski, 1975; Tickle,

1992) with a Gaussian weighted neighbourhood factor calculated for each

structure factor. For the local scaling of anomalous signal, the data should be

output with OSCMERGE in "I" mode, then splitted in the "+" and the "-",

converted to "P, local scaled separately, and then recombined together.

Resolution- dependent scaling (HA KSCALE. written by T. J. Richmond)

Scale isomorphous derivative using Kraut's method (Kraut era/., 1962; Tickle,

1991). It also produces useful statistics for estimating the lack of isomorphism

between datasets.

Global scaling (option in HKL FFT. HA PAT REFINE. HA PHASE, all

programs by T.J. Richmond)

Two parameters, an overall scale factor and a temperature factor, can often be

entered in order to globally scale the two datasets, in various steps along the

phase determination.

Analysis of the scaling so far performed (SCALEIT. by P. EVANS)

Scaling program of the CCP4 package, in addition to the above scalings

procedures does also a "Normal probability analysis" using the ideas of L.

Howell and D. Smith (1992). Its analysis is focused on the ratio between
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<FP**2> and <FPH**2> that should be close to a value of 1 thoroughout the

resolution range and over the principal directions (h.k.l).

Analysis of the lack of isomorphism bv XTALVIEW

Several statistics are produced by the program XTALVIEW (McRee,1992) as a

method for determining the probability that a crystal has been derivatized and

that the differences are isomorphous. These are:

- IFp-Fphl plotted over resolution range, should fall off with resolution (McRee,

1992);

- R-factor of (IFp-Fphl/Fp) plotted over the resolution range, should be larger for

centric reflections than for acentric.

- IFp-Fphl plotted over amplitude, should be linearly increasing with the

amplitude, since the size of the differences should correlate with the size of

the F (McRee, 1992).

All of the above analysis should be done considering the effect of centric

reflections and therefore one should obtain three plots for each of the three

cases, by considering all, centrics and acentrics.

2.2.9.3. Location of heavy atoms

Binding of a heavy atom to a specific position in the molecule can be

investigated in a variety of methods. Are hereafter described: difference

Patterson, difference Fourier, direct methods.

Difference Patterson

Difference Patterson maps were computed after the reflections had undergone

local scaling and Kraut scaling. Before calculation of the Patterson map, the

outliers were manually identified by listing (HKLJJST) and removed them by

choosing the maximum deltaF allowed. The effect of the degree of "locality" in

scaling procedures was estimated by subsequent runs with the same pairs of

native and derivative data by inspection of the Harker section (only one, at

w=1/3). The Patterson map was inspected for major sites on each section.

Manual Inspection

The map was plotted (MAP_PLOT) along w with a cut-off set equal to the mean

value of the map, and the interval between nearby layers set equal to its

standard deviation. Mean and standard deviations were calculated by the

program computing the map (HKL_FFT). The plot file produced was then

displayed (DPM) on a Macintosh with Tektronik emulation, or converted to

postscript file (DPL) and printed. The coordinates of the peaks were identified
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with a ruler and converted from vector space (Patterson) to real space using

MAPLE with the script shown in Fig.8.

assign(u,0.6732);
assign (v,0.3268);
solve( {x+y=u,-x+2*y=v},{x;y});
solve( {2*x-y=u/x+y=v}/{x,y});
solve( {x-y=u,-x+y=v},{x,y});
solve( {y=u, 2*y=v},{x,y});
solve( {2*x=u, x=v},{x,y});
solve( {x - 2*y=u, 2*x - y=v},{x,y});
solve( {-2*y=u, -y=v},{x,y});
solve{ {-x=u, x=v },{x,y});
solve( {x - y=u, 2*x - 2*y=v},{x,y});
solve( {-x=u, -2*x=v},{x,y});
solve( {-2*x + 2*y=u, -x + y=v},{x,y});
solve( {y=u, -y=v},{x,y});
solve( {-x + 2*y=u, x + y=v},{x,y});
solve( {x + y=u, 2*x - y=v},{x,y});
solve( {2*x - v=u, x - 2*y=v},{x,y});

Fig. 8: Patterson to real space, a script for MAPLE

Each equation was generated by subtraction of one symmetry equivalence from

the others, as shown in Table 12.

Table 12: From real to Patterson space, P3221 formulations

symop 1 symop 2 symop1-symop2
u V w

x,y,z -y,x-y,z+2/3 x+y x+2y -2/3

y-x,-x,z+1/3 2x-y x+y -1/3

y,x,-z x-y -x+y 2z

x-y,-y,-z+1/3 y 2y -1/3+2/z

-x,y-x,-z+2/3 2x X -2/3+2Z

-y,x-y,z+2/3 y-x,-x,z+1/3 x-2y 2x-y 1/3

y,x,-z -2y -y 2/3+2/z

x-y,-y,-z+1/3 -X X 1/3+2Z

-x,y-x,-z+2/3 x-y 2x-2y 2z

y-x,-x,z+1/3 y,x,-z -X -2x 1/3+2Z

x-y,-y,-z+1/3 -2x+2y -x+y 2z

-x,y-x,-z+2/3 y -y -1/3+2/z

y,x,-z x-y,-y,-z+1/3 -x+2y x+y -1/3

-x,y-x,-z+2/3 x+y 2x-y -2/3

x-y,-y,-z+1/3 -x,y-x,-z+2/3 2x-y x-2y -1/3

Automatic Inspection (PATSOL)

The program PATSOL (Tong and Rossmann, 1993) has been developed for

interpreting efficiently the Patterson map for single or multiple sites. It has been
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modified in order to read the local map format, which is different from the ones it

already accepts. It has been run with standard parameters; an example follows

in Fig. 9.

cell 90 90 90

dblcut 0.25 3

doub t

lattice P

mapf ap_patrefine .map

mapr 90 90 90

maptype TJR

origin 5 5 5

patcut 1

patpeak T

patx F

printf ap_patsol2 .log

sglcut 0.4 1

title location of PT5S

symm x, y, z

symm -y, x-y, 2/3 + z

symm y-x, -x, 1/3+Z

symm y,x,-z

symm -x, y-x, 2/3--z

symm x-y, -y, 1/3--z

stop

Fig. 9: Example of parameters used to run PATSOL

PATSOL produced a self-explanatory output, returning the co-ordinates of

heavy atoms that would satisfy the Patterson map. These were then used as

input to PAT_PRED, that given a list of co-ordinates and space group symmetry

information, produces a list of all the vectors between symmetry related atoms.

With this list the Patterson was manually inspected to compare the

correspondence of the observed peaks with the calculated ones.

Fourier Methods

Once phases were available (from SIR, SIRAS, ISIR, etc.) they were used to

phase AF from different derivatives and the same native dataset. The map

computed thereafter was then inspected for major peaks produced by the

different derivative.

Direct methods (SHELXS-86)

Direct methods have been used for long time to determine heavy atom

positions, and proved to be useful for locating the TAMM in the MS1NCP data

as-well (Toldo.1991; Struck-Donatz,1992). The command procedure shown in

Fig. 10 was run on a data set containing the difference structure factors
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between derivative and native appropriately scaled and with outliers removed

as above.

TITL TAMM heavy atom localisation on chicken histone octamer

CELL 1.54 11"3 .73 117.93 103.95 90. 90. 120.

LATT -1

SYMM -Y, X-Y, 0.666 +Z

SYMM Y-X, -X, 0.333 +Z

SYMM Y, X, -Z

SYMM X-Y, -Y, 0.333 -Z

SYMM -X, Y-X, 0.666 -Z

SFAC HG

UNIT 6

PLAN 20

OMIT 5. 54.

TREF 100 400

HKLF 3

Fig. 10: Parameters used to locate the heavy atom with direct methods

The output resulted in a list of the main heavy atom sites, ranked in descending

agreement as based on the combined figure of merit CFOM.

2.2.9.4. Refinement of heavy atom position

Once the x.y.z coordinates of a heavy atom are found, the two crucial

parameters occupancy and temperature factor need to be optimised because

of their place in the phase calculation procedure, that otherwise get completely

biased and may therefore produce artefacts. Two refinement steps are used,

first in vector space and then in real space.

Patterson methods (HA PAT REFINED

A volume-scaled Patterson map is computed with HKL_FFT and used as input

to HA_PAT_REFINE using appropriate parameters for the heavy atom site. In

the case of multi-heavy atom group it can be input as multiple atoms and with

type and radius in the group, and the group is approximated as a spherical

shell. It can be run in "REFINE" mode or in "SEARCH" mode. While the first

mode is extremely fast and efficient, the second is not due to the scan

algorithm, moving to each step of the specified grid and computing correlation

coefficient and R-factors. The program was inspired by VECREF (Tickle, 1991),

but written by T.J. Richmond with several improvements and inclusion of the

"SEARCH" mode.
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Phased methods (ML PHARE)

In "Maximum likelihood phase" refinement (Otwinowski, 1991) weights are

computed for all possible values of the protein phases and then the weighted

differences between the observed and calculated values of Fph generated with

this phase are minimised, with respect to the heavy atom parameters. The

function to be minimised is:

r=i i wttp)(F«r - pp^p))2
4>P h

For the reflections where the protein phase is poorly defined the "maximum

likelihood" approach is used in order to avoid the problem of biasing the results

towards phases derived from incorrect sites.

Rigid body refinement

In the case of a high resolution heavy atom derivative generated with a multi-

heavy atom group, it may be useful to refine its orientation using its structure to

provide better estimates for the phase calculations. This was attempted by

running three different programs (HKL_SUPER, GREF of PHASIT package,

XPLOR3.1) based on different strategies, and comparing their results.The

TAMM group was supposed to be cross bridging symmetry-related Cys110 of

Histone H3 (Richmond et a/., 1984). Therefore, one of its two-fold molecular

axes (dividing the middle point of non intersecting sides) has to be exactely

coincident with the crystallographic two-fold axis. The allowed freedom was

then rotational and translational and has been sampled by generating 180 trial

structures, computed by sampling 180° around the two-fold axis at intervals of

20°, and 10 A at 1 A /step centered on the x=y=2/3, z=0. Two sets of structures

(labelled "syn" and "anti") should be generated, given the further ambiguity

produced by the unknown orientation along the two fold axis. This latter

ambiguity is shown in Fig. 11.
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"syn" anti"

Fig. 11: "syn" and "anti" orientations of the TAMM

The models were generated by XPLOR with the script in Fig. 12 and then

verified on a graphical display with the program MAGE.

{ thetal start value

{ thetal interval

{ thetal end value

set message=off echo=off interactive=off precision=10 end

structure ©generate.psf end

coord ©orthol.pdb
xrefine a=117.9 b=117.9 c=102.95 alpha=90 beta=90 gamma=120 end

coord fractionalize end

coord copy end

evaluate ($counter=0)
evaluate ($tl=0. )

evaluate ($tl_int=20.0)
evaluate ($tl_end=180.01)

while ($tl < $tl_end ) loop ml

evaluate ($t2=-.05 ) { theta2 start value

evaluate ($t2_int=0.01) { theta2 interval

evaluate ($t2_end=.05) { theta2 ending value

while ($t2 < $t2_end ) loop m2

evaluate ($counter=$counter+l)

coor swap end

coor copy end

coor rotate axis (-1-10)

coor translate vector=( -1 -1 0

evaluate ($t3=encode($counter))

write coord output=$t3 end

evaluate ($t2=$t2+$t2_int)

end loop m2

evaluate ($tl=$tl+$tl_int)
end loop ml

$tl end

) distance=$t2 end

Fig.12: Script for generating 180 starting models of the TAMM with XPLOR

Least squared refinement (GREF)

From the PHASES package (Furey and Swaminanthan, 1990), this program

refines heavy atom parameters against isomorphous or anomalous scattering

differences, and can handle rigid groups without difficulty. The parameters used
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for running it are shown in Fig. 13, and had been run for each of the 370 starting

models previously described.

117.73 117.73 102.95 90 90 120

6

X,Y,Z; -Y,X-Y,2/3+Z; -X+Y,-X,l/3+Z;Y,X,-Z;X-Y,-Y, 1/3-Z; -X,-X+Y,2/3-Z

30 0 1.0 0. 5 .06 2. 1

1 1 0 75

1

1 4

0.01

10

1 0

11101101

Fig 13: The input for the program GREF for refining the cluster's orientation

It should be remembered that one cannot refine three rotation angles

simultaneously.

2.2.9.5. Phase calculation

The calculation of native phases was performed using two different methods,

one for initial estimates and one for their optimal determination and for the

obtainment of several statistical standard indicators on their quality.

HA PHASE

Written by T.J. Richmond (pers.comm.), this program was used to calculate

native structure factor phases by the method of MIR and SIR as described in

Blow and Crick (1959). Its output was directly used as input in all of the Fourier

techniques previously described for the location of different heavy atoms, and

for the calculation of electron density.

ML PHARE

ML_PHARE (see 2.2.9.4.) was used to calculate optimal phases, and refine

heavy atom parameters, from SIR, SIRAS, MIR, MIRAS data with refined

parameters of the heavy atom. Statistical assessments of the quality of the

phases are provided in form of tables:

-differences between heavy atom and protein phases as a function of FOM and

of resolution;

-average or RMS distribution for Fp, Fph, and for Fh as a function of resolution;

-average or RMS isomorphous and anomalous lack of closure as function of

resolution;

-a table of estimated error in the isomorphous and anomalous differences;
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-a table of figure of merit as function of resolution.

2.2.10. Phase improvement

In cases where the electron density map obtained with phases calculated from

isomorphous replacement did not show significant features (due to low FOMs of

the associated phases) an "improvement" of the phases was attempted. This

could be accomplished with a variety of methods, applying additional

constraints on the value of the phases. It is the different nature of these

constraints and/or the way they are computed that determines the variety of

programs used.

The most used method to improve the quality of the phases is that of Wang

(1985). It implies the identification of boundary between protein and solvent on

the starting electron density, then the levelling of the electron density in the

solvent region and in the Fourier transformation to F and Phases used to modify

the initial phases after computation of Sim's filtering as previously sketched.

The above procedure was performed iteratively until the results were

satisfactory.

FFT-SFALL-ENVELOPE-FLATMAP-SIGMAA: the CCP4 package.

The CCP4 group maintains a suite of software extremely flexible that allows

solvent flattening algorithm proposed by B.C. Wang by the use of using the

programs FFT, SFALL, ENVELOPE, FLATMAP, SIGMAA. The VMS procedure

used is described in Fig. 14.

$!##########################################################

$!#

$!# SOLVENT FLATTENING PROCEDURE USING WANG'S METHOD

$!#

$!# Com file to run several cycles of solvent flattening.
$!# The intial .MTZ file must contain the Hendrickson Lattman

$!# coefficients, the native structure factors, best phases
$!# and figures of merit.

$!# The initial map is calculated using phibest and the mir

$!# figures of merit, whereas in subsequent cycles maps from

$!# recombined phases and figures of merit are used.

$!# The envelope determined every four cycles
$!#

$!##########################################################

$!#

$Number_of_Cycles =16

SCurrentCycle = 0

$recalc = 0

$MASK_jiumber = 0

$!

$!##########################################################

$!# 1) Calculate isomorphously phased map.

$!##########################################################

$!

$fft HKLIN AB_FINE_PHASED.MTZ MAPOUT ab_scaled_cycleO.map
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LABIN F1=NAT.F SIG1=NAT.SIGF PHI=PHIB W=FOM

TITLE Calculate 13-3.2A chicken histone map with SIR "B"

SCALE Fl 1.0 0.0

RESO 13.0 3.2

END

$!

$! looping
$!

$ LOOP:

$ LastCycle = CurrentCycle
$ CurrentCycle = CurrentCycle + 1

$! ##########################################################

$! # 2) Use this map to generate weighted "Fs"

$! ##########################################################

$ IF CURRENTCYCLE .eq. 1

$ THEN

$ GENERATE_FS = 1

$ ENDIF

$ IF CURRENTCYCLE .eq. 5

$ THEN

$ GENERATE_FS = 1

$ ENDIF

$ IF CURRENTCYCLE .eq. 10

$ THEN

$ GENERATE_FS = 1

$ ENDIF

$ IF RECALC .gt. 0

$ THEN

$ GENERATE_FS = 1

$ ENDIF

$IF GENERATE_FS .gt. 0

$THEN

$ GENERATE_FS=0

$WRITE sys$output *./-\./-\./-\./-\./-\.''CURRENTCYCLE'./-\./-\./-\./-\./-\.

$MASK_number=Mask_number+1
$sfall MAPIN ab_scaled_cycle'LastCycle'.map -

HKLOUT ab_scaled_JUNK'mask_number'.mtz
TITLE Wang weighted F's using mir map

MODE SFCALC MAPIN

AVMODE WEIGHT 1 RADIUS 10

GRID 108 108 96

SFSG 154

LABOUT FC=FC_8 PHIC=AC_8 WANGWT=WT_8
RESO 1000 3.2

BINS 40

TRUNC 0 1000 ! map values truncated to lie between 0 and 1000

END

$!

$! ##############################«###########################

$! #3) generate averaged map.

$! ##########################################################

$fft HKLIN ab_scaled_JUNK'mask_number'.mtz-
MAPOUT ab_scaled_trunc'MASK_NUMBER'.map

LABIN F1=FC_8 PHI=AC_8 W=WT_8

TITLE Truncated CHOSIR map 3.1

RESO 1000 3.2

END

$! ##########################################################

$! #4) calculate envelope
$! ##########################################################

$envelope MAPIN ab_scaled_trunc'mask_number'.map -

MASK ab_scaled_trunc'mask_number'.mask

Logical mask 'mask_number' from truncated ab_scaled map

0.60 0

$!

$if mask_number .gt. 1 then del ab_current.mask;*

$copy ab_scaled_trunc'mask_number'.mask ab_current.mask
$ ENDIF

$! ##########################################################

$! # Second part - cycling round flattening map
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$! ##########################################################

$!

$! ##########################################################

$! # 1) flatten isomorphous map

$! #######################################################»##

Sflatmap MAPIN ab_scaled_cycle'LastCycle'.map -

MASK ab_current.mask -

MAPOUT ab_scaled_trunc_cycle'CurrentCycle'.map
AB sir flattened 60% solvent

0 0.333 0.433 0.25

1

$!

$! ##########################################################

$! # 2) generate sfs and phases from this modified map

$! ##########################################################

$sfall HKLIN AB_FINE_PHASED.MTZ -

MAPIN ab_scaled_trunc_cycle,CurrentCycle'.map -

HKLOUT ab_scaled_jnod_cycle'CurrentCycle'.mtz
TITLE Sfs from density modification

MODE SFCALC MAPIN HKLIN

LABIN FP=NAT.F SIGFP=NAT.SIGF F0=PHIB Fl=FOM F2=HLA F3=HLB F4=HLC F5=HLD

reso 1000 3.2

GRID 108 108 96

NOSCALE

BINS 40

LABO FC=FCWANGWT1 PHIC=ACWANGWT1

END

$!

$!# 3) combine phases

Ssigmaa HKLIN ab_scaled_mod_cycle,CurrentCycle'.mtz-
HKLOUT ab_scaled_comb_cycle'CurrentCycle'.mtz

TITLE Phase combination Chicken HIstone octamer

LABI FP=NAT.F SIGFP=NAT.SIGF

HLA=HLA HLB=HLB HLC=HLC HLD=HLD PHIBP=PHIB WP=FOM

FC=FCWANGWT1 PHIC=ACWANGWT1

LABO PHCMB=PHCMB1 WCMB=FOMCMBl FWT=FWT1 PHWT=PHWT1

RANGES 10 1000

RESO 15.0 3.2

ERROR

COMBINE 1

END

$!

$!##########################################################

$!# 4) recalculate map.

$fft HKLIN ab_scaled_comb_cycle'CurrentCycle'.mtz -

MAPOUT ab_scaled_cycle'CurrentCycle'.map
TITLE FOURIER AB

LABI F1=NAT.F SIG1=NAT.SIGF PHI=PHCMB1 W=FOMCMBl

RESO 15.0 3.2

end

$write sys$output "CURRENT ''CURRENTCYCLE' END AT ''NUMBER_OF_CYCLES'
"

$IF CURRENTCYCLE .LT. NUMBER_OF_CYCLES THEN GOTO LOOP

$write sys$OUtput "CURRENT ''CURRENTCYCLE' ENDED OVER ''

NUMBER_OF_CYCLES'"

Fig. 14: VMS procedure used to run the solvent flattening with the CCP4-

package

2.2.11. Molecular replacement

The process of phasing by molecular replacement is completely built upon the

availability of an appropriate highly homologous and reliable model. The onset

of this work would have been based on the atomic coordinates of the entry
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1HIO by the Brookhaven database, that were first announced in November

1991. Unfortunately, their release has been periodically postponed (1.9.1993,

28.2.94) up to the time of completion of this work (30.9.1994) and therefore the

structural information that would have facilitated the phase determination with

molecular replacement could not be exploited. Instead, an atomic model was

built inside the 7 A electron density map of the mixed sequence NCP as

determined by Richmond etal. (1984).

Model building in MS1 e.d.

The only source of structural information of the work done on the CHO was a

stereo drawing of the ribbon model as shown in Figure 5 of Arents et al. (1991).

It was decided to try to combine that qualitative information with the MS1 NCP in

order to produce a starting atomic model for the CHO that could then be used

for molecular replacement. This task could have been trivial and automatic (for

instance by using the program ABSTRACT developed by Oldfield et a/., 1992) if

the information would have consisted in a "ball and stick" stereo representation,

but it is extremely problematic for a pair of surfaces instead of paired dots. The

scene reconstruction from stereo pictures of three-dimensional surfaces is in

fact still an area of active investigation in artificial intelligence and still implies

the identification of common points on both images (Shirai, 1987). The latter

case was the one encountered by the kind of informations provided by Arents et

al. (1991).

The generation of the atomic model for the CHO, based on the MS1 and the

HIO informations, was accomplished by first building a raw model of the protein

based upon the primary sequence and then using the attribution of the

secondary structure of the four core histone chains as described in Figure 2 of

Arents etal. (1991) in order to produce a secondary structural model with the

program WHATIF (Vriend, 1990). This model was manually fitted in the electron

density, producing a three dimensional model. The result was verified and

refined against the stereo information provided by Arents et al. (1991) using a

pair of portable stereo mirrors (VHS) in conjunction with computer graphics. The

details follow in the next two paragraphs.

From sequence to structure with WHATIF

Gerrit Vriend was first to implement the database paradigm to handle

biomolecular structure. His program WHATIF (Vriend, 1990) has not only

crystallographic but also NMR and drug-design capabilities, a thorough

documentation, and high quality graphic output. The generation of a Cartesian
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set of coordinates starting from the sequence, of aminoacids or of DNA, is an

option extremely well documented and implemented in WHATIF. A superhelix

DNA model was built using the MAKDNA command given the sequence of DNA

wished to be incorporated and superhelical parameters, in order to

quantitatively estimate the quality of the DNA-component of the 7 A map.

Standard parameters were used: radius 41.8 A, pitch -27.5, psi 10, ziin 5.0 for

the folding of DNA in the NCP and the defaults 36.0 degree per base and 3.38

A of base rise for the B-DNA. The histones secondary structures were

generated by providing WHATIF with 4 lists, one for each histone, with the

aminoacid's three-letter code and the associated secondary structure type. The

command NEWBLD (WHATIF manual, chapter 17.4.1.) was then performed

with the four lists, and it generated PDB format structures satisfying both the

sequence and the secondary structure provided. This first atomic model was

called CHOMOD1.

oNo

oNo is an extremely flexible and user-friendly molecular building software

developed by Jones et al. (1991) and largely supersedes its predecessor

FRODO (Jones, 1978). The most recent implementation for the ESV and for the

lris4D architectures was used to read in the MS1NCP map (after conversion

into DSN6 format with 0_CONVERT and following byte-swapping once on the

specific hardware) and the CHOMOD1 structure and then to produce the

CHOMOD2 structure by interactive fitting. The CHOMOD2 model contains only
a-helices and spans those observed in the MS1NCP map. It comprises histone

H2A amino acids 25-73, H2B amino acids 54-122, H3 aminoacids 62-135 and

histone H4 amino acids 32-97. Its quality fits with the electron density of the

MS1NCP, and has been quantitatively estimated in oNo by using the script in

Fig. 15.

0>S_A_I 1CAS 1CASINMS1RHO.PDB

0>RSR_MAP MS1_CH0.DSN6

0>RSR_SETUP ,,,,,,40,,0.6 0.9,,178.2

0>RS_FIT 1CAS 1025 1073

0>RS_FIT 1CAS 2054 2122

0>RS_FIT 1CAS 2043 3135

0>RS_FIT 1CAS 4032 4097

Q>PAINT_RAMP RESIDUE_RSFIT ; BLUE RED CA ; END

Fig. 15: Script used to compute residue real space fit with program oNo

Rotation and Translation search. Rigid body refinement

XPLOR was used to perform an initial positional refinement of the whole model,

which was then divided into groups of a-helices and finally into each single
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alpha helix and let minimised as rigid body groups. Also GLRF, MERLOT,

AMORE, AUTOMR, were run.
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3. Results

3.1. Generation of H2B mutants S36C, S78C, S87C

Site-directed mutants of histone H2B had been made in order to introduce

heavy atom binding sites useful for solution of the phase problem by MIR. Their

construction was part of a larger project aimed at the structure determination of

totally recombinant nucleosome core particles produced using histones from

Xenopus laevisexpressed in bacteria (Richmond etal., 1993).

3.1.1. Strategies in the selection of candidate mutants

As previously shown (see 2.2.9.1.) available NCP crystals require for

appropriate phasing by MIR the use of multi-heavy atom groups or of multiple

binding sites. The only multi-heavy atom groups that were succesfully used in

previous crystallographic work on NCP were the TAMM and the PIP (Richmond

et al., 7984): a multi-mercury compound the first, and a multi-iodo-platinum

compound the latter. Of the two heavy atom- compounds the TAMM gave

phases of better quality, and therefore, since it binds to cysteines, it was

decided to introduce cysteines as heavy atom binding sites. The TAMM had

also been used in many other crystallographic studies, among which the

following could be found in the heavy atom conditions database compiled by D.

Carvin etal. (1991): C-phycocianin (Mastigocladis Laminosus), Photosynthetic

reaction center {Rhodo pseudomonas viridis), Creatine amidohydrolase

{Pseudomonas putida), Proctocatecolate 3,4 dioxygenase, Glycogen

phosphorylase, Ribosome. As suggested by the literature (see 1.1.1.) it was

decided to introduce the mutation Serine to Cysteine. In the selection of suitable

mutants, a compromise should be obtained between accessibility to the solvent

and flexibility of the aminoacid, in fact if the amino acid is not accessible for the

heavy atom or if it is accessible but too much flexible in both cases the

derivative could not produce the phases of suitable quality. Fig. 16 shows the

amino acid sequence of histone H2B from Xenopus Laevis (Grandy and

Dogson,1987) with arrows evidencing naturally occurring serines.

1 11 21 31>l- U 41

PEPAKSAPAP KKGSKKAVTK TQKKGDKKRK KSRKESYSIY VYKVLKQVHP

51 44 61 4 71 4 81 4 4

DTGISSKAMG IMMSFVNDIF ERIAGEASRL AHYNKRSTIT SREIQTAVRL

ioi m4 121 44

LLPGELAKHA VSEGTKAVTK YTSS

Fig. 16: Amino acids sequence of histone H2B from Xenopus Laevis. a-helical

regions are bolded, arrows help in locate serines, outlined arrows indicate the

selected mutants
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Of the twelve serines present in the histone H2B, S32 S123 and S124 should

be discarded since likely to be exposed too much to the solvent. It is known, in

fact, that before the 30th amino acid the histone H2B is protease sensitive and

thus highly flexible (van Holde, 1989). Of the nine remaining serines, certainly

appealing are the ones adjacent to arginine, lysine, aspartic or glutamic acids

and therefore S38, S55, S64 should also be discarded. Of the six remaining

serines, S36 S91 and S112 were found being the three serines more conserved

in a sample of 68 sequences of histones H2B present in the UWGCG database

(Codes: Hshubl, Hshub2, Hsbo22, Hsxlbl, Hsxlb2, Hssb22, Hstr2b, Hsur2m,

Hsur6m, Hsur2s, Hskw22, Hsff22, Hskp22, Hssf22, Hssf2m, Hszpb2, Hsby22,

Hsbyb2, Hswt2b, Hsurb2, Hsur6p, Hsur8p, Hsurbl, Hsur2p, Hsurbs, S04239,

B25077, B26399, B30221, Jq0795, Jq0797, S09658, A39178, A39671,

S04566, S19237, E40335, F40335, Jh0362, S19242, A26399, A30221,

S28527, Pn0142, B27097, A27097, A37363, S38213, S30619, S28048,

S28049, S11937, S15721, S11313, S21850, S16084, S18005, S21939,

S10095, S33220, S33221, S14510, S14527, B45945, S26185, S26187,

A45945, S22323); they were aligned with PILEUP(GCG), and the quantitative

representation of the information from the aligned sequences computed with

PROFILEMAKE(GCG), following the algorithm of Gribskov et ai, (1987). The

mutations of Ser36, Ser78 and Ser87 in cysteine, has therefore been chosen in

order to introduce suitable mercury binding sites.

3.1.2. Cloning and expression

Three primers have then been designed and their sequence shown in Table 13.

Table 13: Mutagenesis primers

LT2 GGA AGG AGT GTT ATG CCA T tO modify Ser36 tO CVS36

LT3 ggg aag cct gcc gcc tgg c to modify Ser78 to Cys78
LT4 aca agc gct gca cca tca c to modify Ser87 to Cys87

Site directed mutagenesis had been performed (see 2.2.2.15.) and sequencing

(see 2.2.2.13.) of the colonies in M13 followed for each of the three mutants.

Once inserted the cloned fragment in the expression vector, the whole

constructs were sequenced again, and the promoters were sequenced in order

to exclude any failure in the expression as function of the promoter's structure.

Expression of the final construct was then assessed (see 2.2.3.4.) as shown in

Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17: Time course expression of H2B mutant. Lanes a: CHO marker, b: 0

min, c: 30 min, d: 1 hr, e: 2 hr, f: 4 hr, g: 4 hr and not induced

3.2. Histone purification from chicken blood

The following sections report the results of the key steps in the CHO

purification, and some of the more relevant experiments performed in order to

obtain the optimized protocol.

3.2.1. Key steps in CHO purification

Hereafter, typical intermediate results of CHO preps with the revised protocol

are shown.

Micrococcal nuclease

The time-course digestion of chromatin by micrococcal nuclease has been

analyzed by estimating the length of DNA and the amount of soluble DNA

produced. Fig. 18 shows the result of time-course digestion (30 sec, 1-2-3-5-10-

20 min) by micrococcal nuclease as observed on phenol-extracted samples

(see 2.2.2.1.), run on 1 % agarose gel (see 2.2.2.4.). Fig. 19 shows the amount

of DNA that is observed in solution, as estimated spectrophotometrically (see

2.2.2.6.), for the same time-points.
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a 0 30" 1' 2' 3' 5'10'20'b

Fig. 18: Time course of micrococcal nuclease digestion of chromatin, length of

DNA. Lanes a: Mspl marker, b: ?i-Hindlll marker
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Fig. 19: Time course of micrococcal nuclease digestion of chromatin, soluble

DNA

The results show that DNA of length in the range corresponding to 3-5

nucleosomes is correlated with the amount of soluble DNA that is obtained, and

that both occurred in 3-5 min of digestion. The optimal digestion time to be used

in the large scale digestion toward the production of maximum amount of CHO

was therefore 3-5 min.

Hydroxyapatite elution

Once the long chromatin was loaded on the HAP, and the H1/H5 fraction was

removed by wash with 650 mM NaCI, histones were eluted as complexes.
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Fig.20 and 21 report elution profiles and SDS-PAGE 18 % (see 2.2.3.1.)

observed in typical purifications performed to obtain the whole octamer (Fig. 20)

or dimers and tetramers (Fig. 21). As an example, to test the movement of DNA

along the HAP elution, Fig. 22 shows a 1 % agarose gel (see 2.2.2.4.) run on

fractions of the eluate, after being phenol extracted (see 2.2.2.1.).

a

H3

H2E
H2i

H4

Fig.20: CHO purification from long chromatin by HAP. a) chromatographic
profile; b) 18 % SDS-PAGE of relevant fractions

H2B
H2A

H3

H4

Fig.21: Purification of H2A-H2B dimer and H3-H4 tetramer from long chromatin

by HAP; a) chromatographic profile; b) 18 % SDS-PAGE of relevant fractions
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o a b c d e f
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H1/H5

H3

H2B
H2A

H4

Fig. 22: Purification of H2A-H2B dimer and H3-H4 tetramer from long chromatin

by HAP; a) 1 % agarose DNA-gel and b) 18 % SDS-PAGE. Lanes 0: long
chromatin, a: wash with Tris, b: wash with buffer B, c: wash with buffer C, d:

linear gradient of buffer C and D, e: extensive wash in buffer D, f: wash with 0.1

M NaOH.

Fig. 23 follows a 18 % SDS-PAGE (see 2.2.3.1.) of the CHO (10 mg/ml), H1/H5

(10 mg/ml), dimer (10 mg/ml), tetramer (10 mg/ml) and single isolated histones.

H1/H5

f

H3

H2B
H2A

H4

Fig. 23: 18 % SDS-PAGE of purified and concentrated histones. Lanes a: CHO,
b: H1/H5, c: H2A/H2B dimer, d: H3/H4 tetramer, e: H2A, f: H2B, g: H3, h: H4.

Absorbance values of the purified and concentrated whole octamer, dimers and

tetramers are summarized in Table 14. Observations are performed at various

concentrations, and unless otherwise stated they are done in 2 M NaCI, 10 mM

Tris-HCI, pH 7.5.
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Table 14: Absorbances of purified histones (C=chicken, X= xenopus), and of

protamin.

X

(nm)

CHO CH3+

XH4+

CH2A+

CH2B

CH3+

CH4

CH3+

CH4
inTFA

CH2A+

CH2B

CH3 XH3 XH4 PROT

AMIN

230 2.137 1.991 3.126 3.155 2.450 3.4 1.421 0.967 2.2

260 0.166 0.148 0.532 0.595 0.160 0.535 0.49 0.193 0.935

276 0.343 0.308 1.100 0.906 0.348 0.790 0.837 0.264 0.487

280 0.332 0.294 1.029 0.844 0.334 0.773 0.423

Size chromatography

Fig. 24 shows the elution profile for CHO after a chromatographic purification by

Superose 12 (see 2.2.3.5.), and concentration to 20 mg/ml.

OD

time

Fig. 24: Size chromatography of purified CHO

Separation of single histones from full CHO

Histones were separated from each other either from tetramers or from full

CHO (see 2.2.3.5.). Fig. 25 shows a 18 % SDS-PAGE (see 2.2.3.1.) and

chromatograms of Phenyl-TFA purification of single histones.
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a

H3
H2B
H2A
H4

Fig. 25: Single histones from CHO by Phenyl-TFA. a) chromatographic profile;
b)18%SDS-PAGE

3.2.2. Relevant experiments performed for optimizing the CHO purification

Effect of detergent on nuclei purification

As described in Methods (see 2.2.3.5.), two different nuclei preparations were

performed in order to assay quantitatively and qualitatively the effect of the

exposure-length to NP-40. Sample "A" was exposed to NP-40 only 60 sec,

while sample "B" was exposed to NP-40 in each wash step, and therefore, for

roughly 60 min. Table 15 shows the amount of soluble chromatin obtained with

the two samples.

Table 15: Effect of NP-40 on nuclei. Absorption values observed for the nuclei

samples washed for 60 sec (A) or for 1hr (B) with wash solution containing
detergent NP-40

X Sample
A

Sample
B

230 0.872 0.883

260 0.983 1.019

276 0.648 0.668

280 0.495 0.502

Fig. 26 shows two examples of the field views for the samples A and B.
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Fig. 26: Effect of NP-40 on nuclei: phase contrast micrographs, a) 60 sec of

exposure to NP-40, b) 60 min of exposure to NP-40

The samples obtained with the two methods contained the same amount of

DNA, but the morphology of the nuclei differed noticeably. This confirms

previous reports described in the literature (Olins,1976; von Holt era/., 1989) on

the effect of exposure of erythrocytes to detergents. Although the degree of

degradations and/or the activity of proteases are not proven, it is suggested that

a better preparation is obtained by using the NP-40 for 1-3 min. The better

morphology is the one where the nuclei are not clumped together, since it had

been correlated with higher rate of degradations (Olins, 1976; von Holt et al.,

1989) and since it allows more homogeneous digestions with micrococcai

nuclease.

Binding ofhistones to hydroxyapatite

Table 16 reports the optical densities observed for the various samples

processed as in 2.2.3.5.

Table 16: Binding of histones to HAP: absorbances

Sample
number

Binding Washing OD23o OD32o

I 65 mM 65 mM 0.050 0.041

II 650 mM 650 mM 0.204 0.029

III 2.5 M 2.5 M 0.218 0.025

IV 65 mM 65 mM,650 mM 0.168 0.013

V 650 mM 65mM,2.5M 0.007 0.000

VI 65 mM 65 mM,650mM,2.5 M 0.030 0.000

VII 65 mM 65 mM 0.196 0.000

VIII 650 mM 650 mM 0.176 0.006

IX 2.5 M 2.5 M 0.215 0.007

X 65 mM 65 mM 0.188 0.000
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Fig. 27 shows a 18 % SDS-PAGE for the same samples as in Table 17.

X VII I IV VI VIII II V IX III

Fig. 27: Binding of histones to HAP: 18 % SDS-PAGE. Lanes l-X as in Table

16

Inspection of Table 16 indicates that histones bind quantitatively to HAP, in 65

mM NaCI (sample I and IV). No binding is observed at concentrations of 650

mM (samples II and V) or higher (sample III). Once the histones bind to HAP

(samples I, IV and V), they are completely eluted by raising the NaCI

concentration to 650 mM (samples IV and V). No trace of histones can be found

after further washing with 2.5 M NaCI (sample V). All of the controls (samples

VII, VIII, IX and X) show that there is no decrease in CHO solubility in these

buffers. The implication on the purification of CHO is that if the HAP is not

completely saturated with chromatin there is no risk of losing histones on the

HAP.

Effect of buffer onto DNA-contamination ofhistone prep

In the purification protocol established for the preparation of NCP (Richmond,

T.J., pers. comm.), the long chromatin was extracted from the nuclei in Tris-HCI

pH 7.5 and was then loaded onto the HAP column equilibrated in 50 mM

phosphate buffer pH 6.0. A CHO sample so purified was phenol-extracted (see

2.2.2.1.), run on 1 % agarose gel (see 2.2.2.4.) and showed the presence of

considerable amounts of DNA of various length (Fig. 28c lane b). Two samples

of long chromatin were dialyzed overnight at 4°C against Tris-HCI pH 7.5 or

against the low salt phosphate buffer previously used to equilibrate the HAP. It

was observed (results not shown) that while the sample dialyzed against Tris-

HCI pH 7.5 was translucent, the one dialyzed against phosphate was extremely

turbid. Long chromatin loaded then on HAP equilibrated with Tris-HCI pH 7.5

produced CHO without DNA contaminant (Fig. 22). Loading of the chromatin in

Tris-HCI pH 7.5, as proposed by Greyling etal. (1983), was essential to prevent
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DNA contamination in the CHO. Table 17 summarizes the most commonly used

methods of HAP utilization for octamer purification.

Table 17: Histone purification by HAP: comparison of various protocols

Reference

Simon and

Felsenfeld

(1979)

Grayling et al.

(1983)

Richmond et

al. (1984)

This work This work

Sample Buffer 630 mM NaCI

100 mM KPO4

pH6.7

lOmMTris-

Hd

pH7.4

16.25 mM NaCI

12.5 mM

NaPO4pH6.0

65 mM NaCI

50 mM NaP04
PH6.0

10mMTris-

HCI

pH7.4

Loading 34 mg 100 mg 400 mg 400 mg 250 mg

Column Size 2.5 x 20 cm 4.5 x 10 cm 5 x 2.5 cm 5 x 2.5 cm 5 x 2.5 cm

Volume 98 ml 160 ml 49 ml 49 ml 49 ml

Buffer 630 mM NaCI

100mMKPO4
PH6.7

IOmMNaPC-4
pH7.4

65 mM NaCI

50 mM NaPC-4
PH6.0

65 mM NaCI

50 mM NaPC-4
PH6.0

10mMTris-

HCI

pH7.4

Intermediate

wash

65 mM NaCI

50 mM NaPC-4
PH6.0

65 mM NaCI

50 mM NaP04
PH6.0

10 mM Tris-

HCI

pH7.4
650 mM NaCI

50 mM NaPC-4

pH6.0

650 mM NaCI

50 mM NaP04
PH6.0

65 mM NaCI

50 mM NaPC-4
PH6.0

650 mM NaCI

50 mM NaPC-4
PH6.0

Wavelength of

detection

230 230 260 260 260

Octamer

elution
Speed 60ml/hr 120ml/hr 120ml/hr 120ml/hr

Buffer 2M NaCI

100mMKPO4
PH6.7

3 M NaCI

10mMNaPO4
PH7.4

2.5 M NaCI

50 mM NaPC-4
PH6.0

2.5 M NaCI

50 mM NaP04
PH6.0

2.5 M NaCI

50 mM NaPC-4
PH6.0

Effect of denaturants on the refolding process

It was unknown if urea and guanidinium chloride have the same capabilities of

unfolding and then allow correct refolding of histones. The aim of exchanging

one of the chicken histones with a homologous recombinant protein urged the

need for a definitive answer. Therefore the unfolding/refolding procedure (see

2.2.3.5.) was followed, with the samples prepared as shown in Tables 18 and

19. The chromatograms are shown in Fig. 28 and Fig. 29.

Table 18: Conditions used for urea denaturation of hybrid CHO

Sample a b c

Tetramer 4.046 ml

Dimer 1.070ml 1.070 ml 1.070 ml

CH3 0.680 ml 0.680 ml

CH4 1.138 ml

XH4 1.217 ml

Urea 2.45 g 1.4 g 1.45 g

NaAc pH 5.2 34 nl 19.3 ul 20 ul
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time

Fig. 28: Chromatographic traces (absorbance vs elution time) for the urea

denaturation of hybrid CHO. Sample a-c as in Table 22..

Table 19: Conditions used for GuHCI denaturation of hybrid CHO

Sample a b c d e

Tetramer 4.046 ml

Dimer 1.070 ml 1.070 ml 1.070ml 1.070 ml 1.070 ml

CH3 0.680 ml 0.680 ml

CH4 1.138 ml 1.138 ml

XH4 1.217 ml 0.286 ml

XH3 0.676 ml 0.676 ml

GuHCI 2.94 g 1.66 g 1.17g 1.66 g 1.17g
NaAc pH 5.2 34 nl 19(0.1 13.6 Hi 19 Hi 13.6 Hi

-If
time

--jri
nfliFrf

Fig. 29: Chromatographic traces for the GuHCI denaturation of hybrid CHO.
Samples a-e as in Table 19

The results of the size chromatography are reported in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27. Size

chromatography was used as tool to assay the refolding of histone octamers.
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The position and shape of the chromatographic elution peak of CHO purified as

a whole (and that successfully crystallized) was taken as reference for a

"correctly folded" structure (see Fig. 24). CHO denatured with guanidinium

chloride or with urea and that was then refolded by dialysing away the

denaturant (see 2.2.3.5.), had an elution peak extremely similar in shape and

position (see Fig. 28-a and 29-a) to the reference one, moreover both

successfully crystallized in identical conditions. When recombinant histone H4

was used instead of chicken histone H4, a different behaviour was observed:

-if guanidinium chloride was used to denature this hybrid histone

octamer, when the denaturant was removed the octamer refolded correctly (see

Fig. 28-c);

- if urea was used to denature this hybrid histone octamer, when the

denaturant was removed the octamer refolded not correctly (see Fig. 29-c).

3.3. Crystallization of Chicken Histone Octamer

3.3.1. Using DNA-contaminated octamer prep

Crystals grown from CHO purified according to T.J. Richmond (pers. comm.)

were obtained as described in section 2.2.5.1. They had a bipiramidal shape,

lacked birefringence, and had dimensions of 0.1 x 0.2 x 0.1 mm. Their small

dimensions did not permit data collection.

3.3.2. Using DNA-free octamer prep

Crystals grown from CHO purified according to the protocol improved in this

Thesis (see 2.2.3.6.) had the same bipiramidal shape as the ones described

here and lacked birefringence, but had maximal dimensions of 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.3

mm. Therefore, these crystals allowed crystallographic analysis. Their picture in

the crystallization setup is shown in Fig. 30.
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Fig. 30: CHO crystals in dialysis button

These crystals were grown both from material purified as a whole octamer, and

also when first was purified H2A+H2B dimer and (H3+H4)2 tetramers and then

reassembled by denaturation and renaturation (see 2.2.3.5.). In the latter case,

fewer crystals were observed, but they grew to larger dimensions. When the

histones were separated from each other by HPLC chromatography in TFA and

then reassembled, it was never possible to obtain crystals. If instead of using

the dialysis buttons, the hanging drop method was used, only precipitate was

observed and no crystalline material. When 8.1 M ammonium acetate or 5.6 M

ammonium acetate were used as precipitating agent, instead of ammonium

sulphate, no crystallization was observed, but just precipitate material after 6

months.

3.3.3. Using recombinant histone H4 instead of native chicken H4

Octamer in which the chicken histone H4 was substituted with recombinant

Xenopus laevis H4 and then refolded (see 2.2.3.5.) did not produce crystals, but

only precipitated.
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3.4. Crystallization of Nucleosome Core Particles

3.4.1. With asymmetric defined sequence DNA

Nicely shaped rod-like crystals of 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.5 mm were obtained

reproducibly. They were always birefringent and this property allowed a simple

alignment procedure of their lattice for recording diffraction data (see 2.2.7.1.).

Fig. 31 shows one such crystal as seen in a hanging drop.

*

200pm

Fig. 31: dsNCP crystals

3.4.2. With symmetric defined sequence DNA

Interestingly, the shape of crystals of NCP containing a symmetric sequence of

DNA was different from the crystals having defined-sequence DNA. Not only

the morphology was different, but also the conditions of crystallization and the

amount of MPD needed to stabilise them. Fig. 32 shows one of these crystals.

200fim

Fig. 32: symmNCP crystal
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It can be noticed how the crystals containing symmetric sequence show a

preferential two-dimentional growth compared to the crystals containing defined

sequence DNA. Both kind of crystals anyhow show a remarkably conserved V-

shape in the direction of larger growth.

3.5. Crystallographic analysis

3.5.1. Space groups studied in this work

Orthorombic system, P2-I212i.

Crystals of symmNCP had cell dimensions of a=110A, b=206A, c=108A. The

angles between the axis were always 90° and given the systematic absences

shown (alternating presence and absence on each h k I direction) they

belonged to the orthorombic system P2-|2-|2-|. Fig. 33 shows two precession

photographs taken from the same crystal, 90° apart.

h

'

Jitf$fl

Fig. 33: Precession photographs of symmNCP. a, zone hOI; b, zone Okl
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It is evident from Fig. 33 that the systematic absences are being conserved for

the space group P212121, and therefore the restoration of same symmetry

observed in the MS1NCP and lost in the crystals containing defined sequence

DNA (Struck-Donatz, 1992). Space group definitions, ambiguities and standard

settings were described in detail for the NCP by Struck-Donatz (1992).

Trigonal system: P3221 versus P3212, P3221 versus P3-,21.

Crystals of CHO had cell dimensions of a=117.93 A, b=117.93 A, c=102.95 A

as refined by the data processing programs.The crystals belonged to the

trigonal class because the angles between their principal axis were cc=90°,

P=90° y=120°. These values were observed on small angle precessions, but

unfortunately it was never possible to obtain a precession image recorded with

a* and b* on the same plane due to the hardware limitations impaired by the

goniometer head heating shield that prevented recording from the extreme

positions necessary. Fig. 34 shows the diffractions observed on film by CHO

crystals.

a

2,86A

Fig. 34: Diffraction patterns of CHO crystals at -169°C. a) overexposed, high
resolution diffraction, F=160, scale between film and picture 1.875; b) a native

pattern collected on film to 3.5 A, F=160, scale between film and picture 0.722
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Fig. 35 shows the relationships between real and reciprocal space for the

trigonal system.

b a

A) B) C)

Fig. 35: Relationships between real and reciprocal space in the trigonal
system, a and b have the same length, are perpendicular to c and separated
by 120° from each other. The angle between a* and b* is 60°. A) view along
a*; B) view along b*; C) view along c,c*

The only systematic absences for the whole trigonal class are the reflections

h=0, k=0, l=3n, as demonstrated in Appendix 10. Fig. 36 summarizes the

relationships between direct space symmetry, point groups, and Patterson

symmetry for space groups P3221 and P3g12 and the various unique portions

of space (real, reciprocal, rotation function, translation function) that include an

asymmetric unit are listed as well.

P3j21 P3j12

AAA Mftfr*>
REAL SPACE i«A
SYMMETRY */ ^

3

POINT
GROUP

SYMMETRY

P3m1

PATTERSON
SYMMETRY

itr-S^m

REALSPACE
ASU

jO),c/6

ROTATION
FUNCTION
ASU

Euler

Lattmann

Crowther

0sB.S2x

ose.s*i
ose,sn/2
0S9.S2itf3

OsisTx/6

CHESHIRE P6.22
GROUP. a.b.e/2
TRANSLATION
FUNCTION
ASU

P6422
(a-b)/3, <a+2by3.c/2

Fig. 36: Ambiguities between space groups P3221 and P32"I2
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The eniantiomers P3i21 and P3i12 have, of course, the same point group

symmetry of respectively P3221 and P3212 and are, therefore, omitted from Fig.

36. The ambiguity between P3221 and P3i21 (or between P3212 and P3-|12)

cannot be resolved by inspection of the reciprocal space, but only at the latest

stage of the structure determination. The wrong enantiomorph will show an

electron density map for the structure with the "wrong hand", that is cc-helices

would be left-handed instead of right-handed and left-handed ONA would

appear instead of right-handed. The ambiguity between P3x21 and P3x12 was

easily resolved by inspection of the reciprocal space in an undistorted view as

shown in precession photographs or in their computational simulation from the

final integrated intensities. By inspection of the symmetry in the planes with I not

null, (the upper or lower layers) it is possible to solve the P3x21 and P3x12

ambiguity. Fig. 37 shows the layer L=2 of a simulated precession pattern with

the data observed in the CHONSL5 dataset, OSCKRUNCHED and

OSCMERGEDinPL

• • •• •

•»•

a*

Fig. 37: Solution of P321 vs P312 ambiguity by upper layer precession

In Fig. 37_are clearly displayed the symmetry elements that correspond to point

group P 3 ml. The ambiguity between P3x21 and P3x12 was also resolved by

quantitative analysis of the agreement between symmetry related reflections in

the two different point groups 321 and 312. This was accomplished by

performing runs with OSCKRUNCH with the two different point groups and then

comparing the agreements obtained between multiple symmetry related

observations of the same reflection. Results are shown in Table 20 in terms of
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relative residual at the end of OSCKRUNCH, Rsymm and Rmerge at the end of

OSCMERGE.

Table 20: Solution of the P321 to P312 ambiguity by statistical analysis:
Rmerge. REL RESID is the relative residual output at the end of OSCKRUNCH.

RSYMM and RMERGE are respectively the overall agreements between

symmetry related reflections and between Friedel pairs as output by
OSCMERGE

PG 1 321 312

RELRESID. 0.171 0.279 0.629

RSYMM 0.000 0.161 0.322

RMERGE 0.107 0.214 0.319

3.5.2. Effect of alcohol on unit cell dimensions of Nucleosome Core

Particles containing symmetric-sequence DNA

As observed in msNCP and in dsNCP (Struck-Donatz,1992), after addition of

small amounts of MPD also the symmNCP showed shrinkage in the cell

dimensions to a=108 A, b=184 A, c=104 A with noticeable increase in diffraction

capabilities, as shown in Fig. 38.

a

(A)

A)

dmaxa

(A)

-5
.

»

a

dmaxa

Fig.38: symmNCP effect of MPD on unit cell dimensions and resolution A)
effect on "a"
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dmaxb

(A)

108.8

108.6"

108.4"

108.2"

108.0 "

107.8

C)

Fig. 38-cont.: symmNCP: effect of MPD on unit cell dimensions and resolution

B) effect on "b",C) effect on "c"

From time to time, during the addition of alcohol it was observed the formation

of fractures on the surface of the crystals. Eventually these fractures

disappeared and there was neither splitting of diffraction spots nor decrease in

the resolution.
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3.5.3. Crystal stability of Chicken Histone Octamer in various solvents and

temperatures

Crystals of CHO were not stable on the X-ray beam for more than 8-12 hr at

4°C or -20°C. The loss of stability was assessed by comparison of the

diffraction patterns, that disappeared. Therefore, low temperature experiments

were performed. Table 21 lists the most commonly used substances which are

used in these experiments, together with relevant physico-chemical properties.

Table 21: Physical pr6perties of refrigerants. (Data in °C. Taken from:

Handbook of chemistry and physics, Chemical rubber publishing company, 44th

ed., 1963, bp=boiling point, mp=melting point).

chemical C C-C c-c-c c-c-c-c C-C-C-C-C

compound Methane Ethane Propane Butane Pentane

bp -161 -88 -42 0 36.2

mp -184 -172 -189 -135 -131.5

chemical N C=C c-c=c c-c-c=c C-C-C-C=C

compound Nitrogen Ethylene Propene Butene Pentene

bp -195.8 -103.9 -47 -5 29.968

mp -209.9 -169.4 -185 -130 -138

chemical 0 CsC c-c^c C-C-C=C C-C-C-C=C

compound Oxygen Acetylene Propyne Butyne Pentyne
bp -183 -83.6 -23.3 8.6 40

mp -218 -81.8 -105 -130 -95

By looking at Table 21, the reason for using the propane-nitrogen pair in the low

temperature experiments becomes obvious. The high boiling point of propane is

advantageous when the sample is immersed into it at a temperature slightly

above its boiling point. This will generate very little turbulences around it,

therefore, the cooling of the sample should be extremely fast. The low melting

point of propane, slightly higher than the boiling point of the nitrogen is useful in

the practical sense because it allows the cooling in liquid nitrogen without

solidification. Actually, the last statement is not completely correct, in fact if the

grade of propane, Propane25, does not solidify when cooled by liquid nitrogen,

the purer grade, Propane35, does solidify. The Propane25 contains olefins,

which even if present at low concentration (5x10-2 % ) hinder the performance

of diffraction experiments due to the milky film that is formed on the surface of

the capillary once flipped on the nitrogen stream. So Propane35 was used

eventhough it solidifies in liquid nitrogen. A small amount of liquid in the

external reservoir was needed, in order to keep the temperature of the liquid

propane at -100°C, while moving the set-up from the mounting station to the

data collection station. Various experiments were performed in order to find
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suitable conditions that would allow a successfull stabilization and data

collection. Table 22 describes the main experiments performed, with some

concise notes on the outcomes.

Table 22: Survey of parameters explored while developing the cooling approach

PARAMETERS RESULTS

BHT as reductant insoluble in H20

MPD as cryoprotectant 60-80 % crystals dissolve

PEG400, PEG20000
alone or in combination dissolved the

crystals

ethylene glycol 5-30 % dissolve the crystals
Na2S04 dissolve the crystals

crosslinking not possible in ammonium sulphate or

acetate

glass fibre with oil crystals too big to be mechanically
stable under the cold stream

plastic loop instead of hair loop diffracts X-rays

Accuflex robot for automatic generation
of gradient

hardware limitations in the Accuflex do

not allow its use for this purpose
because stock solutions get mixed and

precipitate

warm-up experiment above -90°C after exposing to X-rays at

-180°C for long time is completely
deleterious for the crystal

use of Paratone-N and Sigma mineral

oil

becomes turbid upon flash cooling in

liquid nitrogen

Cargille type A immersion oil becomes turbid at -20°C during slow

cooling.
film of Sigma mineral oil in loop cracks at -10°C

film of Cargille type A immersion oil in

loop

cracks at -10°C

film of Paratone-N in loop no cracks at -180°C but extremely thick

to manipulate

mixing of paratone-N with mineral oil do not improves: always evident

fracturation of the film (10-100 % w/w

Paratone-N to Mineral oil)

mixing of paratone-N with paraffin oil It mixes well but then gives cracks at

-30°C

Use of Propane, pentane, hexane for

flip loop-mounted crystals

miscible with ammonium sulphate or

acetate

Fig. 39-43, show the results of the iso-osmoticity forward and reverse

experiments used to investigate the osmotic limits for the substitution of

ammonium sulphate with ammonium acetate inside the crystal's channels. The

refractive indexes, density, freezing point and conductivity are also plotted.

These experiments were made in order to:
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-find at which concentrations of ammonium acetate the osmotic pressure was

as in the mother liquor of the CHO crystals;

-characterize the physico-chemical properties of the gradient that allowed the

cooling of crystals to -30°C prior to flash cooling.

These observations could allow to verify if the statements in the literature on the

osmotic pressure and on other colligative properties were confirmed for the

crystals of CHO.

1.41

Fig. 39: The solvent exchange gradient: Refractive Index

Fig. 40: The solvent exchange gradient: Density
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Fig. 41: The solvent exchange gradient: Conductivity
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Fig. 42: The solvent exchange gradient: Freezing Point
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Fig. 43: The solvent exchange gradient: Vapour equilibration
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From the above graphs it is apparent that the isoosmotic conditions as detected

by the method of Schreuder etal., (1988) and by its inverse do not produce the

same identical result, but identify a range of conditions (3 - 5 M). This

information was then used to perform stabilization experiments with crystals

and therefore diminished the number of trials to be performed. It is also shown

from the previous graphs, that while dielectric constant steadly increases along

the gradient (as followed by the variation in refractive index), the water activity

decreases (as followed by the decrease in freezing point), while the conductivity

is constant. These observations are in disagreement with what previously

reported, and namely on the need of keeping the dielectric constant unchanged

and as-well the water activity.

Table 23 lists the details of the main cooling experiments that had been

performed in order to develope the cooling protocol used for the CHO.

Table 23: Main steps in the development of the cooling protocol, (aa =

ammonium acetate, as = ammonium sulphate, TEMP = temperature, dmax=

maximum resolution observed, syst.abs= systematic absences)

FINAL
TEMP

STABIL
SOLUTION

MOUNT
METHOD

INTERMEDI
ATE

COOLING

SPEED OF
COOLING
TO FINAL

TEMP

STABILITY

TIME,
DMAX

NOTES

4aC 2.7 M as tapered
capillary

none none 8 hr, 3.5A

-20°C 2.7 M as tapered
capillary

none rapid 8 hr, 3.5 A

-180*C 2.7 M as hair loop tiash to -80°

inliq
pentane

rapid 5A pentane
rings

-180aC 2.7 M as hair loop none rapid 5A with oiil

-1806C 8.1 M aa hair loop tiash to -80°

in liq.
pentane

rapid 5A pentane-
rings at

-180°C no

at-120°C

-1806C 8.1 Maa hair loop rapid to -80u

in air

2.85 A cracks

-180aC in 30 steps
to 8.1 M aa

hair loop rapid to -80°

in air

8.5 A syst. abs.

violated

-120SC in 30 steps
to 8.1 M aa

tapered
capillary

tiash to

-120°

5.5 A

46C in 30 steps
to 8.1 M aa

tapered
capillary

Shr, 3 A no violation

to sys abs

4°U in 30 steps
to 5.6 M aa

tapered
capillary

8hr, 3 A no violation

to syst abs

-180aC in 30 steps
to 5.6 M aa

tapered
capillary

slow to -30°

at r/hr
tiash in

liquid
propane 35
at -80°

oo, 2.8 A no violation

to syst abs
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A close look at the Table 23 enables to see how the protocol that finally allowed

the exploitment of data collection on CHO crystals was found by a systematic

survey of several parameters, and how the CHO crystals required a fine-tuning

on each of the variables involved. Table 23 (last column) mentions in a couple

of cases as the symmetry was violated by the cooling protocol. Indeed, this was

observed and the reason is supposed to be the rate of cooling. Table 24 lists

the indicators for the systematic absences for data sets collected in various

experimental conditions.

Table 24: Violations of systematic absences in various data sets. The

reflections that are allowed be present in the trigonal class are listed

as bold. (aa= ammonium acetate, as= ammonium sulphate)
name NAT1 NAT7 TAS1 MMA2 PIP1 NAT56

4S

CHON

SL2

CHON

SL3

CHON

SL5

type native native TAMM

der
Met-Hg
deri

PIP

deri

native native native native

cooM 4°C flash flash flash flash slow slow slow slow

-100°C -100°C -100°C -100°C -30°C -30°C -30°C -30°C

cool 2 fast fast fast fast flash flash flash flash

-169°C -169°C -169°C -169°C -100PC -100°C -100°C -100°C

cool 3 fast

-169°C

fast

-169°C

fast

-169°C

fast

-169°C

stabil 2.7 as 8.1 aa 8.1 aa 8.1 aa 8.1 aa 5.6 aa 5.6 aa 5.6 aa 5.6 aa

00L

-5 23 117 -83 15

+6 1520 1521 2383 2946 2575

•6 7129 5076 10399

+7 27 58 18 34 -2

-7 66 76 87 11 157 8 34

+8 21 225 578 9 50 22

-8 554 1042 1067

+9 18490 66339 91823 30172 8666 13561 35657

-9 90972 84593

5222

55032

39094

1623 3655

+10 0 1150 2531 227 133 22 72

-10 2539 996

2204

17584

+11 0 285 275 127 52 8 33

-11 490 870 662 6 7 22

+12 7664 40809 44763 14955 1582 7429 20249

-12 43693 46295

8979

1003

47930

141 17 -2

+13 5 1330 0 15 43 71

-13 1808 65

1582

-21

275

28 -1 19

+14 62 152 142 10 88

-14 125 225 226

+15 2774 5654 1167 1051 6575 662 691

-15 1369 3825

2610

4145

51

44 3384

+16 131 215 123 70 42 21

-16 122 67141 79 14

+17 80 37 31 56 0 28 5

-17 20 78 112 48 59 2

+18 445 390 515 355 307 387

-18 331 503

945

24217 517

+19 0 0 119 40 23 -24

-19 0 -12

154

61 172

+20 15 30 67 3 48 62 -20
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-20 26 -105 83 56 10

+21 266 285 -17 1025 181

-21 295 -10-3 42215 651

+22 27 46 269

-135

-66 4

•22 52 92 0 68

+23 62 47 -95 -25 -33 -6

-23 34 -9/74 -76-44

+24 2940 2960 4089 2410

-24 3323 66

3679

988 712

+25 78 75 167 -70

-25 60 2 119

+26 85 94 324 199

-26 126 0 -44 -23

+27 0 63 •159 1366

Inspection of Table 24 enables clearly the establishment of a correlation

between the cooling protocols (flash cooling alone, or slow cooling and flash

cooling) and the violation of reflections that should be systematically absent. In

fact, it should be noted that all the data sets that were collected from crystals

shock cooled from 4°C to -169°C (NAT1,NAT7,MMA2,PIP1) show for

reflections that should be absent, values of Intensities violating the systematic

absences for the trigonal space groups. On the contrary, datasets that were

collected from crystals slow cooled from 4°C to -30°C and then flash cooled to

-169°C (NAT564S, CHONSL2, CHONSL3, CHONSL5) obeyed to the

systematic absences characteristics of trigonal space groups.

3.5.4. U, Au, Pt, Hg binding to crystals of Chicken Histone Octamer

Uranyl precipitates excess of hydroxides. In spite of the solvent conditions,

uranyl precipitation had been observed, and all the crystals derivatized with

uranyls at various concentrations in various form did not give any detectable

diffraction pattern. Perhaps, precipitation of uranyl inside the crystals was the

cause of the distruction of the diffraction pattern.

Gold complexes, in the form of cyanide or chloride, were used, but at

concentrations from 0.1 mM to 10 mM, they destroyed the diffraction pattern

after soaking for 24 hr at 4°C. At a concentration above 1 mM the crystals

changed colour, and became strongly gold-coloured. There was no diffraction

pattern visible.

Platinum tetrachloride was too a strong reagent for the experimental conditions

used. At any concentration from 0.1 to 10 mM it destroyed the crystals. Only

cis-platinum at 1 mM did not ruin the crystal mophology but gave derivatives

that only diffracted to 6 A. The data were processed and are coded CHOPT5S.
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Mercuric acetate (CHOMMA9), methyl-mercury chloride (CHOMM1S) bound

irreversibly in ammonium sulphate without disturbing the crystal stability, but

their diffraction was limited to 6 A. Native crystals were alternated between the

derivatives, as controls, and showed marked diffraction patterns still to 3.0-3.5

A. Tetrakisacetoxymercurymethane (TAMM) did not disturb the crystal stability

and gave a remarkably good data set. All the mercury derivatives have

undergone a DTT reduction step and DTT-removal by backwashing without

reductant, and were morphologically stable under these conditions.

3.5.5. Data-collection and data-processing summaries

Table 25 lists the number of exposures, oscillation range used, distance from

the crystal to the film, and the maximum resolution obtained for native and

derivative crystals undergone to the slow-cooling treatment.

Table 25: Data collection summary (Key to data sets in Table 27)

DATASET Number of

exposures

oscillation

(°/frame)
distance

crystal to film

(mm)

resolution

ranges (A)

CHONSL5 91 1 147.5 30-3.0

CHONSL6 54 1 174 30-3.5

CHOPT2A 20 2 280 30-6

CHOPT2S 18 2 280 30-6

CHOPT3S 7 2 280 30-6

CHOPT4S 47 2 280 30-6

CHOPT5S 27 2 280 30-6

CHOTSL1 82 1 147.5 30-3.5

CHOMMA9 52 1 287.5 30-6

CHOMM1S 47 2 280 30-6

For each data set, 2.5 hr was the elapsed time of data collection per X-ray

exposure used in order to obtain a diffraction pattern of suitable intensity.

Fig. 44 shows a FIT file from the processing of a dataset. As described in

section 2.2.8.3., it consists of a copy of the starting image with symbols

surrounding each peak: circles for reflections that for various reasons have

been rejected (Lorentz factor too high, etc.), squares for the reflections used in

the processing.
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Table 26: Merging statistics of various data sets

fl'-<'>
RMERGE=

2'
;TOT# is the total number of reflections observed;

UNIQUE the total number of unique reflections, after being reduced to the same

asymmetric unit; CENTRIC is the number of centric reflections; RESOL the

resolution range; < I > the average intensity; si the average standard deviation

2/

associated with each reflection; RELSD =

V !<!>
-a.b.c are the unit cell

<l>

dimensions; div/mos is the divergence/mosaicity in degrees, this parameter is

estimated by OSCREF and in OSCKRUNCH and is the extent of rotation

applied to the Ewald sphere around the rotation axis to generate the limiting
Ewald sphere positions for diffraction by a reciprocal lattice vector.

DATASET CHONSL5 CHONSL6 CHOPT2A CHOPT2S CHOPT3S

RMERGE 0.166 0.226 0.197 0.349 0.213

TOT# 73517 36109 5386 4545 1869

UNIQUE 16758 10554 2010 1768 1023

CENTRIC 1251 879 300 223 45

RESOL 30-3.0 30-3.5 25-6 25-6 25-6

<l> 569 314 63 26 61

si 48 33 7 6 9

RELSD 0.22 0.31 0.27 0.51 0.30

a 118.2 118.3 118.5 118.3 118.3

b 118.2 118.3 118.5 118.3 118.3

c 103.4 103.7 103.7 103.7 103.6

div/mos 0.868 0.859 0.357 0.282 0.634

DATASET CHOPT4S CHOPT5S CHOTSL1 CHOMM1S CHOMMA9

RMERGE 0.318 0.185 0.12 0.174 0.211

TOT# 11515 7207 49514 10363 9068

UNIQUE 2211 2072 10656 3043 1893

CENTRIC 304 279 891 155 156

RESOL 30-6 25-6 30-3.5 30-6 30-6

<l> 33 79 942 94 48

si 6 8 49 26 13

RELSD 0.42 0.25 0.16 0.274 0.269

a 118.5 118.4 118.2 117.71 117.69

b 118.5 118.4 118.2 117.87 117.87

c 103.8 103.8 103.3 103.11 103.15

div/mos 0.357 0.676 0.6 0.533 0.6

The data sets for most of the platinum derivatives showed relatively high R-

merge. The data sets for the mercury derivatives showed lower R-merge, that

suggests that these data are of better quality (Helliwell, 1987). The statistics for

crystals of dsNCP measured on this data collection setup and processed with

the same programs were reported in the work of Struck-Donatz (1992) and in
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that case the final data set including all the native data had an R-merge of

0.224 in the resolution range of 20-4.4 A. Comparisons performed on lysozyme

data collected on this data collection setup show that structure factors extracted

by MOSFILM and the OSC-TJR suite are practically identical (D.F. Sargent,

pers. comm.). However, the OSC-TJR suite has superior capabilities in treating

data from weakly diffracting and high mosaicity crystals, like the one used in

this and previous work.

3.5.6. Non Crystallographic Symmetry

Self- rotation functions were computed with the CHONSL5 data set, processed

in P1. Fig. 45 and Fig. 46 show respectively the results for search of two-folds

and for three-folds.

Fig. 45: Self rotation function of CHO, search for 2-folds
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Fig. 46: Self rotation function of CHO, search for 3-folds

From Fig. 45 can be identified the existence of 2-fold axis at phi values of 0, 60,

120 and at a psi always of 0. Similarly, from Fig. 46 can be clearly identified the

existence of a 3-fold axis in the position with phi and psi of 90. Given the polar

convention used (XZK) these figures show that there are three two-fold axes

(one parallel to a, one parallel to b
,
one between them) and a three-fold axes

parallel to c. Since the data used were processed in space group P1, the above

observations^ are useful to confirm the presence of the crystallographic

symmetry P 3 ml and the absence of any non-crystallographic symmetry. This

observation is consistent with the postulated identity of the molecular two-fold

axis of the CHO with the crystallographic one.

3.5.7. Multiple Isomorphous Replacement (M.I.R.)

Table 27 reports the coding scheme used for naming the data sets and

characterizes the different manipulations performed on the data. Each

derivative data set was combined with the native data set. For example, the pair

"AB" was computed with native data set "A" and derivative data set "B". The

data sets derived from the CHOPT5S observations were investigated

thoroughly for the effect of variations in the way scaling was performed, on the

Patterson map.
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Table 27: Coding scheme of data sets

abb full name heavy
atom

number of standard deviations used as

rejection criterion in OSCMERGE

A CHONSL5 native 20

C CHONSL5 5

B CHOTSL1 TAMM

1 mM

20

D CHOTSL1 5

G CHOMMA9 HgCH20
OCH3
1 mM

20

N CHOMM1S CH3HgCI
1 mM

20

N5 CHOMM1S 5

J CHOPT2A KPtCU
2mM

soaked

in

acetate

20

J5 CHOPT2A 5

K CHOPT2S PtCU
10mM

20

K5 CHOPT2S 5

0 CHOPT3S KPtCU
2mM

20

05 CHOPT3S 5

L CHOPT4S 0.5 mM

KPtCU

20

L5 CHOPT4S 5

E CHOPT5S 1 mM

cis-

Pt(NH3)2
Cl2

20, OSCKRUNCH local scaling parameter .02

F CHOPT5S 5, OSCKRUNCH local scaling parameter .02

I CHOPT5S 20, OSCKRUNCH local scaling parameter .04

15 CHOPT5S 5, OSCKRUNCH local scaling parameter .04

P CHOPT5S 20

M CHOPT6S 0.2 mM

KPtCU

20

M5 CHOPT6S 5

Table 28 reports various statistics, correlation coefficients and scale factors of

the scaling process.
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Several quantitative indices were inspected in order to estimate whether data

sets obtained from crystals subjected to chemical derivatization were going to

be appropriate by the MIR approach for phase determination. These were:

-R-factor between native and derivative structure factors;

-ratio RMS deltaFcentrics/RMS Fnat;

-lack of isomorphism as estimated by the graph of IFpH-Fpl versus resolution;

-difference Patterson and Bijvoet difference Patterson maps.

In Table 28 the structure factors are on a relative scale as output from the data

processing suite OSC-TJR. The derivative data sets are scaled to the native

data set. The native data set showed F in the range from 0 to 220.7 and

average of 17.8. The standard deviations of each reflection varied from 0.1 to

9.5 with an average value of 2.2. The R-factors reported in Table 28 refer to the

whole resolution range considered, and therefore are an upper bound to the

estimation of the agreement between data sets. The only combinations of data

sets that present a reasonable R-factor between derivative and native data sets

are the pairs AB, AD, AG, AN, CB, CD, CG and CN, in which this upper bound

is less than 0.1. Few derivatives show exceedingly high R-factors when scaled

to native data set. The possibility of having wrongly assigned the a* and b* axes

was assessed by changing the assignments to the derivative data sets and then

repeating the scaling procedure: higher R-factors were always obtained for the

modified data sets.

The ratio RMS deltacentrics/RMS Fnat showed that indeed heavy atoms bound

to the CHO also in the data sets characterized by higher R-factors between

derivative and native, but too strongly.

Lack of isomorphism was investigated after scaling the data set, and the graph

of the absolute size of the differences, IFpn-Fpl versus resolution is plotted in

Fig. 47. "If they increase with resolution, then the derivative is non-

isomorphous. This is because the heavy-atom scattering falls off with resolution

due to its scattering and thermal factors. If the derivative is isomorphous, the

total scattering is the vector sum of the derivative amplitudes and the original

protein amplitudes. In a non-isomorphous derivative protein amplitudes are

changed due to changes in the unit cell and heavy-atom induced movements of

the protein. Differences due to these effects increase with resolution." (McRee,

1993).
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Fig. 47A: Absolute deltaF vs resolution. Analysis of lack of isomorphism.
Derivatives B,E,F,G,I,J
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From inspection of Fig. 47, it is remarkable the agreement between the data

sets. Not in a single case we observe an increase in the absolute difference

between native and derivative structure factors along in the increase of

resolution. Fig. 47 is, therefore, another convincing evidence suggesting good

isomorphism between the collected data. Fig. 48 shows the best difference

Patterson maps obtained with these data sets.
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Fig. 48A: Best difference Patterson maps, Harker section w=1/3. Pairs

AB,AD,AE,AF,CB,CD,CE,CF. The maps are all contoured in the same way,

starting at the mean value and with increments of 1 standard deviation
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JL /

Fig. 48B: Best difference Patterson maps, Harker section w=1/3. Pairs

AG,AI,AN,AP,CG,CI,CN,CP. The maps are all contoured in the same way,

starting at the mean value and with increments of 1 standard deviation
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Looking at Fig. 48, a significant amount of signal is present for the mercury

derivative data sets, but not for platinum data sets. Of these, the effect of

rejections in OSCMERGE is evident by the different heights of the peaks

(contoured in sigma units). Data sets AB, AG and AN are chosen due to the

better signal to noise ratios.

Fig. 49 shows the best Bijvoet Patterson maps for the derivatives that gave a

peak in the difference Patterson maps: B,G,N.

Fig. 49: Bijvoet Patterson maps, Harker section w=1/3. Data sets B,G,N. The

maps are all contoured in the same way, starting at the mean value and with

increments of 1 standard deviation
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As shown above, it is clear how the anomalous signal is present for one

mercurial (G data set) and not for the other. What is uncertain is why this is so.

Further analysis of the way in which the local scaling was performed (as a

remainder, the local scaling option had not been used in OSCKRUNCH, but has

been used before Krout scaling) showed that it was responsible for the

disappeareance of the anomalous signal for the B data set. Fig. 50 shows a

Patterson map computed with the "DANO" label as output from OSCMERGE. It

is clear that the anomalous peak is in the same place as the isomorphous

derivative, and that therefore the local scaling that had been previously applied

removed the differences due to the anomalously scattering TAMM.

o ©>

o o

O O
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„

o o

^

@, Q°poQ

affl-^v S 0 -<o ,
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° o
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Fig. 50: Bijvoet Patterson map, Harker section w=1/3, of data set B,
OSCKRUNCH was performed without local scaling. The map is contoured

starting at the mean value and with increments of 1 standard deviation

It could be recalled that "the ideal scale factor is calculated as the ratio of the

average intensity taken over all available symmetry equivalents of the hkl over

all crystals, to the average for the particular diffraction vector. An averaged,

local scale factor is calculated for each hkl (unique diffraction vector) using a

Gaussian weighted sum of the ideal scale factors in its neighborhood. The

-del dstar^
Gaussian filter has the form: exp( 2*s7ama2 )• The de^au,t va'ue is .04

reciprocal Angstroms. The smaller the value, the less the contribution from

neighboring hkl. Values larger than the default can generate large

neighborhoods and extend the computing time for averaging significantly."

(Richmond, T.J., pers.comm., HA_LSCALE documentation).
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Table 29 summarizes, for each data set, the heavy atom positions as

determined manually by inspection of the difference Patterson maps and as

determined automatically by SHELXS.

Table 29: Patterson location of single heavy atom position in data sets B, G, N:

initial estimates

manual automatic by SHELXS

data set X V z X y z CFOM

AB 0.66 0.66 0.0 0.6176 0.6880 0.1421 0.0252

AG 0.66 0.66 0.0 0.3429 0.1963 0.1446 0.0062

AN 0.66 0.66 0.0 0.6618 0.6618 0 0.0881

From inspection of Table 29 and of Fig. 46 it is clearly evident that the direct

method failed in the location of the heavy atom site, for data sets B and G.

Surprisingly, SHELXS successfully located the heavy atom site in the data set

"N". The general failure of direct methods in locating the heavy atom sites in

these data sets may be connected with the generally incorrect estimates of the

standard deviations for data processed from imaging plates. It is well known

that the success of direct methods in the location of heavy atom derivatives is

tightly limited by "obtaining realistic a(AF) values" (SHELXS-86 documentation,

page 37, hand note by G.Sheldrick). It correlates as well with the failure in

locating heavy atoms by direct methods as observed by Struck-Donatz(1992)

for data collected with imaging plate on crystals from dsNCP. Interestingly, that

work showed that data collected with position sensitive detector from msNCP

crystals were successfully used by direct methods to locate heavy atoms.

Indeed.it should taken into account that the crystals of dsNCP had a content of

412 KD per asymmetric unit versus 206 KD observed in the msNCP. Moreover,

dsNCP had a lower symmetry (P2i) compared with the msNCP (P2i2-|2i).

Refinement of heavy atom parameters

The refined values of the atomic position and occupancy for data sets B, G and

N are reported in Tables 30-35, as calculated using the program

HA_PATREFINE. Table 30 numerically shows that in space group P32 (and

generally, in all trigonal and hexagonal space groups) the enantiomer to the

solution is obtained not only by inverting the signs of the coordinates, but also

by inverting the hand of the space group. In addition, it shows the good

agreement obtained with the observed difference Patterson map and the

ambiguity given by the hand of the heavy atom's coordinates. The above

solutions had been obtained without using the two-fold symmetry, due to the
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vicinity to the special position. If the whole set of symmetry operators is used,

the results change slightly, as shown in Table 31.

Table 30: Patterson location of single heavy atom position in data set B:

correlation searches on P3i and P32

X Y correl. R-factor notes

0.6567 0.6567 0.92663 0.37438 search conducted in P32
around X=Y=2/30.6789 0.6678 0.90274 0.33142

0.6678 0.6789 0.90274 0.33142

0.3322 0.3211 0.26050 2.99996 Search conducted in P32
around X=Y=1/30.3211 0.3322 0.26050 2.99996

0.3211 0.3211 0.24688 3.10680

0.3422 0.3422 0.91069 0.45586 Search conducted in P3i
0.3256 0.3367 0.90923 0.41274 around X=Y=1/3

0.3367 0.3256 0.90923 0.41274

It could be recalled that "Refinement statistics usually give little indication of the

correctness of the solution with typical R-factors for reciprocal space refinement

of heavy atom parameters in the range 30% (rarely) to 70%, and are usually

around 50%, compared with the "random" value for acentric data of 58.6%" (I.J.

Tickle, VECREF documentation, CCP4 suite).

Table 31: Patterson location of single heavy atom position in data set B:

Correlation searches in P3221

X Y Z correl. R

0.6789 0.6622 0.9944 0.97119 0.70081

0.6622 0.6789 0.0056 0.97119 0.70081

By including the whole symmetry information, it is evident that the correlation

between observed difference Patterson and computed Patterson map increases

dramatically, and also the Z coordinate is located appropriately.

Table 32: Patterson location of heavy atom position B: Refinement of single
atom

X Y Z correl. R occupancy

0.6616 0.6792 0.0077 0.989 0.112 0.0052

The "origin removal" as implemented in HA_PAT_REFINE consists in excluding

the heavy atom self-vectors which generate the Patterson map origin peak from

influencing the refinement of heavy atom parameters. The effect of the origin

removal is, as expected, to increase the occupancy, decrease the overall

correlation and increase the closely coupled R-factor. This is shown in Table 33
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and should be compared with Table 32 where the refinement was done without

origin removal.

Table 33: Patterson location of heavy atom position B: refinement with origin

X Y Z correl. R occupancy
0.6550 0.6799 0.0121 0.743 0.354 0.0121

Table 34 shows the results obtained for the refinement of heavy atom

parameters of data set G.

Table 34: Patterson location of heavy atom position G: search and refinement

X Y Z correl. R-factor OCCUp. notes

0.6678 0.6678 0.89875 0.78969 search mode

P32
0.6622 0.6678 0.84954 0.82702

0.6678 0.6622 0.84954 0.82702

0.6622 0.6733 0.9889 0.94882 0.52995

0.0140

search mode

P3221

refine with

origin removal

0.6733 0.6622 0.0111

0.6729 0.6583 0.0131 0.955 0.224

0.6758 0.6571 0.0160 0.856 0.756 0.0198 refine without

origin removal

From comparison of Tables 33 and 34 can be observed the similar effects

obtained using the search modes that include and exclude the 2-fold symmetry

on the correlation, and the effect of the origin on the refinement of heavy atom

parameters.

It is worth recalling that the occupancies here reported are relative occupancies

and depend on the numerical values of the F's. Therefore, absolute values of

occupancies can be computed only after the F are scaled with the proper

atomic model after the phase problem is accomplished and the electron density

interpreted to produce an atomic model.

Table 35 shows the results obtained for the refinement of heavy atom

parameters of data set N.
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Table 35: Patterson location of heavy atom position N: search and refinement

X Y Z correl. R-factor occup. notes

0.6678 0.6678 0.89619 0.79117 search mode

P32
0.6622 0.6622 0.85874 0.83107

0.6733 0.6678 0.85208 0.84453

0.6678 0.6789 0.9889 0.92342 0.64811 search mode

P3221
0.6789 0.6678 0.0111 0.92342 0.64811

0.6769 0.6581 0.0153 0.918 0.225 0.0167 refine with

origin removal

0.6774 0.6567 0.0162 0.863 0.393 0.0196 refine without

origin removal

Final results of the refinement of heavy atom parameters with Patterson

techniques are summarized in Table 36.

Table 36: Patterson refined parameters of heavy atoms B, G, and N

data set X y z r2 occ

AB 0.6616 0.6792 0.0077 0.989 0.0052

AG 0.6729 0.6583 0.0131 0.955 0.0140

AN 0.6769 0.6581 0.0153 0.918 0.0167

A close look at Table 36 reveals that the heavy atoms in data sets G and N are

bound to the same site, within the experimental errors. The heavy atom of data

set B modeled so-far as single mercury, is in reality a group of four Mercury

bound to a Carbon, and the results condensed in Table 36 are only used as

approximation for the location of the centroid in the asymmetric unit.

The shape of the difference Patterson's peaks and correlations of various

models

The heavy atom that gave the higher resolution data set for the derivative

(CHOTSL1) was a cluster of 4 mercury atoms covalently bound to a Carbon,

arranged in a tetrahedrical structure (Grdenic and Skirica, 1979). Its reference

code in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD: Allen et al., 1991) is

AXHGME20. The structural parameters were analyzed using the CSD Version

5.1 GSTAT with the commands CALC COORD INTRA, and this information

allowed us to draw Fig. 51, which shows the mercury-mercury distances in the

TAMM, emphasizing its point group symmetry P 4 3m (Giacovazzo, 1994).
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Fig. 51: Mercury-mercury distances in the TAMM. Mercury atoms are labeled

HG1,HG2,HG3,HG4 according to the numbering of the deposited coordinates

AXHGME20

As described in section 2.2.9.4., various orientations had been computed from

the starting set of the TAMM, and the distances for the centroids of the models

to the Patterson refined solution are shown in Tables 37 and 38.

Table 37: Distances between centroids of 2Hg-model "syn" and the single
mercury Patterson refined solution, in A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit.
(deg)

0 3.1209 2.3571 1.6536 1.1292 1.0853 1.5630 2.2517

20 3.0538 2.2141 1.4425 0.7883 0.7817 1.3873 2.1449

40 3.0476 2.2484 1.4687 0.8353 0.7749 1.3659 2.136

60 3.0874 2.3129 1.5897 1.0334 0.9852 1.4952 2.2052

80 3.2342 2.4822 1.8276 1.3713 1.3211 1.7490 2.3947

100 3.4195 2.6923 2.1040 1.7227 1.7257 2.0717 2.6396

120 3.5920 2.9527 2.4283 2.1065 2.0833 2.3676 2.8693

140 3.8192 3.2177 2.7533 2.4741 2.4544 2.6998 3.1961

160 4.0702 3.5263 3.1006 2.8555 2.8021 3.0275 3.4411

Table 38: Distances between centroids of 2Hg-model "anti" and the single
mercury Patterson refined solution, in A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit.

(deg)

0 3.9679 3.4001 2.9562 2.6980 2.6800 2.9064 3.3279

20 3.7076 3.0844 2.5775 2.3094 2.2883 2.5498 3.0035

40 3.4301 2.7535 2.1818 1.8168 1.7898 2.0891 2.6533

60 3.1985 2.4589 1.7958 1.3287 1.2916 1.7127 2.3581

80 3.1007 2.3199 1.5849 0.9430 0.8900 1.4343 2.2112

100 3.0451 2.2450 1.4730 0.8325 0.7719 1.3641 2.1324

120 3.0390 2.2476 1.4934 0.8780 0.8208 1.3924 2.1368

140 3.1472 2.3918 1.7027 1.2000 1.1588 1.6213 2.3032

160 3.3104 2.5935 1.9637 1.5014 1.4687 1.8499 2.4967
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Tables 37 and 38 present that the centroids of the "syn" and the "anti" model

show the Jeast distance from the single-atom refined data set B, by applying

different sets of transformations. A rotation of 20° and translation of 1 A outward

from the origin produce for the "syn" model a distance between its centroid and

the single-atom refined data set B of 0.7817 A, while a rotation of 100° and

translation of 1 A outward from the origin produce for the "anti" model a

distance between its centroid and the single-atom refined data set B of 0.7719

A. These informations should be considered together with other ones for the

correct location of the TAMM derivative, namely: the correlation between

observed absolute difference in structure factors and computed ones from the

2-mercury models and the shape of the Patterson peak. These analysis are

described in the following sections.

Tables 39 and 40 report the correlation coefficients between the observed

differences in structure factors in the native and the derivative CHONSL5 and

the calculated structure factors for the heavy atom models in the two

conformations, as calculated by the program GLRF.

Table 39: Correlation coefficient for the "syn" setup by GLRF 20-4A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit.

(deg)

0 0.567 0.608 0.621 0.559 0.544 0.585 0.565

20 0.585 0.599 0.626 0.578 0.558 0.580 0.578

40 0.598 0.597 0.599 0.577 0.577 0.586 0.593

60 0.569 0.581 0.566 0.562 0.569 0.593 0.576

80 0.545 0.566 0.553 0.517 0.566 0.595 0.575

100 0.565 0.578 0.568 0.525 0.579 0.619 0.591

120 0.597 0.610 0.593 0.576 0.574 0.624 0.607

140 0.597 0.606 0.594 0.579 0.578 0.595 0.598

160 0.581 0.597 0.608 0.581 0.566 0.585 0.570

Table 40: Correlation coefficient for the "anti" setup by GLRF 20-4 A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit,

(deg)

0 0.555 0.584 0.555 0.550 0.618 0.599 0.570

20 0.574 0.591 0.565 0.557 0.605 0.623 0.601

40 0.600 0.583 0.582 0.558 0.586 0.609 0.606

60 0.593 0.580 0.579 0.546 0.575 0.572 0.578

80 0.574 0.590 0.576 0.519 0.554 0.563 0.547

100 0.592 0.601 0.594 0.529 0.567 0.576 0.565

120 0.607 0.588 0.602 0.574 0.600 0.599 0.597

140 0.598 0.575 0.580 0.582 0.590 0.614 0.602

160 0.576 0.581 0.550 0.569 0.604 0.607 0.599
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From these tables it is interesting to note the presence of various maxima,

slightly higher for the "syn" compared to the "anti" setup. Tables 41 and 42

show the results of the same analysis as performed with HKL_SUPER (written

by T.J. Richmond, pers. comm.), as described in 2.2.9.4.

Table 41: Correlation coefficient for the "syn" setup by HKL_SUPER 20-4 A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit.
(deg)

0 -0.316 -0.338 -0.215 -0.096 -0.192 -0.277 -0.305

20 -0.273 -0.275 -0.189 -0.068 -0.164 -0.253 -0.264

40 -0.221 -0.215 -0.164 -0.054 -0.111 -0.214 -0.238

60 -0.224 -0.219 -0.153 -0.068 -0.105 -0.213 -0.254

80 -0.274 -0.267 -0.202 -0.117 -0.143 -0.271 -0.310

100 -0.303 -0.286 -0.218 -0.128 -0.161 -0.290 -0.326

120 -0.273 -0.262 -0.189 -0.093 -0.132 -0.246 -0.275

140 -0.253 -0.261 -0.181 -0.071 -0.131 -0.231 -0.251

160 -0.288 -0.301 -0.198 -0.077 -0.175 -0.266 -0.283

Table 42: Correlation coefficient for the "anti" setup by HKL_SUPER 20-4 A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit,
(deg)

0 -0.310 -0.289 -0.211 -0.104 -0.187 -0.323 -0.319

20 -0.271 -0.259 -0.186 -0.069 -0.164 -0.266 -0.262

40 -0.240 -0.227 -0.131 -0.042 -0.144 -0.216 -0.219

60 -0.255 -0.231 -0.118 -0.057 -0.133 -0.213 -0.227

80 -0.303 -0.294 -0.160 -0.107 -0.186 -0.258 -0.275

100 -0.322 -0.316 -0.179 -0.123 -0.204 -0.273 -0.295

120 -0.277 -0.265 -0.153 -0.082 -0.171 -0.251 -0.266

140 -0.250 -0.244 -0.154 -0.062 -0.154 -0.250 -0.244

160 -0.283 -0.278 -0.204 -0.079 -0.170 -0.288 -0.282

Comparing the results obtained with GLRF with those from HKL_SUPER, over

the same resolution range, it is seen that the absolute value of the correlation

coefficients is widely different when computed with the two programs. The

reason for this fact is not clear, and can reside in either program errors or

automatic data selection performed by the programs. Nevertheless, the flatness

of the correlation maps is surprising. By measuring the information content of

such computations as sum of the highest and the lowest peaks, one can

consider the range of variations of the computed parameter. GLRF showed a

variability of 20 % while HKL_SUPER gave a variability of 80 %
. Moreover, the

quantitative analysis so performed gave results that were not consistent with

the observed shape of the Patterson peak (see Fig. 52 and Fig. 53) for the

GLRF results, while the results computed by HKL_SUPER were indeed

confirmed in the shape of the observed peak versus the shape of the calculated

ones.
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Further runs were performed with HKL_SUPER with only data from 7 to 4 A and

the results are summarized in Tables 43 and 44.

Table 43: Correlation coefficient for the "syn" setup by HKL_SUPER 7-4 A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit.
(deg)

0 -0.157 -0.243 -0.141 -0.041 -0.132 -0.169 -0.160

20 -0.092 -0.127 -0.084 0.012 -0.083 -0.126 -0.092

40 -0.033 -0.052 -0.055 0.027 -0.005 -0.073 -0.054

60 -0.049 -0.068 -0.049 -0.004 -0.009 -0.080 -0.084

80 -0.134 -0.152 -0.141 -0.090 -0.069 -0.186 -0.175

100 -0.174 -0.177 -0.165 -0.105 -0.091 -0.213 -0.196

120 -0.111 -0.122 -0.104 -0.035 -0.036 -0.119 -0.106

140 -0.069 -0.115 -0.081 0.005 -0.025 -0.091 -0.070

160 -0.108 -0.170 -0.106 -0.004 -0.095 -0.144 -0.121

Table 44: Correlation coefficient for the "anti" setup by HKL.SUPER 7-4 A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit.
(deg)

0 -0.163 -0.170 -0.143 -0.055 -0.112 -0.238 -0/163

20 -0.101 -0.120 -0.099 0.009 -0.063 -0.128 -0.074

40 -0.061 -0.081 -0.020 0.043 -0.041 -0.063 -0.029

60 -0.085 -0.094 -0.013 0.010 -0.035 -0.069 -0.054

80 -0.163 -0.207 -0.081 -0.077 -0.135 -0.149 -0.137

100 -0.187 -0.238 -0.103 -0.099 -0.166 -0.173 -0.164

120 -0.107 -0.132 -0.048 -0.020 -0.099 -0.122 -0.103

140 -0.068 -0.094 -0.041 0.015 -0.060 -0.112 -0.058

160 -0.117 -0.146 -0.122 -0.009 -0.082 -0.168 -0.100

The correlation between observed delta-F and computed F's from these models

as expected increases in absolute terms, while considering only higher

resolution terms, like usually done during refinement of protein structures

(Blundell and Johnson, 1987). It can be noted that the actual position of the

solution is not changing dramatically by varying the resolution range.

The results of a run performed with data from 5 to 4 A are shown in Tables 45

and 46.
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Table 45: Correlation coefficient for the "syn" setup by HKL_SUPER 5-4 A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit.
(deg)

0 -0.005 -0.050 0.021 0.023 -0.038 -0.021 -0.035

20 0.103 0.090 0.087 0.149 0.068 0.070 0.097

40 0.169 0.139 0.115 0.172 0.167 0.136 0.140

60 0.091 0.064 0.075 0.072 0.085 0.077 0.053

80 -0.048 -0.070 -0.080 -0.093 -0.026 -0.071 -0.071

100 -0.107 -0.104 -0.113 -0.114 -0.065 -0.121 -0.124

120 0.011 0.010 0.031 0.052 0.049 0.015 0.010

140 0.119 0.063 0.097 0.152 0.136 0.093 0.103

160 0.068 0.025 0.044 0.108 0.033 0.012 0.027

Table 46: Correlation coefficient for the "anti" setup by HKL_SUPER 5-4 A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit,

(deg)

0 -0.017 -0.013 -0.024 0.006 0.025 -0.050 -0.019

20 0.091 0.088 0.066 0.149 0.084 0.065 0.114

40 0.126 0.127 0.162 0.193 0.111 0.101 0.145

60 0.040 0.060 0.096 0.087 0.083 0.051 0.056

80 -0.069 -0.083 -0.031 -0.078 -0.090 -0.070 -0.076

100 -0.112 -0.138 -0.067 -0.123 -0.132 -0.095 -0.106

120 0.023 0.014 0.041 0.053 0.029 0.019 0.015

140 0.128 0.100 0.127 0.149 0.122 0.078 0.126

160 0.061 0.014 -0.001 0.096 0.063 0.032 0.080

Using data to higher resolution, the best solution was found to be slightly

shifted, as can be seen in Tables 47 and 48.

Table 47: Correlation coefficient for the "syn" setup by HKL_SUPER 5-3.5 A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

0 0.040 -0.008 0.055 0.022 -0.001 0.043 0.021

rotati

on

from

start

posit.

(deg)

20 0.124 0.133 0.120 0.123 0.091 0.122 0.119

40 0.137 0.140 0.123 0.137 0.172 0.160 0.139

60 0.050 0.046 0.048 0.052 0.057 0.061 0.047

80 -0.082 -0.097 -0.107 -0.114 -0.055 -0.105 -0.087

100 -0.129 -0.129 -0.146 -0.150 -0.098 -0.154 -0.133

120 -0.004 0.017 0.004 0.013 0.024 0.014 -0.004

140 0.109 0.099 0.098 0.118 0.151 0.122 0.115

160 0.092 0.095 0.090 0.108 0.056 0.073 0.086
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Table 48: Correlation coefficient for the "anti" setup by HKL_SUPER 5-3.5 A

Distance from 2/3 2/3 (A)

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

rotati

on

from

start

posit.
(deg)

0 0.013 0.035 0.008 0.004 0.065 -0.005 0.037

20 0.114 0.133 0.077 0.122 0.133 0.120 0.121

40 0.142 0.160 0.163 0.154 0.125 0.123 0.132

60 0.038 0.064 0.056 0.048 0.051 0.042 0.050

80 -0.090 -0.106 -0.074 -0.106 -0.105 -0.097 -0.082

100 -0.129 -0.163 -0.114 -0.150 -0.147 -0.128 -0.122

120 0.002 0.021 0.013 0.013 0.001 0.022 0.005

140 0.115 0.120 0.144 0.133 0.104 0.102 0.109

160 0.073 0.068 0.041 0.109 0.103 0.095 0.100

Using data only in the range 5 to 3.5 A slightly lowered the correlation; but the

location of the best solution was almost unchanged. This is particularly true for

the extent of rotation around the two-fold, that seems to be "locked" to the value

of 40°. All the above studies indicate the set '"syn" or the set "anti" obtained by

rotation of 40° without translation from the position x=y=2/3 as the best model.

The coordinates of the best "syn" and "anti" models are given in Table 49.

Table 49: Coordinates of the best "syn" and "anti" models

X Y Z

"syn" 0.662 0.650 0.007

0.683 0.669 -0.012

"anti" 0.670 0.682 -0.007

0.663 0.649 -0.012

The centroid coordinate of the 2Hg models and of the whole TAMM are given in

Table 50.

Table 50: Coordinates of the centroids for the best "syn" and "anti" TAMM

models

2-mercury centroid TAMM centroid

X Y Z X Y Z

"syn" 0.6725 0.6595 -0.0025 0.666 0.666 0

"anti" 0.6665 0.6665 -0.0095 0.666 0.666 0

It is interesting to compare the coordinates of the centroid in "syn" position

(Table 50) with the coordinates of the Patterson refined single mercury of data

set AB. The distance between the AB Patterson refined single mercury and the

2-mercury centroid "syn" and "anti" can be easily computed after

orthogonalisation, being 0.8981 A for the "syn" and 1.8498 A for the "anti". This
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would suggest the former being the correct solution between the two and

therefore solve the "syn" versus "anti" ambiguity. Table 51 summarizes the best

solutions obtained with the various resolution ranges, together with agreement

with Patterson solution and information content of the correlation analysis.

Table 51: Orientation of the TAMM model, summary of results. Resol is the

resolution range used, r2 the correlation between computed and observed F,
trans the extent of transition applied in A, rot is the extent of rotation applied in

°, d is the distance in A from the centroid of the model and the AB patterson
refined single mercury, i.e. is the information content of the correlation map as

defined by the extent of variation in the values observed.

best "syn" model best "anti" model

resol r2 trans rot d i.e. 1-2 trans rot d i.e.

20-4 -5.4 0 40 0.8353 37 -4.2 0 40 1.8168 35.8

7-4 2.7 0 40 0.8353 20.4 4.3 0 40 1.8168 28.1

5-4 17.2 0 40 0.8353 29.6 19.3 0 40 1.8168 33.1

5-3.5 17.2 1 40 0.7749 32.6 16.3 -1 40 2.1818 32.6

Patterson functions computed with the "syn" and with the "anti" models are

shown in Fig. 52, together with the observed Patterson map.

observed "syn" calculated

"anti" calculated single mercury refined

Fig. 52: Comparison between observed and computed Patterson map. Both

peaks are centered on u=1/3, v=2/3 at the Harker section w=1/3. The peaks are
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cut-out from the Patterson map, which is oriented according to the lUCr

convention: v runs horizontal, the origin is in the top left corner.

Fig. 53 and Fig. 54 show the results of the systematic study conducted on the

- variation of the shape of the Patterson peak as function of the position of single-

mercury or of the TAMM, and were computed as described in 2.2.9.4. The

major peak of each Patterson map at the Harker section of w=1/3 was found

being centered at the position u=0.33, v=0.66, and a restricted area around this

point was selected for plotting. The contouring of these artificial Patterson maps

was started at the mean value and with an interval of 10 standard deviations, in

order to better identify the details of the shapes of the peaks. The labels of Fig.

53 indicate the coordinates of the atom used for the calculation, while the labels

of Fig. 54 indicate the rotations and translations that were applied to the starting

atomic model of the TAMM in order to obtain the coordinates of the atoms then

used to compute the Patterson map.

Y

0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68

Fig. 53 Shape of Patterson peak at the Harker section w=1/3 for single mercury
models. The peaks are cut-out from the Patterson map, which is oriented

according to the lUCr convention: v runs horizontal, the origin is in the top left

comer
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As could be expected from the general properties of the Patterson function

(Blundell and Johnson, 1977), changes in position of 1 A could be clearly

detected in the shape of the peak even if the maps were computed with data to

only 5 A.

o
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Fig. 54: Shape of Patterson peak in the Harker section w=1/3 for 2-mercury
TAMM models, "syn" and "antP.The peaks are cut-out from the Patterson map,
which is oriented according to the lUCr convention: v runs horizontal, the origin
is in the top left corner
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The sensitivity of the shape of the Patterson peak to changes in the orientation

and position of the TAMM is certainly confirmed by Fig. 54. It is shown that

rotation around the two-fold axis as small as 20° and translations as small as 1

A result in detectable changes of the shape of the peak.

Comparison of Fig. 53 with Fig. 54 illustrates the relationships between the

shape of the Patterson peak when computed with a single atom or with the two

atoms, and the difficulties in identifying the appropriate solution. Nonetheless,

the comparison in Fig. 50 between the best solutions of the various

combinations of parameters supports the 2-Hg "syn" model as the set of

coordinates that best fulfill the observed difference Patterson map.

Comparison with B.C.Wang 1994

Table 53 summarizes the analysis of 12 artificial Patterson maps computed

using three different sets of coordinates, shown in Table 52.

Table 52: Comparison between the present results and B.C. Wang coordinates

of the heavy atom TAMM

code X y z

PNAS 0.342 0.344 0.007

OSC 0.657 0.657 0.007

OSC2 0.675 0.677 0.007

The nomenclature used in Table 53 should be clarified: CH means change

hand, that is the hand had been changed to the data by applying the

conventions hnew = -h0id-k0id. knew=koid. I new=l old- A proof for the correctness of

this conversion can be found in the Appendix 11. The set named "PNAS" had

been taken from the reference work by Wang et al. (1994), the "OSC" was the

set manually selected by inspection of the Patterson map observed on the data

collected in this work, and the "OSC2" is a set computed from the "OSC" by

changing the sign of the direction of the vector that drives it away from the

position x=y=2/3. The two pictures in Table 53 used as column labels are the

computed shape of the peaks. The labels "u=1/3, v=2/3" and "u=2/3, v=1/3"

indicate the position of the peak's centroid. For example, Fig. 55 shows the

whole section w=1/3 of the set CH OSC2 P3221.
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Fig. 55: The whole Patterson Harker section w=1/3 of set CH OSC P3221.The
Patterson map is oriented according to the lUCr convention: v runs horizontal,
the origin is in the top left corner

Table 53: Comparison between the present results and B.C. Wang
handedness. The peaks are cut-out from the Patterson map at the Harker

section w=1/3, which is oriented according to the lUCr convention: v runs

horizontal, the origin is in the top left corner

-«>---

^

u= 1/3, v= 2/3

PNAS P3i21
CH PNAS P3221
OSC P3221
CH OSC P3i21

OSC2 P3221
CH OSC2 P3i21

u= 2/3,v= 1/3

PNAS P3221
CH PNAS P3i21
OSC P3!21
CH OSC P3221

OSC2 P3i21
CH OSC2 P3221
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It becomes clear, also from this numerical simulation, that changing the hand to

the data sets observed in this work is sufficient to obtain the peak of the

difference Patterson between native and derivative in the same position as the

one observed by Wang, without the need of changing space group. This would

suggest that the data for the two studies were processed with opposite hands,

but given that the heavy atom position is in the complementary position, the

generated phases will be equivalent. Therefore, the structures that would

appear from either processing would be correct.

Phased refinement

The results by phased refinement with the program ML_PHARE are shown in

Tables 55-59. It was decided to consider all the best sets of coordinates, for

phasing. Therefore various sets of coordinates had been named and hereby

described:

ANT, the best set of 2-Hg model in "anti" position

A_C, the centroid of the ANT model

SIN, the best set of 2-Hg model in "syn" position

S_C, the centroid of the syn model

SHG, the single mercury refined coordinates

SIP, the position of heavy atom determined by Wang, inverted.

All based on the AB data set, after scaling, different sets of coordinates had

been used as input to ML_PHARE refinement and phasing, and are listed in

Table 54.

Table 54: Phased refinement of heavy atoms: starting models

model X Y Z

ANT 0.670 0.682 -0.007

0.663 0.649 -0.012

A_C 0.6665 0.6665 -0.0095

SHG 0.6616 0.6792 0.0077

SIN 0.662 0.650 0.007

0.683 0.669 -0.012

SIP -0.344 -0.342 0.007

S_C 0.6725 0.6595 -0.0025
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Table 55: Phased refinement of heavy atoms: result of ML_PHARE refinement

model X Y Z occup.

ANT 0.662 0.650 0.007 0.010

0.669 0.652 -0.023 0.005

A C 0.676 0.0661 -0.011 0.010

SHG 0.665 0.679 0.012 0.010

SIN 0.662 0.650 0.007 0.010

0.669 0.652 -0.023 0.005

SIP -0.348 -0.340 0.011 0.008

s_c 0.676 0.661 -0.011 0.010

Statistics for the above tests are given in Table 56 where the resolution

dependency of the centric's figure of merit (FOM) for the various sets after

refinement of the heavy atom parameters are shown.

Table 56: Phased refinement of heavy atoms: FOMs of centrics, full refinement

Resol. ANT A_C SHG SIN SIP s_c
12.25 0.2102 0.1288 0.1390 0.2102 0.1364 0.1288

8.83 0.3522 0.2308 0.2392 0.3522 0.2371 0.2308

6.90 0.311 0.2447 0.2392 0.3110 0.2396 0.2447

5.67 0.3202 0.2715 0.2588 0.3202 0.2566 0.2715

4.80 0.2444 0.2583 0.2380 0.2444 0.2233 0.2583

4.17 0.1348 0.1672 0.1520 0.1348 0.1296 0.1672

3.68 0.1331 0.1558 0.1401 0.1331 0.1058 0.1558

3.3 0.071 0.0925 0.0820 0.071 0.0657 0.0925

total 0.2087 0.1976 0.1861 0.2087 0.1703 0.1976

By comparing Tables 54 and 55, large movements in XYZ positions are evident

and low FOMs are associated with these heavy atom sites. A further set of tests

had been conducted by refining only occupancy and EjS0 (the isomorphous

error, computed in resolution shells) with the program ML_PHARE, and the

results are shown in Table 57 in analogy with Table 56.

Table 57: Phased refinement of heavy atoms: FOMs of centrics, (also the

occupancy is refined).
^______^

Resol. ANT A_C SHG SIN SIP S_C
12.25 0.1637 0.0747 0.1154 0.1676 0.0948 0.0639

8.83 0.2876 0.1222 0.1953 0.2940 0.1670 0.1075

6.90 0.2784 0.1181 0.2053 0.2830 0.1857 0.1173

5.67 0.3144 0.1174 0.2155 0.3097 0.2093 0.1266

4.80 0.2760 0.0896 0.2165 0.2929 0.2023 0.1214

4.17 0.1773 0.0650 0.1353 0.1591 0.1256 0.0812

3.68 0.1349 0.0364 0.1295 0.1436 0.0909 0.0627

3.3 0.0776 0.0202 0.0621 0.0771 0.0421 0.0374

total 0.2114 0.0761 0.1619 0.2130 0.1420 0.0907
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Table 58: Phased refinement of heavy atoms: FOMs of centrics, (also the

occupancy is refined. Anomalous contribution is not used)

Resol. ANT A C SHG SIN SIP s_c
12.25 0.1915 0.0889 0.1243 0.1970 0.1111 0.0761

8.83 0.2816 0.1256 0.1851 0.2947 0.1702 0.1125

6.90 0.2838 0.1198 0.1966 0.2940 0.1920 0.1207

5.67 0.3193 0.1262 0.2074 0.3168 0.2158 0.1345

4.80 0.2664 0.0911 0.2056 0.2897 0.2022 0.1240

4.17 0.1718 0.0601 0.1228 0.1549 0.1216 0.0792

3.68 0.1332 0.0372 0.1177 0.1428 0.0895 0.0639

3.3 0.0794 0.0203 0.0648 0.0782 0.0463 0.0402

total 0.2116 0.0782 0.1539 0.2163 0.1445 0.0940

Table 59: Phased refinement of heavy atoms: FOMs of centrics, HA_PHASE

Resol. ANT A_C SHG SIN SIP s_c
10.49 0.233 0.219 0.163 0.204 0.276 0.236

6.70 0.158 0.123 0.146 0.147 0.215 0.168

5.31 0.189 0.107 0.185 0.138 0.206 0.164

4.53 0.197 0.126 0.129 0.084 0.230 0.175

4.02 0.187 0.079 0.100 0.067 0.335 0.172

total 0.192 0.131 0.145 0.128 0.252 0.183

Comparison of Tables 58 and 59 emphasizes the difference in the FOMs when

they are computed by HA_PHASE according to Blow and Crick (1959) or by

ML_PHARE according to Hendrickson and Lattman (1970). [This FOM

dependency has also been noted by Wang et a/.(1994).] The differences are

sometime very large, with even an inversion of the solutions (SIN has higher

FOM with ML.PHARE, while SIP is higher with HA_PHASE), but the low FOMs

are all indicative of phases of poor quality. An important consequence in using

anomalous information would reside in the capability of break the hand

ambiguity, since the anomalous data is measured on an absolute hand.

A test case had been built and used in order to test numerically the effect of

heavy atom position on structure solution for the space group of the CHO

crystals. The molecule carrying the PDB code "2IG2" had been chosen since it

crystallized in P3221 with analogous cell dimensions and amino acid

composition as the CHO. Various data sets were artificially generated after

introduction of multi-heavy atom groups in various positions (Table 60). The

positions in which heavy atoms were introduced corresponded to: (i) two

general positions, leading to a full TAMM in the asymmetric unit, (ii) a special

position along the two-fold with half TAMM in ASU, (iii) and a "speciar-special
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position with the TAMM having the same fractional coordinates as the "syn"

case. SIR and MIR phases were computed and then solvent flattening was

performed with the CCP4 package after conversion of the HKL format to MTZ

(HKL_TO_MTZ, written by T.J. Richmond, pers. comm.) and adequate handling

of the column types and symmetry by CAD(CCP4). No anomalous information

had been used. The effect of refinement of the heavy atom parameters with

ML_PHARE had been investigated as well. Table 61 reports the FOMs for the

centric reflections for the cases considered.

Table 60: 2IG2 test case. Fractional coordinates of heavy atoms in the test

derivatives (OCC= occupancy, B= temperature factor)

Derivative X Y Z OCC B

OT 0.587 0.751 0.623 1.00 40.00

0.580 0.764 0.628 1.00 40.00

0.550 0.743 0.629 1.00 40.00

0.541 0.744 0.623 1.00 40.00

OTB 0.343 0.577 0.632 1.00 25.97

0.341 0.583 0.646 1.00 25.97

0.349 0.596 0.644 1.00 25.97

0.346 0.603 0.646 1.00 25.97

HTS 0.576 0.565 0.009 1.00 40.00

0.594 0.582 -0.015 1.00 40.00

HTI 0.662 0.650 0.007 1.00 40.00

0.683 0.669 -0.012 1.00 40.00
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Table 61:2IG2 test case. SIR and MIR FOMs of centric reflections

Note: "full" means that the starting coordinates were subjected to ML_PHARE
refinement, "none" means that no refinement was applied and therefore

should be error free.

OT <Jre HIrs HTI

Resol. full none full none full none full none

11.00 0.354 0.366 0.301 0.386 0.381 0.404 0.292 0.317

6.80 0.373 0.397 0.372 0.406 0.436 0.491 0.259 0.333

5.35 0.289 0.299 0.369 0.370 0.289 0.430 0.241 0.430

4.55 0.322 0.365 0.357 0.388 0.344 0.453 0.211 0.428

4.03 0.314 0.339 0.337 0.383 0.269 0.378 0.171 0.363

3.65 0.529 0.542 0.554 0.649 0.251 0.358 0.172 0.318

OT+OTB OT+HTS OT+HTI

Resol. full none full none full none

11.00 0.586 0.630 0.593 0.553 0.506 0.497

6.80 0.671 0.654 0.601 0.547 0.482 0.486

5.35 0.616 0.592 0.455 0.407 0.413 0.397

4.55 0.621 0.645 0.465 0.427 0.416 0.437

4.03 0.591 0.621 0.364 0.371 0.383 0.389

3.65 0.735 0.736 0.583 0.597 0.589 0.600

OTB+HTS OTB+HTI HTS+HTI

Resol. full none full none full none

11.00 0.505 0.535 0.470 0.510 0.562 0.582

6.80 0.549 0.533 0.526 0.522 0.536 0.600

5.35 0.457 0.432 0.465 0.445 0.469 0.626

4.55 0.434 0.420 0.423 0.434 0.470 0.664

4.03 0.361 0.402 0.372 0.417 0.386 0.612

3.65 0.528 0.686 0.574 0.709 0.362 0.655

OT+OTB+HTS OT+01rB+HTI OT+H1rs+HTi

Resol. full none full none full none

11.00 0.705 0.702 0.659 0.675 0.904 0.904

6.80 0.765 0.724 0.728 0.700 0.935 0.935

5.35 0.688 0.650 0.665 0.639 0.904 0.904

4.55 0.692 0.676 0.655 0.677 0.876 0.876

4.03 0.614 0.638 0.629 0.650 0.857 0.857

3.65 0.733 0.757 0.761 0.768 0.741 0.741

OTB+HTS+HT! OT+OTB+HTS+HTI

Resol. full none full none

11.00 0.618 0.622 0.749 0.735

6.80 0.637 0.613 0.785 0.752

5.35 0.539 0.499 0.721 0.686

4.55 0.492 0.465 0.722 0.706

4.03 0.394 0.435 0.648 0.665

3.65 0.539 0.733 0.759 0.784
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The above Tables show the influence of the position and of the errors in the

refinement onto the quality of the phases obtained. Table 61 clearly indicates

that the "speciaP-special position (Love et a/., 1987) lowers the quality of the

phases, compared to a more general location or to a less "special" position. If to

4 A the average FOM in the ideal case is 0.374, the average FOM of the best

heavy atom set is 0.242, not dramatically less than the test case. Moreover,

each of the 15 test cases was used as input for standard solvent flattening

procedure. The maps obtained before solvent flattening and after 16 cycles

were then compared quantitatively by means of the correlation coefficient

between the map obtained and the map of the original atomic model. Table 62

and Fig. 54 summarize the results of these comparisons.

Table 62: Correlation between maps computed from SIR.ISIR-SF, MIR.IMIR-SF
with the one computed from coordinates

data set initial final

OT 0.5607 0.8105

OTB 0.5912 0.8243

HTS 0.5900 0.8302

HTI 0.5276 0.6083

OT OTB 0.7586 0.8805

OT HTS 0.6663 0.8765

OT HTI 0.6330 0.8504

OTB HTS 0.6661 0.8488

OTB HTI 0.6618 0.8460

HTS HTI 0.7307 0.8832

OT OTB HTS 0.8028 0.8790

OT OTB HTI 0.7945 0.8782

OT HTS HTI 0.8120 0.5454

OTB HTS.HTI 0.7147 0.8565

OT OTB_HTS_HTI 0.8298 0.8735

The results of the simulation are summarised in Fig. 56, and clearly show the

effect of having a heavy atom lying on the "special"-special position as seen

with CHO. In fact, not even an error-free test case could solve the phase

problem and determine correct phases with ISIR-SF if the heavy atom is close

to that position.
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dataset q

Fig. 56: Correlation between maps computed from SIR, ISIR-SF, MIR, IMIR-SF,

with the one computed from coordinates

Data sets G and N with a single mercurial had their parameters refined with

ML_PHARE. Their coordinates and occupancies did not change considerably

from those resulting from HA_PAT_REFINE. Table 63 shows the final

parameters.

Table 63: Refined parameters of heavy atoms from data sets "G" and "N"

data set X Y Z occupancy anomalous

occupancy

"G" 0.683 0.658 0.013 0.036 0.029

"N" 0.679 0.657 0.012 0.031 0.030

SIRAS combined phases were computed with the data sets G and N, and in

spite of the medium resolution (20-6 A) the phases had reasonably good FOMs

(Table 64).
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Table 64: FOMs from MIRAS data sets G+N

resolution

range (A)
15.28 12.52 10.60 9.19 8.12 7.27 6.58 6.01 total

acentric 0.2727 0.3396 0.3551 0.3383 0.4242 0.3001 0.2945 0.3252 0.3398

centric 0.4293 0.5497 0.5931 0.6858 0.8440 0.6272 0.7696 0.6024 0.6620

all 0.3200 0.3855 0.4007 0.4172 0.4945 0.3560 0.3761 0.3820 0.4024

Occupancies can be considered in absolute terms, i.e. percentage of sites

occupied, only after the structure factors are scaled to the corresponding atomic

model. However, they can be compared with each other since the various data

sets B, G, and N had been scaled to the same native data set A. It is interesting

to observe that after refining the parameters with the temperature factors fixed,

the data set B has an occupancy of only 3 % compared with the single

mercurials G and N. Perhaps this fact is due to the lower solubility of TAMM in

ammonium sulphate compared to the solubility of the single mercurials, a

known problem (O'Halloran era/., 1987).

Cross difference Fouriers using the best phases from data sets AB or AGN

were computed for the P data set, with the hope to identify the cis-Pt binding

site. No major peak was found in either cases.

3.5.8. Solvent Flattening

Combinations of parameters to perform solvent flattening using SIRAS phases

were exploited by considering 6 different sets of coordinates as starting point for

phasing, by varying the percentage of solvent (50, 55, 60 % ), and by the way

the mask was applied to the electron density (average solvent density= A(0.2),

B(0.1), C(0.05) x maximum protein density; average solvent density computed

according Wang's algorithm with densities rhosol & rhopro D(0.33 0.433);

E(0.433 0.433); F(0.53 0.433)). The FOMs evolved positively as expected in all

cases, and are shown for one example in Fig. 57.
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Fig. 58 reports the sections that constitute one asymmetric unit of the "best

map" obtained after solvent flattening.
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Fig. 58: Effect of solvent flattening on the final CHO electron density map.

Sections 0,1,2,3. The initial map, initial mask and final map for each of the

sections are shown side by side
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Fig. 58: Effect of solvent flattening on the final CHO electron density map.

Sections 4,5,6,7. The Initial map, initial mask and final map for each of the

sections are shown side by side
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Fig. 58: Effect of solvent flattening on the final CHO electron density map.

Sections 8,9,10,11. The initial map, initial mask and final map for each of the

sections are shown side by side
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Fig. 58: Effect of solvent flattening on the final CHO electron density map.

Sections 12,13,14,15. The initial map, initial mask and final map for each of the

sections are shown side by side
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Fig. 59 shows a slab of the CHO electron density, after solvent flattening, 8 A

thick between planes from 4 A above to 4 A below the plane of z=0.

Fig. 59: CHO map (projection from z= -0.04 to 0.04)

Comparison of Fig. 59 with the result presented by Wang etal., (1994) shows a

similarity in the location of the molecule in both studies, although the two maps

are not identical. Cross difference Fouriers using the best phases obtained after

solvent flattening on the data sets containing the cisPt did not show any major

site.

3.5.9. Molecular replacement with atomic model built into the electron

density of the mixed sequence nucleosome's electron density

The real space fit of the model built in the MS1 e.d. is shown in Fig. 60 and had

been computed with oNo using A0=0.9, C=0.6, B set to 30.
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Fig. 60: Real space fit of the model built in the MS1 electron density

The quantitative information provided in Fig. 60 allows a quantitative evaluation

of how well the molecule fits the density on a per residue basis (oNo 5.9 User

Manual) as described by Jones et ai, (1991). The regions with worse value for

the fit are those for which the electron density is present as a continuous rod

but with too little diameter.

Fig. 61 shows a stereo view of the carbon a CHO model as built in the MS1

electron density

Fig. 61: Stereo view of the carbon-a CHO model used for molecular

replacement
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The topology of the model used is surprisingly in good agreement with that

shown by Arents etal., (1991), although the map from which it was built is only
7A resolution. Fig. 62 and 63 show the best cross rotation function and

translation functions as computed with the AMORE software package. The

starting model was located approximately on the two-fold axis and with the

H3Cys110 located in the close proximity with the observed heavy atom site.

The solutions had expected values extremely close to zero. The observed

solutions are therefore meaningless, and are caused probably by the too low

quality of the model used for molecular replacement.
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Fig. 62: Cross rotation function between the model and CHONSL5

Fig. 63:Translation function of the best solution of the cross-rotation function
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4. Discussion

Several aspects of chromatin structure were investigated by single-crystal X-ray

diffraction techniques and are briefly summarized:

a) Investigations toward higher resolution structure of Nucleosome Core

Particle

It has been shown here that crystals of Nucleosome Core Particle made with

DNA of symmetric sequence have the same cell dimensions and belong to the

same space group as the original mixed sequence (Richmond et at., 1984).

These crystals therefore overcame the problems encountered with crystals of

defined sequence DNA (Struck-Donatz, 1992) that had a lower symmetry. Like

their predecessors, these crystals show a similar behaviour concerning the

effect of MPD on the unit cell dimensions and on the diffraction limit. These

observations constitute important progress toward obtaining crystals that diffract

to high resolution, at the moment limited to 4.5 A as determined on laboratory

X-ray source and on film. These crystals are better than the original mixed

sequence-containing crystals (Richmond et ai, 1984), the advantage of having

a unique sequence of DNA is that it will allow unambiguous identification of the

bases, otherwise not achievable having a population with mixed sequence.

Therefore, this work confirms the strategy to produce synthetic DNA of precise

sequence and predicts that substantial effects could be expected by further

changes in the DNA sequence.

b) Independent structure redetermination of chicken histone octamer

A structure of the CHO emerged several years ago from crystallographic

studies (Burlingame era/., 1985) but was in contradiction (Klug era/., 1985;

Moudrianakis era/., 1985a,b; Uberbacher and Bunick, 1985) with the rigorously

determined structure of the NCP (Richmond et ai, 1984). Lately the CHO

structure was redetermined by using the same observations (Arents et ai,

1991), but revising a crystallographic misinterpretation (Wang era/., 1994). Not

only to verify the reproducibility of the structure redetermination of the CHO but

also to obtain an atomic model (the work headed by E.M. Moudrianakis so far

did not result in a set of public available coordinates), the greatest amount of

effort has been placed into the independent structure determination of chicken

histone octamer by MIR. An atomic model of the CHO would be useful for the

phasing of higher resolution data of NCP and therefore it may play an important

role also in the higher resolution structure determination of the NCP.
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In the following discussion attention will be focused on the scientific progress

and the technical difficulties encountered in the biochemical and

crystallographic studies of CHO.

4.1 Biochemistry of CHO purification

The protocol of purification followed by Burlingame et ai, (1984) for the

production of crystals of CHO failed in our hands. This lead us to use an

alternative purification protocol, which may be a source of differences between

this work and the previous one. In this work CHO was purified according to

Richmond et ai, (1984) due to the extensive and successful experience

available in the laboratory. Since it has been shown by Greyling et ai., (1983)

that purification protocols do not influence the capability of CHO in forming

crystalline microtubules, it was argued that any method would have produced

crystals of the same kind. Also, the work of Finch (1981) showed that

regardless of the source, nucleosomes behaved in a similar way

crystallographically, and therefore the use of chicken blood instead of beef liver

as a source would not lead to substantial differences. This proved to be

incorrect, in fact various details in the purification protocol were not optimal and

some have an effect on the quality of the resulting material:

a) The exposure of nuclei to detergent should not be extended for longer

than few minutes in order to obtain homogenous preparations [also

mentioned by Olins era/., (1976) and by von Holt era/., (1989)].

b) Long chromatin should be loaded in Tris-HCI pH 7.5 onto hydroxyapatite

in order to obtain octamer without DNA contaminants [also reported by

Greyling era/., (1983)]

The effect of ionic strength on the binding of histones to hydroxyapatite was

also investigated. This work showed that there was no loss of histones if the

HAP is not saturated with long chromatin. Moreover, this work also showed that

if histones are denatured with GuHCL or with urea, and then the denaturant is

removed by linear gradient dialysis, the resulting octamer refolds correctly. It

was also here shown that histones treated with TFA were not able to refold

correctly in histone octamers.

Further improvements of the purification protocol could be considered such as

the use of high-performance capillary electrophoresis on large scale that could
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produce histones of higher purity than those employed in the present work

(Lindner et ai, 1992). Nonetheless, it has to be verified that the influence of the

purification protocol on the obtainment of better diffracting and more stable

crystals is significant. As a alternative to the histones purified from chicken

blood, recombinant histones are expected to give an improvement due to the

high homogeneity that is achievable. Wheat histone octamer dissociates in 0.3

M NaCI instead of the 1 M NaCI needed by the chicken counterpart (Moehs et

ai, 1992). Sequence alignment was performed and is shown in Fig. 64. The

histone H4 sequences from the various sources are identical, while the H3

sequences are nearly identical.

The major differences between wheat histone sequences and histones from

other sources are the insertions of 22 residues in the amino terminal portion of

H2B and of 15 residues in the carboxy terminal end of H2A of wheat histones.

The two peptides that together stabilize the wheat octamer were used as query

to the NRL_3D three-dimensional database and to the SwissProt archives. No

entry was found in the NRL_3D that contained these sequences. On the

contrary, the WORDSEARCH run with standard parameters produced lists of

homologies that were used by SEGMENTS in order to find the best fit between

the query and the WORDSEARCH entries. From the Table contained in

Appendix 12, it can be seen that the motifs present in these peptides are

conserved among various other proteins, some of which that interact with

nucleic acids. These wheat histones could perhaps play an important role in the

future for the high resolution determination of the histone structure. In fact the

higher stability that they have shown may be a clue to obtain more stable and

therefore better diffracting crystals of CHO and of NCP. In the structure

determination of the ribosomes, "The key for obtaining diffracting crystals was

the choice of the appropriate organism" (Yonath, 1992). In their hands, the

initial targets for crystallization were the ribosomes from E.coli as they were fully

characterized biochemically. Unfortunately there ribosomes were rather

sensitive and unstable and only very small crystals were obtained. "Consequent

extensive screening efforts showed that the most suitable sources for

crystallizable ribosomes are extreme haliphilic and thermophilic bacteria,

probably because these ribosomes are rather stable" (Yonath, 1992).
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> HSXLA2 MSGR GKQGGKTRAKAKTRSSRAGLQFPVGARVHRLLRKGNYAERVGAGAPVYLA

> HSCH2A -SGR GKQGGKARAKAKSRSSRAGLQFPVG-RVHRLLRKGNYAERVGAGAPVYLA

> HSWT2A MDGSKAKKVAAKKFGGPRKKSVTKSIKAGLQFPVG-RIGRYLKKGRYAQRVGSGAPVYLA
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> HSXLA2 AVLEYLTAEILELAGNTARDNKKTRIIPRHLQLAVRNDEELNKLLGGVTIAQGGVLPNIQ

> HSCH2A AVLEYLTAEILELAGNAARDNKKTRIIPRHLQLAIRNDEELNKLLGKVTIAQGGVLPNIQ
> HSWT2A AVLEYLAAEVLELAGNAAKDNKKTRIVPRHLLLAIRNDQELGRLLSGVTIAHGGVIPNIN

******
^

**
^

***** * *^*******^**** ** ***t**t>** **********

> HSXLA2 SVLLPKKTE SSKSTKSK

> HSCH2A AVLLPKKTD SHK-AKAK

> HSWT2A PVLLPKKAAEKAEKAGAAPKSPKKTTKSPKKA

******__ * *

> HSXLB2 -PE PAKSAPAPKKGSKKAVTKTPKKDGKKRRKSRK- - E

> HSCH2B MPE PAKSAPAPKKGSKKAVTKTQKKGDKKRKKS RK- - E

> HSWT2B PxKKPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPKAEKRLPAGKTASKEAGGEGKTRGRKKGSKAKKGVE

^

* ** * **
^

*
^ ^ ^

** .*..* *

> HSXLB2 SYAIYVYKVLKQVHPDTGISSKAMSIMNSFVNDVFERIAGEASRLAHYNKRSTITSREIQ

> HSCH2B SYSIYVYKVLKQVHPDTGISSKAMGIMNSFVNDIFERIAGEASRLAHYNKRSTITSREIQ
> HSWT2B TYKIYIFKVLKQVHPDIGISSKAMSIMNSFINDIFEKLAGESAKLARYNKKPTITSREIQ

t* ** .#**<******i*******i*****>**^**> t*** t t** r

***
t t********

> HSXLB2 TAVRLLLPGELAKHAVSEGTKAVTKYTSAK

> HSCH2B TAVRLLLPGELAKHAVSEGTKAVTKYTSSK

> HSWT2B TSVRLVLPGELAKHAVSEGTKAVTKFTSS-
* ***#*******************.**_

> HSXL32 -ARTKQTARKSTGGKAPRKQLVTKAAKKCAPATGGVKKPHRYRPGTVALREIRRYQKSTE

> HSCH3 -ARTKQTARKSTGGKAPRKQLATKAARKSAPATGGVKKPHRYRPGTVALREIRRYQKSTE

> S00373 -ARTKQTARKSTGGKAPRKQLATKAARKSAPATGGVKKPHRFRPGTVALREIRKYQKSTE
******************** ****

^

*
^

********** ** t***********
_

******

> HSXL32 LLIRKLPFQRLVREIAQDFKTDLRFQRSAVMALQEASEAYLVALFEDTOLCAIHAKRVTI
> HSCH3 LLIRKLPFQRLVREIAQDFKTDLRFQSSAVMALQEASEAYLVGLFEDTNLCAIHAKRVTI
> S00373 LLIRKLPFQRLVREIAQDFKTDLRFQSSAVSALQEAAEAYLVGLFEDTNLCAIHAKRVTI

************************** *** ***** ***** *****************

> HSXL32 MPKDIQLARRIRGERA

> HSCH3 MPKDIQLARRIRGERA

> S00373 MPKDIQLARRIRGERA
****************

> HSXL4 SGRGKGGKGLGKGGAKRHRKVLRDNIQGITKPAIRRLARRGGVKRISGLIYEETRGVLKV

> HSCH4 SGRGKGGKGLGKGGAKRHRKVLRDNIQGITKPAIRRLARRGGVKRISGLIYEETRGVLKV

> HSWT4 SGRGKGGKGLGKGGAKRHRKVLRDNIQGITKPAIRRLARRGGVKRISGLIYEETRGVLKI
***********************************************************_

> HSXL4 FLENVIRDAVTYTEHAKRKTVTAMDWYALKRQGRTLYGFGG

> HSCH4 FLENVIRDAVTYTEHAKRKTVTAMDWYALKRQGRTLYGFGG

> HSWT4 FLENVIRDAVTYTEHARRKTVTAMDWYALKRQGRTLYGFGG
******************************************

Fig. 64: Sequence alignment of histones from xenopus (HSXLA2, HSXLB2,

HSXL32, HSLX4), chicken (HSCH2A, HSCH2B, S00373, HSCH4), wheat

(HSWT2A, HSWT2B, S00373, HSWT4)

Since the octamer from wheat does not require very high ionic strength, also a

rather wider range of possibilities exists for its crystallization and perhaps new

crystallization conditions could be found, perhaps more favorable (low ionic

strength) for the MIR approach. If recombinant histones are used, the role of the

post-translational modifications on crystallization should be investigated, and

perhaps eukaryotic expression systems may be required.
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4.2. Crystallisation of CHO

The protocol for the crystallization of CHO provided by Burlingame et al., (1984)

was highly reproducible, although incomplete. Zeppenzauer tubes were

replaced with dialysis buttons and the membrane for the dialysis was

SPECTRAPORE number 6. Interestingly, it was shown here that CHO does not

crystallize other than by membrane dialysis: another example of the effect of

the geometry on the crystallization of a macromolecule (McPherson, 1980). It is

important to stress the positive effect that removal of DNA contaminants had on

the dimensions of the crystals.

4.3. Stability of crystals from CHO

The crystals of CHO studied in this work did not show the same stability at 4°C

under the X-ray beam as the ones reported earlier (Burlingame et al., 1985),

although it is not clear at which temperature the cited studies were performed.

Difference occur in the purification protocols and in the source of radiation used

(RU200 equipped with Frank's mirrors in this work versus a Picker ultra-stable

X-ray generator). Moreover, the crystals shown in this work never were

observed to grow to the extent that allow the mechanical generation of twins

described by Burlingame etal. (1985). In that work, infact, crystals were grown

up to 2.0 by 2.0 mm, whereas in the present study, the maximum dimensions

were 0.5 - 0.7 mm.

Substantial effort was focused in the development of an appropriate cryo-

cooling procedure to preserve the highest crystal symmetry and to protect the

crystal from radiation damage. Cryo-cooling was not used in the previous work

(Burlingame etal., 1985). The final protocol involved solvent exchange and a

combination of slow, flash, and fast cooling requiring the development of

appropriate hardware and computer software. Several discrepancies were

found in the literature about the behaviour of protein crystals during the cooling

process and these were resolved for this case.

The physical-chemical properties underlying the cooling protocol were

investigated. It was shown here that for the specific case of CHO crystals,

neither the dielectric constant, nor the solvent density needed to be maintained

constant. On the contrary, the osmotic pressure had to be kept constant or the

crystal would deteriorate. Hope's observations on the importance of the osmotic

pressure were confirmed (Hope et al., 1990), but concerns over maintaining a
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constant dielectric constant were not substantiated (Petsko, 1975). It is

remarkable how only the exchange of ammonium sulphate with ammonium

acetate allowed cryo-cooling to be performed without damage to the crystal.

Application to crystals of other macromolecules grown in ammonium sulphate

would prove the generality of this result (Petsko, 1975). This work showed

discrepancy with the qualitative statement of G. Petsko (1992) where he

suggests "Shock cooling is better than slow cooling". To our knowledge, this

work is the first where crystals of proteins were slow-cooled; the only other

macromolecule reported in the literature which has been subjected to this

technique is the B-DNA dodecamer (Drew et al., 1982). As for the solvent-

exchange case, it would be interesting to observe whether the positive effect

hereby quantified by the slow cooling, maintenance of symmetry and high

degree of isomorphism, will be a general rule for other crystals.

It is worth recalling the extremely subtle effect produced by shock cooling on

the CHO crystals. It is in fact not known, from previous low temperature studies

in which shock cooling produced perturbation of the symmetry but no change in

the cell dimensions. In this regard, the present work emphasizes the importance

of a careful observation of the data sets obtained from shock-cooled crystals.

4.4. Crystallization of NCP

The crystallization of NCP, either containing symmetric sequence or "just"

defined sequence allows interesting considerations. The crystallization of NCP

according to the method developed by Richmond et al. (1984) was extremely

reliable and reproducible. Changes in the sequence of DNA from defined to

symmetric required an increase in the concentration of KCI in order to obtain

crystals, and lower concentrations of MPD were needed to appropriately

stabilize the crystals [20% for symmetric sequence vs 25% for defined and for

mixed sequences (Richmond era/., 1994) ].

4.5. Data Collection and Reduction

Major differences in the strategy of data collection and data processing between

this work and previous ones are summarized in Table 65.
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Table 65: Comparisons of the strategies in data collection and processing
between this work and Wang et al. (1994). The information stated "probably"
had been taken from the paper to which Burlingame et al. (1985) refer for the

details of data collection

Reference

Wang et al. (1994) This work

temperature (°C) 4 -180

crystal-to-film (mm) probably 500 150

oscillation (degree) probably 0.05° 1°

resolution ranges (A) 120-2.6 30-3.0

detector Multiwire Area Detector Imaging Plate

method of integration probably by profile-fitting Box

overall Rmerge to 3.5 A 0.05 0.11

overall meanl/cl to 3.5 A 10 15.6

As reported in previous chapters, the crystals investigated in this work were not

stable at 4°C. The other differences between the data collection and data

reduction methods employed in this work and the previous ones are due to the

different laboratory geometry. Moreover, as shown in Table 65, the quality of

the data obtained was comparable with the one observed earlier (last two rows

of Table 65).

4.6. Derivatization of crystals from CHO and location of the heavy atoms

Derivatization of CHO crystals was hampered by the extremely high ionic

strength, and by the extensive backwashes to exchange the solvent.

Nonetheless, several derivatizations had been attempted with the overall effect

shown in Fig. 65.
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Fig. 65: R-factor between scaled data sets

.
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Fig.65 shows the R-factors of all the derivatives that diffracted. They can be

divided roughly in three classes acording to the R-factor: weakly derivatized

(data sets B, D), highly derivatized (data sets E, F, G, I, 15, N, P), non-

isomorphous (J, J5, K, K5, L, L5, M, M5, O, 05). As could be empirically

expected, data sets with high R-factor were negatively correlated with the

resolution of the diffraction. In Table 66 are reported the same R-factors as

computed for the test 2IG2.

Table 66: Test 2IG2, R-factors of error-free data sets

position dataset R-factor note

general position OT 19.08% 4Hg

general position OTB 28.00 % 4Hg
position on a two-fold HTS 12.22 % 2Hg
position at 2/3 of the twofold HTI 10.95% 2Hg

It is remarkable the agreement between the observed R-factor and the ones

computed by test error-free calculations. This comparison is especially

important in analyzing the amount of isomorphous signal obtained by the data

sets B-D, that showed to be extremely close to the one theoretically expected,

and therefore supports the validity of the experimental observations.

Removal of outliers was essential for the obtainment of meaningfull maps. It

was found (also by the program SCALEIT) that generally a cutoff of 9% of the
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strongest reflection as maximum absolute difference between native and

derivative Fs, together with a cutoff of 5 as minimum ratio between F and the

associated standard deviation, was the choice that most satisfactory resulted in

interpretable difference Patterson maps. In all derivatives this resulted in less

than 50 reflections rejected, that when carefully inspected, generally are shown

to be absent from the diffraction pattern of one of the two data sets.

The shortest distance between the site of binding of the TAMM and of the single

mercurials had been shown being only 0.7749 A, as observed with data to 3.5 A

for the TAMM data set and to 6 A for the data sets of the single mercurials.

Moreover, comparisons between the shape of the Patterson peak computed

with the best model of the TAMM and with the single mercury refined

coordinates, show that the former resembles more closely the observed shape

of the difference Patterson map, therefore suggesting that indeed the TAMM did

not dissociate in solution, as instead proposed by the Hopkins group. Certainly,

a major difference between this work and the previous ones on CHO is the

location of the heavy atom label of Histone H3 Cys 110. This disagreement is

only formal and can be fully recovered by considering that either the

observations reported here or the previous ones have been indexed with

opposite hand. Anyhow, the TAMM cluster and the various mercurials show to

bind to the CHO crystals, and always near the same location, in agreement with

the work of Burlingame et al. (1985). The extensive delay reported by the

previous authors in the distribution of the coordinates of the CHO is hereby

foreseen based upon the use of the single Hg as model for generating phases

from TAMM derivatized crystals. It has hereby shown that the observed

Patterson maps and phased refinements are perfectly compatible with the

known TAMM's structure. It is to be expected that phases produced by such

approximation produce an electron density with approximately correct medium

resolution features but with chemical inconsistencies for details at a medium

and high resolution.

Interesting to note is the binding of cis-Pt to CHO, that in this work propose not

being "aspecific", as proposed by previous biochemical work (Lippard and

Hoeschele, 1979). The correct shape of the graph for the absolute size of the

differences IFpH-Fpl, together with the few number of weak peaks observed in

the isomorphous difference Patterson map, suggests that cis-Pt is weakly

bound to few specific places of the CHO and is not causing large changes into

its structure. Perhaps further studies on CHO crystals could lead to the design
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of a cis-Pt-based compound that will not bind to them and therefore could

decrease the devastating effect of this drug also on non-proliferative cells.

The experiments performed with gold compounds open a whole field of

questions on the biochemical implications of why and how this heavy atom

binds so strongly to the CHO, an unprecedented finding.

4.7. Phasing of CHO by Isomorphous Replacement

The quality of the phases computed in this work differs greatly from the ones

previously reported [Burlingame etal., (1985); Arents era/., (1991); Wang etal.,

(1994)]. In Table 67 are summarized the overall FOMs reported from the

various authors, together with the numerical values obtained by the test case

2IG2.

Table 67: FOMs of phases observed for CHO

Reference average FOM

Burlingame etal. (1985) 0.65

Arents et al. (1991) 0.75

Wang et al. (1994) 0.53

This work (centrics) 0.25

Test 2IG2 HTI (centrics) 0.32

Test 2IG2 HTI+OTB (centrics) 0.709

It is remarkable to observe that not even in a test case the SIR centric

reflections show FOMs of a quality comparable with that reported by the cited

work. In any case, the FOMs from the SIR test agreed remarkably well with the

FOMs computed by the CHO's observations. FOMs from MIR of the test case

were also lower than the FOM's shown by Arents et al. (1991) that were then

retracted by Wang et al. (1984). Although not proven or explicitly shown in

previous work, it is foreseen that the higher values of FOMs shown by the other

authors are inflated by the use of anomalous scattering. All of the CHO crystals

derivatized with mercurials show a diffraction pattern with sensible violation of

Friedel's law. Although used, the contribution of this anomalous signal was

almost negligible and therefore not in accordance with previously reported

observations. Given the probable important role being played by the anomalous

scattering in the successful phase determination by previous workers (Wang et

al.. 1994; Arents et al.. 1991), a detailed analysis of the possible effect of this

kind of information on structural studies of chromatin follows here.
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One of the many advantages of use of anomalous scattering for phasing is the

independence of the signal's strength from the resolution. Therefore, it seems

that MAD phasing is specially important for the refinement of higher resolution

data (Smith, 1991). Nonetheless, the weak signal that is produced by

anomalous scattering deserves specific experimental design to collect accurate

data while minimizing systematic errors in the intensity differences.

Measurement time should be appropriately made, so that counting statistics

does not limit accuracy, each reflection should be collected at the same time in

the same absorbing geometry; precise wavelength tuning to energies at or near

absorption edges should be performed, and scattering factors determined from

absorption measurements of the anomalous scatterer in situ. Certainly, it is

extremely interesting the use of selenomethionine but limitations should be

considered. In Table 68 are shown the maximum anomalous signals

theoretically achievable in CHO and NCP, assuming half CHO (54 KDa) per

ASU and one NCP (206 KDa) per ASU, for Hg measured at CuKoc and for Se-

Met derivatives produced with the naturally occurring Methionines (10 overall in

the CHO and in the NCP).

Table 68: Theoretically maximum anomalous signalVs
2f"

ano
*'

max

2 <|Fp|>
1 Hg/ASU 2 Hg/ASU 4Hg/ASU nat. Se-Met

CHO 13.7% 19.4% 27.5 % 3.1 %

NCP 7% 10% 14% 2.25 %

It is interesting to observe that the anomalous signal should already be

detectable for NCP (and much easier for CHO) even with a single mercury per

ASU. On the other hand, the natural methionine content seems to be

insufficient to produce strong anomalous signal and would require the

introduction of site-directed mutants. Use of Lm edges instead of K edges has

been suggested being particularly useful, in fact the L absorption edges of

some of these elements (Pb, Hg, Au and Pt) occurs at energies of 11-13 keV

(wavelengths of 0.9-1.1 A) which are suited for macromolecular crystallography.

The signal at the Lm edges is much stronger than the K edges and therefore

should also be less troublesome to be detected.
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4.8. Improvement of CHO phases by Solvent Flattening

The CCP4 implementation of Wang's algorithm for solvent flattening showed in

this work its power and its limitations. As shown, in fact, it was possible to

remove the large amount of noise present in the initial phases and produce a

clear electron density map. The final resulting electron density is clearly

identifiable in the original electron density and therefore does not seems to be

an artefact. Moreover, it is remarkable the extent of similarity in the shape and

location of molecular boundary between this work and the previous one (Wang

ef a/., 1994). Unfortunately, once the map is examined more closely, it fails in

showing the features expected by the previous crystallographic work (Richmond

et al., 1993; Arents et al., 1991) and could not be interpreted. Considering the

process of phase improvement by solvent flattening, it is remarkable how poorly

evolved the phase filtering in Wang's application, as compared with the local

one. If in the present work the FOM evolved from the starting value of 0.25 to a

final value of roughely 0.9, in the Wang's report they improved only from 0.53 to

0.78. The strategy of phase extension was the same in the two works, and

therefore should not be considered as source of differences. It is proposed that

the larger effect seen in the present study is a direct consequence of the low

starting FOMs.

4.9. Phasing CHO by molecular replacement and by other means

It was not completely surprising that the model used as starting point for

phasing by molecular replacement failed. It is well known, in fact, that the

completeness of the starting model and its accuracy strongly bias the possibility

of a successfull molecular replacement method. The flatness of translation

function and the huge regions allowed by the packing function are not new for

molecular replacement studies, but the absolute value of the correlation

coefficient between observed and computed structure factors (never greater

than 20%) is the quantitative aspect that prompts for the use of a better model.

Nonetheless, it is remarkable how the topology of the model built in the NCP

well matches the one showed by Arents et al. (1984).

It is foreseen that if the coordinates of the CHO would be made available by the

group of John Hopkins University, interesting comparisons could be drawn and

the higher resolution observed on film on the CHO crystals made in this work

could be used to extend the structural understanding on this important protein
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complex. The latter sentence, obviously would rely fully on the correctnes of the

previous work and therefore will not be able to proof its validity.

Of the many recent attempts of phasing macromolecules by new numerical and

experimental approaches, certainly the attention was drawn to the low

resolution phasing by condensing protocol (Subbiah, 1993), direct methods

(HaiFu, 1993), X-ray contrast variations (Carter, 1991), temperature difference

replacement (Langs, 1993), but none of them is yet developed to a stage of

reliability and precision that could make them completely reliable and feasible.
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5. Conclusion

The aim of this work was to contribute in the development of appropriate

"strategies toward the determination, by single crystal X-ray diffraction

technique, of the atomic structure of NCP.

The strategies that had been tested were: i) introduction of higher symmetry in

the NCP by using a symmetric sequence of dsDNA; ii) use of the atomic

structure of the CHO to phase the NCP by molecular replacement.

The first of the two strategies gave promising results, while the latter could not

be verified since it required solving the structure of the CHO as first step.

The structure determination of the CHO at better than 3 A resolution at a first

glance sounded more or less a straight-forward task since it had been already

determined by another research group (Arents etal., 1991). The coordinates of

the CHO had not been deposited so far and therefore it was necessary to

redetermine them from scratch. The published work (Burlingame et ai, 1984;

Arents et a/., 1985) was thought to be a sufficient guide toward the structure

solution of the CHO. Only few of the crystallographic observations found in

literature were confirmed by the present work. It is proposed that since the

crystals of CHO studied in this work were made with histones purified using a

protocol different to the one used by Burlingame ef a/. (1984), although they

crystallized in identical conditions, the crystals behaved differently.

This work solved the non isomorphism problem disclosed by Burlingame et al.

(1984) and that in their hand was the main reason for not completely exploiting

the MIR method. Moreover, crystals were obtained whose diffraction patterns

show a substantial improvement compared to the ones previously obtained and

therefore could contribute in the future to a determination at high resolution of

the structure of the NCP.
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Appendix 1. The device for flash-cooling crystals

The flipping device is composed of four main parts: the head, the body, the

base, and the pot. It is modular and used both on Huber cameras, on Huber

diffractometers and on MAR imaging plate bases. Fig.1-1 shows the body with

all the technical drawings needed in order to built it. The large space of

32x57x28 mm in the top of the body is designed to allocate a DATEL DMS-

30PC-0-RS digital thermometer that, connected to a probe in the pot, allows

monitoring of the temperature at the crystal position while it is flipped in the pot.

g 3 mm: 51 x 88
h 5 x 50

Fig. 1 -1 The body of the flipper
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Fig. 1-2 and 1-3 shows the components of the base. The modular nature of the

base is its essence for a machine-independent use, and is foreseen could be

exploited further than what hereby shown.

Bronz base -15 mm

Fig. 1 -2 The bronze component of the base

PVC base (20 + 3 mm 20 + 5 mm)
•25 —i

1-15^

Thickness 23 mm
Thickness 25 mm

$10 hole,
deep=5 mm

o4 (countersunk on
the other side)

117

10.5

e

Fig. 1-3 The modular PVC component of the base
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Fig. 1-4 and 1-5 shows details of the head. Further improvements could be

designed in order to make this critical component of the flipper more reliable;

anyhow the model hereby presented perfectly accomplished the duties for

which was designed and allowed successful transfers to be conducted.

3)PVC-sheet(10mm) M3

25

22

Bronze

(f)*
MZ5 |_

<f>4
8.5

•IR

74

A
2.5

20*

1
12 '

will be mounted at a distance
of 2.5 mm from the main block

Fig. 1-4 The head

4) PVC-sheet (2 mm) 5) Part C: (from top)

_24,
PVC-Psheet (6 mm)

35

slot (deep- 3 mm)
f,

M8x-

Fig. 1-5 Spare parts of the flipper's head
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Fig. 1-6 shows a collection of different pots with their holders. This element of

the flipper can be changed at wish, therefore for instance the double-pot unit

had been used for handling capillary mounted crystals immersed in liquid

propane but externally cooled by liquid nitrogen; the tiny-pot proofed extremely

advantageous for store crystals in liquid nitrogens, for transferring them with the

portable dry cryogenic storage device (ARCTIC express dry shipper) ,
and to

transfer them on a MAR-base arrangement; the wide-storage- pot was by no

means the easiest to use long-term storage pot, and its user-friendliness

proofed extremely advantageous specially during training process.

X

Ha erfndw plisttaip

#•»

i i i

1 i » i

i
«

Fig. 1-6 A collection of pots
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Appendix 2. Hardware and software for slow cooling crystals of

macromolecules

The slow cooling device hereby described is based upon the FTS system. In

the version produced in 1989 and purchased by the laboratory, the FTS-

controller was not equipped with a serial port and therefore the Velleman

interface was used and upon introduction of two further modifications ( a

decoder and a pulse width to voltage converter) allowed a serial control being

used instead of the dials. The software was developed for running on a

Macintosh computer with the aim of maximum quality of human interface. As

prompted by the Apple for maintain upward compatibility with upgrades of

system software, the Communication Toolbox was used for handling the low

level operations through the serial port. It operated as any standard Macintosh

application and therefore belong to the Event Loop class of software. It was

developed using Think Pascal version 4.0.1 on Macintosh II OS 6.0.1 but then

when system 7 was available no modifications were needed to keep it

compatible. The code is organized in four files, whose functions are listed in

Table 2-1, and uses AppleTalk, CTBUtilities, Connections,

CommResources from the Think Pascal environment.

Table 2-1 Roles played by the various files of the XCFTS software

file name roles, and procedures/definitions contained

SC.7C project file

sc.int global definitions, among which the boxrecord record

help_utility.p used for managing the help, based on the

Utilities.p all the functions and procedures that do not need to reside in

the main. Initialization, I/O handling, menu definitions, etc.

main.p it contains the event loop and the procedures needed for

autocalibration, set parameters, advanced users, deal with

dialogs.

The limited amount of memory required allows the use of a single segment for

the whole program.

In Fig 2-1 are summarized the main steps of the operations performed, and

details are given only when the technique used may be of general applicability

and results scarcely documented.
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1. Initialization (procedure initialize, Utilities.p)
check that the communication toolbox exists,

that the operating system is at least 6.0,
that there is enough memory for run,

initialize the communication resource manager,
the connection toolbox utilities and the connection manager

get the current procID information for the Serial Tool

Create a connection record form Modem and for Velleman

move the relocatable blocks toward the top of the current heap zone

allocate space for the read/writes using the number returned by the

connection tool

set the parameters correctly for configuring the port for the Modem using
the scripting language approach

set the parameters correctly for configuring the port for the Modem using
the scripting language approach

getting connection status informations for Modem and Velleman

Open the connection with Modem and Velleman, based on the

informations contained in the connection record

Check that Modem returns OK after AT it

Check that Velleman returns OK after RDTD

2. Setup menus
3. set various parameters for each box at default values

Loop
Pull the comunication with Velleman and with Modem

Get current time

for each possible box

if it is actively under computer control

Monitor output power level and read temperature measured

from the Velleman for each channel

update the timing informations

if it is ramping send the command for going to the next

temperature step
if it is calibrating, updates the readings in order then to compute

the calibration curve to be used by the "ramper"
check if there is any event from the user and handle it accordingly

until quit is performed and authorized

Fig. 2-1 Operations of the XCFTS software

It is worth recalling that each time a command need to be sent to the Velleman,

the following operations must be performed:

i) fill a packed array of characters with the string required. (Be aware that the

Velleman requires any string be completed by carriage return and line feed,

while the modem suffices the carriage return.),

ii) point with a pointer to it,

iii) give the pointer to the Communication Manager,

iv) verify that no problems arose after writing and that the status of the

connection being still allright.
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Fig. 2-2 shows part of the Pascal's code of the XCFTS application that is used

to send characters to the Velleman interface by the Communication Manager.

type

buftype = packed array[1..64] of char;
mbuf: buftype; { array used for init the serial tool }

mbufptr: Abuftype; {Pointer to mbuf }

main

mbuf[1] = 'R';

mbuf[2] = 'D'

mbuf[3] = 'A'

mbuf[4] = 'N'

mbuf[5] _ i i

mbuf[6] .= num2strr(l + 3);

mbuf[7] = chr(13);

mbuf[8] = chr(10);
theSize = 8;

mbufptrA := mbuf;
result := CMWrite(VConn, thePtr, theSize, cmData, FALSE,

nil, 0, flags);

Fig. 2-2 Example code for sending characters with the Communication Manager

Each time it is desired to read from the serial line, the inverse operations should

be performed:

i) get a pointer from the communication manager

ii) make the pointer of type "buffer" point to the same address returned by the

Communication Manager

Hi) clear the buffer from any previous message

iv) make the content of the packed array be filled with the one from the buffer

pointer

Fig. 2-3 shows part of the Pascal's code of the XCFTS application that is used

to read characters from the Velleman interface with the Communication

Manager.

result := CMRead(VConn, thePtr, bufSizfcmDataln], cmData,

FALSE, nil, 0, inflags);
mbufptr := pointer(ord(thePtr));
for ii := 1 to bufSiz[cmDataIn] do

mbuf[ii] :=
'

';

mbuf := mbufptr";

Fig. 2-3 Example code for reading characters with the Communication Manager
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Fig. 2-4 shows the a snap-shot from the screen of the XCFTS application. It

should be recalled that XCFTS has the capability of controlling up to four

cooling lines at the same time, from the same Macintosh computer.

6 Commands Chambers 10:54 AM (£)
!!

TIME 10:3'

this was r

Chamber 2

10:34:29

DATE/TIME

#########

User Telephone

number

S"13!

Set parameters
fnnlinn

wuvu.

—^

Set Parameters

Calibration

0. 0. 255

Set Temp Temp Power Power

Celsius Celsius Rpplied Measured

0::0::0

Time to completion

0-0-0-0::0D"0

Start Cooling

En]
Start

Calibration

E»pected

termination

n&vniM

Fig 2-4 The standalone screen for one of the four controllable cooling lines of

XCFTS
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Appendix 3. Low temperature cooling of single crystals, during data

collection

The original Enraf-Nonius low-temperature apparatus for cooling crystals at

cryogenic temperatures had a few inconveniences, namely: (i) too-complex set¬

up in operation of the "warm" stream
, (ii) high consumption of Nitrogen, (iii)

unreliable control of the temperature. It had therefore been modified in the

following ways.

1) Functional replacement of the generation of the "external" stream. Instead of

generating the external warm stream using liquid nitrogen and the second

heating element, the stream is warmed at the external shell by a circular

heating element placed at the outlet of the cooling nozzle and powered by a

power-supply. In this way it is also obtained a considerable reduction in the

amount of nitrogen used by the cooling.

2) The controller was replaced with a home made apparatus assembled with

three Isotherm level controllers TVE3020. Five temperature sensors were used

in order to monitor the level of liquid nitrogen in the large tank
,

in the

intermediate dewar and in the delivery dewar. A TVE3020 (a) monitored the

levels in the intermediate dewar, and when the level was below a threshold it

kept open the connection between the intermediate dewar and a large tank

(where the Nitrogen was kept under positive pressure) until filling detected with

another sensor. A second TVE3020 (b) maintained a roughely constant level of

nitrogen in the delivery dewar activating upon need a set of resistors in the

intermediate dewar. The third TVE3020 (c) was used as safety device and if a

level of nitrogen in the delivery dewar was detected below a certain threshold it

turned off the TVE3020-b and the potenziometer used as flow-generator.

3) The goniometer head was protected from frosting, by a heated brass shield.

4) The top of the delivery dewar was kept free from ice by a de-frosting infrared

lamp controlled by a TVE3020 connected to a ice sensor placed on top of the

dewar (not shown).

The whole system (described schematically in Fig. 3-1) was extremely stable,

run inattended for months and provided stable cold stream at the fix

temperature of -168 °C.
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Fig. 3-1 Scheme of the cooling setup
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Appendix 4. XCON: hardware and software to control X-ray generators
by a Macintosh

Rotating anode X-ray generators are complex machines. Continuous monitoring

of the operating parameters helps in diagnosing problems, scheduling servicing,

and recovering from unexpected shut downs (e.g., blown filaments). Optimal

utilization of both generators and sensitive crystals while maintaining operator

convenience requires automatic, flexible timing of exposures, and is best

achieved with computer controlled shutters.

Both monitoring and control functions are implemented on a Macintosh fitted

with analog and digital interfaces. A graphical record of machine parameters

and beam intensities is generated on a matrix printer operating in the bit image

graphics mode, emulating a multichannel recorder. During exposures beam

intensities are monitored using ionization chambers similar to that described in

Arndt, U.W. & Stubbings, S.J. (1988). If the intensity falls below a user-

definable threshold the exposure is stopped and an error message is printed.

After the problem has been fixed the exposure can be resumed at the elapsed

time at which the interruption occurred.

XCON was written for Macintosh computers using ThinkPascal 3.0. No overlays

are used. Separate versions are available for System 6.x.x and 7.0.x. XCON

runs under Multifinder but is not a desk accessory.

The hardware required for running XCON is the following: MAC SE or CLASSIC

II with at least 1 Mb RAM. An ImageWriter II is used for logging. Analog and

digital I/O are handled by a 12 bit, 8 channel analog, 8 bit digital interface card

(ACSE-12-8 card from Strawberry Tree Computer, Inc. 160 South Wolfe Road,

Sunnyvale Calif. 94086, USA).

XCON runs as a dedicated application. It monitors 2 X-ray generators

simultaneously and can control 2 shutters on each generator independently.

The 8 digital I/O channels are used as follows: 2 to monitor the ON/OFF state of

the generators, 4 for shutter control, 2 to allow automatic shutting off of the

generators. The 8 analog channels accept input from the 4 ion chambers, 3

vacuum gauges and 1 temperature measurement (the latter 4 inputs are site

specific). Identification of interface connections, setting of gain factors and

definition of plot format is available through special routines protected so that

program parameters cannot be inadvertently changed by unauthorized users.
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Program size: 64428 bytes including runtime library; executable module 82 Kb;

384 Kbytes in Multifinder.

The code is organized in four files, whose functions are listed in Table 4-1, and

uses printtraps.serial, quickdraw, types,files,devices,menus,packages from the

Think Pascal environment.

Table 4-1 Roles played by the various files of the XCON software

xcon.rc project file

xcon.int global definitions, among which the pointers for each of

the four controlling units

xcon.fun most of the functions used by xcon

lowlevels.p contains the low level routines used to directly interact

with the driver

xcon.p main and routines that must be present in the main

Fig 4-1 summarizes the main steps of the operations performed

Initialization (various procedures)
read initialization file if existing, otherwise use default parameters
setup menus
reset the comunication to the printer
display the "About" window

open the driver 'ADRIVE' for the ACSE card
,

if not found then either stop
or proceed in "demo" mode

set the ACSE card to operate with the resolution, range and digital lines

Loop
read analog and digital values from the card

update the windows that are open

plot on the dot-matrix printer for each channel, after having performed
the averagings and scaling required

handle events invoked from the user

until quit is performed and authorized

Fig. 4-1 Operations of the XCON software

Of XCON software, can be of general interest the way that a dot-matrix printer

was used to simulate a 7 pen-plotter. This target could not be exploited by any

of the Toolbox available, and therefore had to be solved using the Escape

commands available for the ImageWriter printer. The ones used and their

meaning are summarized in Table 4-2.
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Table 4.2 Escape characters used for low-level pin controlling the ImageWriter

Command meaning
ESC G nnnn print next nnnn bytes as bit image graphics

ESC g nnnn print next nnnn X 8 bytes as bit image graphics

ESC V nnnn repeat dot pattern nnnn times

ESC F nnnn Begin printing at dot position nnnn

ESC T nn distance between lines nn= 01 to 99, nn/144

Fig. 4-2 report most of the Pascal procedure used by XCON to simulate a 7

pen-plotter using an ImageWriter

{CHECK VALUES}

{case above uper limit}

{case negative}

{scaling- the values}

var

a, b, e, n: integer;
i: integer;
thedot: array[0..9) of integer;

const

esc = CHR(27);

G = chr(71);

g8 = chr(103);

V = chr(86);

F = chr(70);

T = chr(84);

begin
for i := 0 to 9 do

begin
if (thevalue[i] > hival[i]) then

begin

thevalue[i] := hival[i];

end

else if thevalue[i] < 0 then

begin

thevalue[i] := abs(thevalue[ i ]) ;

end;

if (i = 3) or (i = 8) then

thedot[i] := trunc(((thevalue[i] / hival[i]) * (lowlim[i +

2] - lowlim[i])) + lowlimfi])

else

thedot[i] := trunc(((thevalue[i] / hival[i]) * (lowlim[i +

1] - lowlim[i])) + lowlim[i]);

end; {END CHECKVALUES}

if j > 8 then

write(h, 'ERROR PIN GREATER THAN 8', j);
for i := 0 to 9 do {for each channel}

begin {converts the position from integer to the 3 digits}

converti(thedot[i], a, b, e);

write(h, concat(esc, F, '0', chr(a), chr(b), chr(e)),

concat(esc, G, '0", '0', '0', '1', chr(power(j -

1))));

write(h, concat(CHR(27), 'r'));

write(h, chr(13));

write(h, concat(CHR(27), ' f));

write(h, chr(13));
if j >= 8 then { use every pin the same number of times}

begin

j := 1;

end

else if j < 8 then

j := j + 1;

end;

Fig. 4-2 Code used by XCON for simulating a 7 pen plotter with an ImageWriter
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It has to be recalled that XCON has the capability of controlling up to four

independent shutters at the same time. Fig. 4-3 shows a screen dump of the

standard window is shown.

ii

Generator R

Shutter 1 Shutter 2

ImLl

ON/OFF Switch

User initials

Ionization Plates

Exposure

Duration

Time Left

0:0:0

0:0:0

Internal Llacuum

oil Uacuum

Bearing temperature

Shutdown

Generator R

ImU

0:0:0

0:0:0

ImU

ImU

0°C

Fig. 4-3 A screen-shot of XCON application
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Appendix 5. PHONEME: inexpensive hardware and software to remotely
monitor status of laboratory experiments

Apparatus that functions in standalone mode has the need for an efficient

automatic way of requesting assistance. Well designed instruments generally

have several ways to autodetect malfunctionings at early stages and un-harmful

power-down strategies built-in. Often, anyhow, even extremely expensive

machines do not have such a built in auto-diagnostics running all the time, and

therefore they need continuous attention by the investigator that is using them.

A set of hardware and software is disclosed for handling at remote site control

signals coming from any kind of device. The apparatus includes: (i) a decoder;

(ii) a standalone application; (iii) devices which are subject to the control; (iv) a

connection between devices and the application; (v) a connection between

the application and the decoder. Fig. 5-1 illustrates the apparatus.

( Device 1 ) Q Device 2J{ Device 3 j

^S ^r
laboratoryf

( Application

v. Controller Computer

i f
^_ Modem ^^

Telephone line

«

1r !
Q Telephone ^ •

remote site

Q^ Decoder ^

^Operator\.

Fig.5-1 Schematic of the components of the PHONEME apparatus. Circles and

lines indicate hardware components; squares indicate software components;
dotted lines represent un-implemented options that would make the system bi¬

directional; the trapezoid at the bottom represents the human operator.

Fig 5-2 is a flow chart which illustrate one technique by which the data entry

and manipulation of this apparatus may operate. Assume that the application
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detects from a device, a (pre-coded)-status that must be notified to the

operator. The application establish a link with the operator by a modem line: it

gives to the modem the commands for dialing at the operator and, upon

succesful establishment of the link, send the number-coded sequence

corresponding to the device and to the status-code to be reported. The modem

converts this information in a modulated frequence that the decoder restore to

the original number-codes. The operator is then capable of knowing exactely

what is happening and then act accordingly. In the absence of a computer and

of a modem, the present application embodies the extension for a two-way

operations. In fact the operator could at this point send commands to the

application by typing at the telephone keys the instructions that the application

would handle back to the calling device or to other devices. In the present

embodiment, the application is running on a VAX and is connected to the

modem by a serial interface. The devices controlled are the X-ray generator

and the software that carries the automatic datacollection; the computer

controller and the device are components of the VAX CLUSTER.

microphone DTMF EBC
LED

DISPLAY

MT8870CE SN74LS48B

designed by A.Schmidt

Fig.5-2 Flow chart of the PHONEME decoder

The component parts of the decoder circuitry in the present embodiment are

assembled in a portable box of small dimensions (11x6x3cm), but the latter

could be reduced further, for instance using VLSI technology. Fig.5-3 shows the

logics of the operations performed by the PHONEME of the present

embodiement as applied to monitor data-collection by MAR Image-plate.

Initialize

loop
wait appropriate time

check for the image being written

read in the header the average intensity of the last image
if the average intensity is below a threshold or the image is not present

than call the operator

Fig. 5-3 Basic operations of the PHONEME application
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It should be noted that the monitoring of the X-ray beam is indirect; in fact it is

estimated from the mean intensity and it is used only as binary indicator for

presence or absence of the beam. Moreover, if software or hardware problems

arise so that the image is not recorded then this kind of monitoring of the x-ray

beam is hindered.

Fig. 5-4 shows the FORTRAN code used for controlling the modem connected

to a VAX acting as computer controller.

BYTE PLUSSES(3)/'h', '
+

' '
+ '/

BYTE AT{2)/'K','T /,CR/ 15'0/

BYTE HANGUP(2)/'H ,
-0'/ z/'Z'/

BYTE DO(3)/'D',0 1 ' /
iii ! dial outside local

BYTE DT(3)/'D','T ' ' 1
i i i ! dial TONE

BYTE ERRORCODE

BYTECHECKUP(10)/ • 0 ' 1' '2' ,"31, '4','5', '6 i *7 i

/
' / '8",'9'/

BYTE PV/;'/

BYTE CALL(7) ! ]Phone number

OPEN(UNIT=1,NAME='__TXA4: ,CARRIAGECONTROL= NONE' ,STATUS= NEW")

WRITE(1,1)PLUSSES

write(1,1)AT,DO,CALL,PV,CR

write(1,1)AT,DT,', ,checkup,pv,cr

write(1,1)AT,DT,ERRORCODE,',*,ERRORCODE,
r

t ,ERRORCODE, •

, ,PV,cr

1 format(80A1)

Fig. 5-4 The FORTRAN subroutine used to connect a VAX through a serially
connected modem, and send the control codes to the decoder

The foregoing is a description of the present embodiment of the PHONEME

apparatus. It should be understood that specific details, such as component

types and software code, have been provided to explain the construction of

apparatus. Any tool or its components, hardware or software, that could be

monitored electronically (directly or indirectly) can become part of the

PHONEME system. The embodiment here shown has the peculiarity of being

extremely of low cost and flexible, it requires only one modem at the laboratory

site, and does not restrict the operator being constantly at the laboratory. It

operates automatically and does not need the tools being connected directly to

the same computer. Although the present embodiment does not include it, the

bi-directionality is easily attainable and therefore it not only consist of a one-way

information system but can handle feedbacks enhancing and widening even

more its potential applications.
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Appendix 6. File structure of RAW images, and of HKL files

Most of the binary file types used in the OSC package have a format (RAW,

MAP, HKL) that can be converted to standard ones by introduction of few

modifications. Basically, MAP files evolved from CCP4 map format. HKL files

from LCF CCP4 format. The format used for store Image plate data instead had

been developed locally and it is hereafter described in more detail. Images

collected from MAR image plate as sequential readout of a spiralized reading of

the spinning plate are converted in core to rectilinear format and written to disk

only after this conversion be completed. They consist of a header of 1024 bytes

followed by the values of each pixel, ordered in row and columns, starting from

the low left corner of the image. The header contains informations about the

image and its contents are described in Table 6-1; each item in the header is

stored as 4 bytes (either as Fortran format l*4 or R*4).

Table 6-1 RAW-files, the contents of the header

byte item Detailed explanations
1-4 NX Number of Columns (fastest changing in map).

5-8 NY Number of Rows.

9-12 NZ Number of Sections (slowest changing in map).

13-16 MODE Data type: 0 = Image stored as lnteger*1.; 1 = Image stored as

lnteger*2 ;2 = Image stored as Reals; 3 = Transform stored as Complex
lnteger*2; 4 = Transform stored as Complex Reals.

17-20 NXSTART Number of first COLUMN in map (Default = 0).

21-24 NYSTART Number of first ROW in map

25-28 NZSTART Number of first SECTION in map

29-32 MX Number of intervals along X.

33-36 MY Number of intervals along Y.

37-40 MZ Number of intervals along Z.

41-44 X length Cell Dimensions (Angstroms).

45-48 Y lenath
ii

49-52 Z length
ii

53-56 Alpha Cell Angles (Degrees).

57-60 Beta
ii

•

61-64 Gamma
ii

65-68 MAPC Axis corresponding to columns (1,2,3 for X,Y,Z).

69-72 MAPR Axis corresponding to rows (1,2,3 for X,Y,Z).

73-76 MAPS Axis corresponding to sections (1,2,3 for X,Y,Z).

77-80 DMIN Minimum density value.

81-84 DMAX Maximum density value.

85-88 DMEAN Mean overall density.

89-92 DRMS Root-mean-square deviation of density from mean.

93-96 NHDRA Number of bytes of additional header following 1st block.

97-220 EXTRA Unused header space. Data is stored as R*4.

221-224 TYPE 4 bytes to indicate what the extra header space is used for.

I 225-1024 TITLE 800 characters.
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Appendix 7. Parameters optimized by each program of the OSC package

Table 7-1 summarizes the various parameters that are optimized by the OSC

package, together with a brief description of their functions.

Table 7-1 Parameters optimized by each program of the OSC package

Parameter description OSC

Al

OSC

REF

OSC

KRUNCH

distance distance crystal to film (mm) Y Y N

film XO coordinate of the Fooo ,
from bottom (pixels) Y Y N

filmYO coordinate of the Fooo ,
from left (pixels) Y Y N

taux image plate skew around the vertical axis (°) N Y N

tauy image plate tilt around the horizontal axis (°) N Y N

tauz image plate rotation around the X-ray beam
(°)

N Y N

Rcen image plate read out rotation center in pixel
(vertical)

N Y N

Seen image plate read out rotation center in pixel
(horizontal)

N Y N

Roff image scan head offset in pixel (vertical) N Y N

Soff image scan head offset in pixel (horizontal) N Y N

Radnl image plate radial nonlinearity correction

(buldge)

N Y N

phix crystal orientation angle around the X axis (°) Y Y N

phiy crystal orientation angle around the Y axis (°) Y Y N

phiz crystal orientation angle around the Z axis (°) Y Y N

a crystal cell dimension Y Y Y

b crystal cell dimension Y Y Y

c crystal cell dimension Y Y Y

alpha angle between b and c of the crystal (°) Y Y Y

beta angle between a and c of the crystal (°) Y Y Y

gamma angle between a and b of the crystal (°) Y Y Y

part partiallity of recorded reflection N Y Y

Lp Lorentz factor and polarization N Y N

scale factor for reflections coming from the same

batch

N N Y

B-factor temperature factor of the intensity N N Y

lambda X-ray wavelength used N N Y

div/mos parameter comprising beam divergence and

crystal mosaicity

N N Y

div/mos

corr

linear correction to the divergence mosaicity N N Y

spread parameter characterizing the integration of

intensity with rotation of the crystal

N N Y
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Appendix 8. "C" routine to read RAW images in the IPDISP program

The file read.c of the IPDISP distribution was modified in the routine

read_frame_hamburgn so that no other changes had to be introduced in the

code as would be normally done for any new image format. The modifications

were just in the number of bytes of the header, being 1024 for the RAW files

instead of 1200 for the MAR image plate, and in the line-swapping, needed to

display them using the laboratory standard. Fig. 8-1 shows the final C code.

void read_frame_hamburgn(void)
{

typedef DataType dataline[SIZE_INST_X];

DataType *my_temp;
dataline *dataptr;

long offset;

int cycle, nn,j,mm;
FILE *fp;
int fpp,i,myline[SIZE_INST_X];

DataType *ptr;
if {(fp = fopen{carol,"r")) == NULL) {

printf("%s %s\n","There is no file:",carol);

exit(4);}

nn = fread(MAR.Marheader,1,1024,fp);

fpp=open(carol,0);

read{fpp,MAR.Marheader ,1024);

cycle = 0;

dataptr = (dataline*)f_data,•

for (cycle = 0; cycle<SIZE_INST_Y; cycle++) {

mm=fread(dataptr++,1,SIZE_INST_X*2,fp);}
if (SWAP_COMPUTER) {

for (pix_max=0, ptr= &f_data[0];

ptr<&f_data[SIZE_INST_Y*SIZE_INST_X];
ptr++)

*ptr=(*ptr»8) + ( (*ptr&0xff)«8) ;}

for (pix_max=0, ptr= &f_data[0];

ptr<&f_data[SIZE_INST_Y*SIZE_INST_X];
ptr++)

if (pix_max<*ptr) pix_max = *ptr;

fclose(fp);
for (cycle=0; cycle<((SIZE_INST_Y/2)-1);cycle++) {

offset=SIZE_INST_X*(SIZE_INST_Y-cycle-l);
if ( cycle % 100 == 0. ) printf(" cycle %d offset

%d\n",cycle,offset);

j=0;

mm=0;

for (i=0; i<SIZE_INST_X;i++) {

ptr=&f_data[cycle*SIZE_INST_X+i];
myline[i]=*ptr;
if(myline[i]>mm) mm=myline[j];

if(myline[i]>pix_max) printf("errore ! myline %d > pix_max %d !

cycle %d column %d\n",myline[i],pix_max,cycle,i);}
for (i=0; i<SIZE_INST_X;i++)

f_data[cycle*SIZE_INST_X+i]=f_data[offset+i];
for (i=0; i<SIZE_INST_X;i++) f_data[offset+i]=myline[i];}

printf(" max in myline=%d pixmax= %d",mm,pix_max);

printf("cycle %d offset %d \n",cycle,offset);

printf("My swapping is completed ...\n");

}

Fig. 8-1 C code to read RAW images with IPDISP
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Appendix 9. Heavy atom conditions database on Macintosh

The heavy atom conditions database compiled by D.Carvin et al.(1991) and

distributed by S.Islam, was made up of several independent ASCII files whose

structure and content had been described. The need for allow easy access of

these informations prompted their conversion from the SQL-like format with

which were provided, to a Macintosh interface. The target was exploited by: (i) a

small FORTRAN application that converted the original key-worded format in a

one that FileMakerPro could easily handle; (ii) cross-referencing scripts that

would link the informations of the independent files; (iii) designing appropriate

layouts. Fig 9-1 shows as example the screen containing one record returned

for a search on the precipitant ammonium sulphate.

i|g ^^^^ heauy atom conditions ^^=H^^SISI

I

Heavy Acorn uonaiuons uarauase

compiled by David CARYIN, Suhail A. ISLAM,
Michael J E STERNBERG & Thomas L BLUNDELL

by

Lt/cafGTi

BCOD 1 PRC

fetf HCOD HAO

HCON 1

1LDO
PPPT AMM0NIUMSULPHATE

peon 2.7

SOAK 72

PHPH 6.5

Proceedings of the CCP4 Study Weekend 25-26 January 1991

MfiLJidB! /Browse |0 t£>

Fig 9-1 Screen dump of Ammonium sulphate search. One entry

Fig. 9-2 shows the associated full information of the heavy atom used,

automatically obtained by invoking the script "Cross reference"
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iPi Chem Database

hcou HAD

cnam TETRAKIS (ACETOXY MERCURI)-METHANE
CNAM2

tnam TETRAKIS (ACETOXYMERCURI) METHANE

TNAM2

FORM 46

FORM2

OXYH C9 H12 08 HG4

STER

SOLC 2

info TETRAHEDRAL

IHF02 [(C1){(H3C1)(C1 01)(01)(HG1)}4]1 -0

COOR

csd code AXHGME20

Lab Location and notes F14

3D Structure

100
jJk td B Browse <£

Fig. 9-2 Screen dump of the associated informations for the heavy atom code

HAO (TAMM)

Fig 9-3 shows the script "cross reference" and "Find HCOD from Heavy Atom

Database" that are respectively part of the file "Heavy atom conditions" and of

the file "Chem Database"

'cross reference'

* Copy [Select, "HCOD"]
* Perform Script [Sub-scripts, External: "Chem Database"]

'

Find HCOD from Heavy Atom Database
"

o

* Go to Layout [original layout]
* Enter Find Mode []
* Paste [Select, "HCOD"]
* Perform Find []

o

Fig. 9-3 The scripts used for cross-linking the information distributed on multiple
files
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Appendix 10. Analytic derivation of systematic absences for P3221

Follows the full derivation of the systematic absence indicators for space group

P3221.

n

F- hw=Xfj exP 2ra(hXj+kyj+IZj) 1.

symops: 1)x,y,z 2)-y,x-y,z+2/3 3)-x+y,-x,z+1/3
4)y,x,-z 5)x-y,-y,-z+1/3 6)-x,-x+y,-z+2/3

n

F hk|= ^ fj [ exp 2rci(hxj+kyj+lzj) + exp 2ra(hyj+kXj-lz)j +

J=1
exp 2jci(-hXj+hyi-kXi+IZi+l/3) + exp 2rci(-hyj+xk-jkyj+IZi+2l/3) +
exp 27ii(hXj-hyj-kyj-Ej+l/3)+ exp 2rci(-hx-jkXj+ky-jlZj+2l/3)] 2.

if h=k=0 then 2. becomes

n

F hki = Xfi t exP 27li,zj+ exP "2ic',zj+ exP 2jci(IZj+l/3)+ exp
J=1

2jci(IZj+2l/3) + exp 2jci(-lzj+l/3)+ exp 2ju(-Izj+2I/3)]) 3.

n

= £ fj [ exp 2rcilZj + exp -2rcilZj+ exp 2rcilZj exp 2ral/3+ exp 2ralz j

j=i
exp2rci 2I/3 + exp -2rcilZj exp 2rcil/3 + exp -2rcilZj exp 2rci2l/3)] 4.

n

= ^ fj [ exp 27cilZj + exp 2rcilZj exp 2rcil/3+ exp 2ralZj exp27ti 2I/3 +

J=1
exp -27iilZj+ exp -2jcilZj exp 2jcil/3 + exp -27cilZj exp 2rci2l/3)] 5.

n

= X fJ f exp 2rc'lzi (1+exP 2rcil/3+ exp2?ri 2I/3) +

J=1

exp-2jiilZj(1+exp27til/3+ exp 2ra2l/3)] 6.

From trigonometry is well known that [exp n il ]=cosn:l+i(sin7cl), therefore by

substitution and the considering the cases 1=1,2,3,... the structure factor

equation become

1=1
n

F hki = 2 fj [ exp 2rciZj (1 +exp 2ni/3+ exp2rci 2/3) +

j=i
exp -27ciZj (1 + exp 2rci/3 + exp 2rci2/3)] 7.

n

= ]jT fj { exp 2rciZj [1+ cos2/3rc + i(sin2/3rc)+ cos4/3n:) + i(sin4/3rc) ]+
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exp -27iiZj [1 + cos 2/3rc +i(sin2/37c)+ cos 4/3rc + i(sin4/3rc)]} 8.

n

= ^ fj { exp 27tiZj [1-0.5+ i(0.866) -0.5 + i(-0.866) ]+

J=1
+exp -2raZj [1 -0.5+i(0.866) -0.5+ i(-0.866)]} 9.

n

= ^ fj [ exp 27riZj (1-0.5-0.5)) + exp -2jciZj (1-0.5-0.5))] 10.

J=1

n

= J fj [ exp 27ciZj (0) + exp -2tc)Zj (0)]=0 11.

J=1

l=2

n

F hki = XfJ f exP 27ui2zj (1 +exP 2rci2/3+ exp2rci 4/3) +

J=1

+exp-2ra2Zj(1+exp2ra2/3 + exp2w4/3)] 12.

n

= X fj { exp 4rciZj [ 1+cos4/37t +i(sin4/37c)+ cos8/3tc +I(sin8/3n;)] +

J=1
+exp -47cizj (1 +cos4/3ji +i(sin4/3rc)+ cos8/37i;+i(sin8/3n)]} 13.

n

= J fj { exp 4niZj [1 -0.5+ i(-0.866) -0.5 + i(0.866) ]+

J=1
+exp -4raZj [1 -0.5+i(-0.866) -0.5+ i(0.866)]} 14.

n

= X fj [ exp 4razj (1 -0.5-0.5) + exp -4raZj (1 -0.5-0.5)] 15.

1=1
n

= X fj [ exp 4razj (0) + exp -4raZj (0)] = 0 16.

J=1

l=3

n

= 2 fj [ exP 27ti3Zj (1 +exp 2rci+ exp2jci 2) +

+exp -27ti3Zj (1+ exp 2m + exp 2ici2)] 17.

n

= ^ fj { exp 6razj [ 1+ cos 2 n +i(sin2rc)+ cos 4 7i+i(sin4u)] +

J=1

+exp -67iiZj [ 1 + cos 2 7t+i(sin27c)+ cos 4 rc+i(cos4rc)]} 18.

n

= £fj { exp 6jciZj [1+1 +i(0)+1+i(0)] + exp -6razj [ 1+1+i(0)+ 1+i(0)]} 19.

J=1
n

= X fj [ exp 6rciZj (3) + exp -6rciZj (3)] * 0 20.
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Appendix 11. Hand inversion in reciprocal space for trigonals

The symmetry of the reciprocal space for a crystal belonging to space group

P3i or 221 is easily demonstrated being the same of point group P 3 ml, by

applying the centrosymmetry operator to the symmetry operators of the former

therefore obtaining the latter. JFig 11-1 lists all the symmetry equivalent
reflections for the point group P 3 ml.

Fig. 11-1 Symmetry of point group P 3 ml. The area labeled "OSC" evidences

the sector of reciprocal space used by the OSC-TJR package.

The "handness"of the dataset can be easily changed in several equivalent

ways, but depending to the operations that are applied, a different asymmetric

unit may be obtained. The OSC package produced a unique set of reflections

whose indices had only positive L and belong to the sectors H i L, K i L.

As evidenced in Fig.11-1, reflections with identical H and K indices but

opposite L are not symmetry related in this point group. In order to change hand

to the reflections produced by OSC merge without changing the region of

reciprocal space used, it had just_been applied a mirror operation at K=-2H,

therefore reflections with indices H ,H+K,L become K ,H+K,L and viceversa.
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Appendix 12. Alignment of the extension peptides from wheat histones

H2A and H2B with homologous ones of the UWGCG

databases

Homologies between extension peptide of histone H2A and other known

proteins

ELONGATION FACTOR 1-GAMMA

(EF-1-GAMMA)
1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

TOLA PROTEIN

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPK 14

. ||||:||. .:•

280 AAAEKAAAAKAAAE 293

223 EKKAPAAAPAASKKK 237

G2/MITOTIC-SPECIFIC CYCLIN

1

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

•• Ih Ihlhll
136 KPIEKEKAAEKSAKK 150

HISTONE HI.10

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

TOLA PROTEIN

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

I ..Ihlh • II
181 EAQKKAEAAAAALKK 195

4OS RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN S31

PRECURSOR (YS23)
1 EKAEKAGAA PKSPKK 15

• Ihlhll -II.II
8 SKAAKAAAALAGGKKSKKK 26

141 KKPKKAAAAKKSPKK 155

GALACTOSE-1-PHOSPHATE

URIDYLYLTRANSFERASE (EC

2.7.7.10)
I EKAEK..AGAAPKSPKK 15

lh-1 1 = 11- .-II
145 EKDPKAIAAAAHATGKK 161

ELONGATION FACTOR 1-ALPHA

(EF-1-ALPHA) (50 KD ACTIN-

BINDING PROTEIN) (ABP-50)
1 EKA.EKAGAAPKSPKK 15

:|| =1 llh-. hi I
441 GKAGDKKGAAAPSKKK 456

HISTONE H2B

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

• hll lh.:.|l
II KAASKAKAARSGEKK 25

HISTONE H2A.2.2

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

llllllh MUM
129 EKAEKAGTKAKSPKK 143

HISTONE HI, GONADAL

1 EKAEKA.GAAPKSPKK 15

.||.|| :||:|.::|
129 AKAKKAKAAAAKKARK 144

HISTONE HID (HI.2)
2 KAEKA..GAAP.KSPKK 15

h-ll Ihl ihll
136 KPKKAAGGATPKKSAKK 152

SPERM-SPECIFIC PROTEIN PHI-

3 (PL-IV)
2 KAEKAGA.APKSPKK 15

••!• I llllll
16 KSSKSKAKKPKSPKK 30

LUPUS LA PROTEIN HOMOLOG A

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

:• : hill MM
391 GTKNGAAAAPGSPKK 405

N-ACETYLMURAMOYL-L-ALANINE

AMIDASE (EC 3.5.1.28)
1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

. -Ill II -.11
253 PATEKALAAIGAKKK 267

NONSTRUCTURAL PROTEIN V

2 KAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

Ih-hlll -Ih
57 KAKTAAAAPVKPKR 70

FLAGELLAR HOOK-ASSOCIATED

PROTEIN 3 (HAP3) (HOOK-

FILAMENT JUNCTION PROTEIN)

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

221 EK.EKAAAAIDKTNR 234

CALNEXIN HOMOLOG PRECURSOR

3 AEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

: : | : | | | . . | |
487 GGKKAAAPVEKKK 499
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TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR BF-1

(BRAIN FACTOR 1)
1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

:. ||:::|. ..||
134 DEKEKGAGAGGEEKK 148

PLASMA MEMBRANE ATPASE (EC

3.6.1.35) (PROTON PUMP)
1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPK 14

III-.hi •••II
23 EKAAEAAAYQPKPK 36

PLASMA MEMBRANE ATPASE (EC

3.6.1.35) (PROTON PUMP)
1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

104 NPGKKAAAQPKSTKK 118

HISTONE HI, GONADAL

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

HISTONE HI.01

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

•h-lhh-lllll
141 KKPKKAAAVKKSPKK 155

HYPOTHETICAL 40 KD PROTEIN

IN HRP LOCUS

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

••llh Ihh: I
258 DKAEEKKAAAKEAAK 272

VARIANT SURFACE

GLYCOPROTEIN ILTAT 1.25

PRECURSOR (VSG)
1 EKAEKAGAAP..KS.PKK 15

:-:.|hlll II hi
387 QPPAKAAAAPEKKSNPQK 404

SECRETED 45 KD PROTEIN

PRECURSOR

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

194 KKAKK..PAKKSPKK 206 219 EKAAAEKAAQEAAKK 233

HISTONE HI, GONADAL

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

TOLA PROTEIN

1 EKA..EKAGAAPKSPKK 15

140 KKPKKAAAVKKSPKK 154 251 EKAAAEKAAADKKAAAE 267

HISTONE HI, GONADAL

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

TOLA PROTEIN

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

140 KKPKKAAAVKKSPKK 154 195 KKAEAAEAAAAEARK 209

HISTONE HID

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

•Ihll Mill I
173 AKATKAKKAPKSPAK 187

HISTONE H1C (CLONE XLHW8)
1 EKAEK.AGAAPKSPKK 15

•h-l .:|hlllll
145 KKPKKVSAAAAKSPKK 160

MYOSIN LIGHT CHAIN,

EMBRYONIC (L23)
1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

--1-11=111- II-
10 KDAAKAAAAPEVPKE 24

MYRISTOYLATED ALANINE-RICH

C-KINASE SUBSTRATE (MARCKS)
1 EK.AEKAGAAPKSP 13

HISTONE H1C (CLONE XLHW2)

1 EKAEK.AGAAPKSPKK 15

-h-l -: II'-11111
146 KKPKKVSAAAAKSPKK 161

HISTONE H1B (HI.4)
1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

232 EKAAEEAGAAATSE 245

LATE EMBRYOGENESIS ABUNDANT

PROTEIN D-29 (LEA D-29)
3 AEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

||||::|:...||
239 AEKAEGAAEETKK 251

138 KKATGAATPKKSAKK 152

HISTONE Hl.l

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR HES-5

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

• II hhlll ••

72 SKAFAAAAGPKSLHQ 86

141 EKKAKKPAAAK.PKK 154
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SPERM-SPECIFIC PROTEIN PHI-

2B (PL-II*) (SPERM-SPECIFIC
HISTONE Hl-LIKE PROTEIN)

1 EKAEKAGA.APKSPKK 15

ELONGATION FACTOR 1 BETA'

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

109 KKAAAEREAAKPAKK 123

158 KKSTKSKAKKPKSPKK 173

ELONGATION FACTOR 1-GAMMA

HOMOLOG (EF-1-GAMMA

HOMOLOG)

1 EKAEKAGAA.PKSPKK 15

=1111= I- -I--M
220 QKAEKPKAEKSKAEKK 235

GENE 27 PROTEIN

1 EKAEKAGAAPKS.PKK 15

DNA POLYMERASE III SUBUNITS

GAMMA AND TAU (EC 2.7.7.7)

2 KAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

I-. Ih. MM
389 KTTGIKAAAESPKK 402

NAD(P)H DEHYDROGENASE

(QUINONE) 1 (EC 1.6.99.2)

(QUINONE REDUCTASE) (DT-

DIAPHORA

3 AEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

88 PKAKETKAKPKSKPKK 103 21 AMKEAAAAALKKK 33

RETROVIRUS-RELATED GAG

POLYPROTEIN

4 EKAG AAPKSPKK 15

ll-l : ll-ll
138 EKEGSYHSPLNKSKKK 153

EGL-45 PROTEIN

2 KAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

||||.:|h-.- I
597 KAEKTAAAATEQAK 610

ALDEHYDE DEHYDROGENASE,

MITOCHONDRIAL 2 PRECURSOR

(EC 1.2.1.3)
1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPKK 15

:|. . Ml--- II
279 GKWMKAAAKSNLKK 293

DIHYDROFLAVONOL-4-REDUCTASE

(EC 1.-.-.-)

1 EKAEKAGAAPKSPK 14

III-..M M- •

174 EKAAMEEAKKKNID 187

Homologies between extension peptide of histone H2B and other known

proteins

HISTONE H2B.2

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

MMIMMIMMMIIMM
4 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 25

HISTONE H2B

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

13 KPAEEEPAAEKAEKTPAGKKPK 34

HISTONE H2B.1

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

III- I: I 1 - I I I I I I I
13 KPAEEEPATEKVEKAPAGKKPK 34

HISTONE HI.01

1 KP.AAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

HISTONE H2B.2

1 KPAAENKVEK..AAEKTPAGKKPK 22

IMI....I. IMIMIIIMI
8 KPAAKKPAEEEPAAEKAPAGKKPK 31

HISTONE H2B.2

1 KP.AAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

II l|..|..IM MM
134 KPAAAAKKPKKAAAVKKSPKKAK 156

HISTONE HI-BETA, LATE

EMBRYONIC

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

170 KPAAKKAAAKPAPAKKAAKKP 190

HISTONE HI.3

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

135 KPAAAAKKPKKAAAVKKSPKKAK 157 2 EAPAETAAPAPAEKSPAKKKK 22
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60S ACIDIC RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN P2

2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

68 PAAATSAAPAAAAAAPAKKV 87

60S ACIDIC RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN P2

(L12EI)
1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

75 PAAAAGGAPAAAEDKAEAKKPE 96

MYOSIN LIGHT CHAIN 1, SKELETAL

MUSCLE ISOFORM (MLClF) (Al

CATALYTIC) (ALKALI)
1 KPAAENKVEKAAEK..TPAGKKPK 22

DNA TOPOISOMERASE I (EC
5.99.1.2)

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

II ..:| .|.||.. MM
177 KPKNKDKDKKVAEPDNKKKKPK 198

PROTEIN KINASE C SUBSTRATE 80 KD

PROTEIN (FRAGMENTS)
2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

.11. I.. . . I
• l •••• j • * • • • l ••

23 AAAGGDAAAAPGEQAGGAGAE 43

MYRISTOYLATED ALANINE-RICH C-

KINASE SUBSTRATE (MARCKS)
2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

8 KPAAAAAPAPAPAPAPAPAPAKPK 31 190 AAAGGDAAAAPGEQAGGAGAE 210

MYOSIN LIGHT CHAIN 1, SKELETAL

MUSCLE ISOFORM (Al CATALYTIC)

(ALKALI) (MLC-1)
1 KPAAENKVEKAAEK..TPAGKKPK 22

MM I:-- .||. Ill
7 KPAAAAAPAPAPAPAPAPAPAKPK 30

SODIUM CHANNEL PROTEIN

(PARALYTIC PROTEIN)
2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

MYRISTOYLATED ALANINE-RICH C-

KINASE SUBSTRATE (MARCKS)
1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTP.AGKKPK 22

.|||.:| I I!---I II -I
78 TPAAAEKDEAAAATEPGAGAADK 100

MYRISTOYLATED ALANINE-RICH C-

KINASE SUBSTRATE (MARCKS)

(ACAMP-81)
1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

2071 AAAAAAAAAAAGTTTAGSPG 2090 80 SPAAAEKDEPAAAAPDAGHPVE 101

FEMALE STERILE HOMEOTIC PROTEIN

(FRAGILE-CHORION MEMBRANE

PROTEIN)
2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

341 AAAAAAGGAAGAAGGAGTIP 360

DIVERGENT UPSTREAM PROTEIN

(DUP)
2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

.M-. .. II- Ml.. I
50 GAAAAAAAAAAAAPPAPPAP 69

HISTONE H2B.1

2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

MIIMIMh ||.:
8 AAAEKKVKKAPTTEKKNKKKR 28

HISTONE Hl.l

2 PAAENKVEKAAEK.TPAGKKP 21

132 SAKASSPKAAAEKSAPAKKKP 152

HOMEOBOX/POU DOMAIN PROTEIN RDC-

1

2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

:||.: .. ||. .:||. :

137 AAAHHGAAAAAAAAAAGQVA 156

HOMEOBOX PROTEIN ENGRAILED-1

(HU-EN-1)
2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

MM- •• ||. -:|: ||.
201 AAAAAAAAVAAAAAAAAAKPS 221

HOMEOBOX PROTEIN OM(ID)
2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

233 AAAAAAAAAAASAAAAGGGG 252

1-AMINOCYCLOPROPANE-1-

CARBOXYLATE OXIDASE (ACC

OXIDASE) (ETHYLENE- FORMING

ENZYM

3 AAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKK...PK 22

265 PAPALVEKEAEEKEEKKKEIYPK 287
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TROPONIN I (TNI) (WINGS APART-

A PROTEIN) (HELDUP PROTEIN)
1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

19 KPAAPAAAPAANGKAAPAANGK 40

3-KETOACYL-COA THIOLASE

PEROXISOMAL PRECURSOR (EC

2.3.1.16) (BETA- KETOTHIOLASE)
1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGK 19

.: |... ||||. :|||
193 DAFAAKSYEKAAAAQAAGK 211

FATTY ACID SYNTHASE, SUBUNIT

ALPHA (EC 2.3.1.86) (CONTAINS:

EC 1.1.1.100, AND EC

2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

HISTONE HI, GONADAL (FRAGMENT)
1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

: . | | . . | . | | . | . | : | | : :

144 RKAAAAKRKAAAAKRRAAKKAR 165

HISTONE HI, EARLY EMBRYONIC

1 KPAAEN KVEKAAEKTPAGKK. .PK 22

I---I- l.-l l-l-lhll II
150 KKTTEKKEKKKTPKKAPKKPAAKKSTPK 177

HISTONE H1B (HI.4)
1 KPA..AENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

122 AAAPAPVAAAAPAAAAAEIAD 142

159 KPAAAAGAKKAKSPKKAKAAKPKK 182

HISTONE H1A

3 AAENKVEKAAEKTPA..GKKPK 22

MM • II-I--I -MM
130 AAEAKKPAAAAKKTAKSPKKPK 151

ELASTIN PRECURSOR

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

252 PQAAAAAAAKAAAKFGAGAAG 272

ELASTIN PRECURSOR (FRAGMENT)
2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

:||..|.. |. .||: |
422 AAAAAKAAAKAAAFGAGRVP 441

HISTONE H1A

2 PAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

2 EAAESAPAPPPAE. PAAKKKK 21

HISTONE Hl.l

1 KPAAENK..VEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

131 KPAAAKKATGEKKAKKPAAAKPKK 154

ELONGATION FACTOR 1-ALPHA (EF-

1-ALPHA)

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

443 KDPTAGKVTKAAEK..AGKKK 461

DNA-BINDING PROTEIN CFlA

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

MM II- III- •-

489 KPAATAAAATAAAATPATAATS 510

H.8 OUTER MEMBRANE PROTEIN

PRECURSOR

2 PAAENK.VEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

HISTONE Hl.l

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

|:||..|.. ||.|.:|:|||
113 KAAAAKKPA.AAKKPAAAKKP 132

HISTONE Hl.l

2 PAAENKV.EK..AAEKTPAGKKP 21

: . : : | | | || • I • : I : I I I
104 ANGRFRVPEKAAAAKKPAAAKKP 126

HISTONE H1.11R

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTP..AGKKPK 22

|.|...|..|||.M Mill
122 KKASAAKPKKAAAKKPAAAAKKPK 145

42 PAAEAPAAEAAAAEAPAAEAP 62

HISTONE HI, GONADAL

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

HYPOTHETICAL PROTEIN ORF401

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

Ml... -|.|. Ml ••

185 KSAAAAESSKNAAATSAGAAKT 206

158 KKAAAAK.RKAAAKAKKAKKPK 178

HISTONE HI, GONADAL

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKT.PAGKKP 21

TOLA PROTEIN

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKP 21

h ||.. • ||||.:|:||:
218 KAKAEAEKKAAAEKAAADKKA 238

181 KPAAKAKPKTAGAKPKPLAKKA 202
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TOLA PROTEIN

1 KPAAENKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

hill -:| || -:|: hi
177 KAAAE..AQKKAEAAAAALKKK 196

TYPE I RESTRICTION ENZYME

SPECIFICITY PROTEIN (S PROTEIN)

1 KPAAE..NKVEKAAEKTPAGKKPK 22

..||. :|: ||. ..:|||..
443 NSAAALLEKI.KAERAASGGKKTS 465

TYPE I RESTRICTION ENZYME

SPECIFICITY PROTEIN (S PROTEIN)

1 KPAAENKVEK.AAEKT.PAGKKPK 22

I -I-. :|| Ih- .:||h.
436 KNSAAALLEKIKAERAVSGGKKTS 459



Leer - Vide - Empty
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Curriculum Vitae

Luca Ida Giovanni Toldo

born in Udine on 23th March 1965

citizen of Verona, Italy

married

1971 -1976 Primary School in Udine (Italy)

1976-1979 Intermediate School in Verona (Italy)

1979-1984 High School degree, Agricultural studies in Cividale del

Friuli (UD-ltaly)

1984-1989 Study of Agriculture Engineering, Animal Sciences at the

Italian University of Udine (Italy)

1987 (3 mo), 1988 (3 mo),

1989 (2 mo) Summer Student at the Weizmann Institute of Science,

Rehovot, (Israel) by Dr. F.Kohen

1989 Diploma thesis by Prof. G.Bono and Prof. F. Quadrifoglio

1990 (4 mo) Senjor research technician at the NIH, NCI-Frederick

Cancer Research Institute, Frederick (MD-USA), by Dr.

A.WIodawer and Prof. J.L.Sussman

1990-1994 Ph.D. thesis at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,

Institute of Molecular Biology and Biophysics, by Prof. T.J.

Richmond


